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PREFACE 

To farmers on the Great Plains custom combining is an accepted 

institution, one so taken for granted that its origins are obscure. 

This study refreshes the memory of those beginnings and traces the 

development of the business to the present. 

The subjects of the study are known variously as "custom combin

ers," "custom harvesters," "contract harvesters," and "wheaties," but 

most often as "custom cutters." Owners of combines may do custom work 

locally, but I focus here on itinerant custom cutters who travel north 

with the harvest. The geographic scope is the Great Plains of the 

United States, with occasional attention to parallel developments in 

Canada. My perspective is frankly environmental, interpreting custom 

combining as one of the many peculiar adaptations that characterize 

life on the Great Plains. 

Sou...""'Ces for writing the history of custom combining are massive 

and yet fragmentary. I have made certain decisions as to documentation 

that should be explained.. Sometimes generalizations in the ~ext were 

based on too many sources to list, and so I have cited only the most 

important sources. This was necessary because there were few secondary 

sources to rely on, In other cases the text may run for pages without 

a footnote, Many of my statements about the operations and lives of 

custom cutters stem from personal observation of work in the field and 

informal conversations with harvesters in such places as elevators or 
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cafes, contacts too infomal to be temed "interviews," To footnote 

personaJ. observation seemed pompous. 

This work should be regarded as broad and exploratory. Economists, 

geographers, and sociologists someday may launch more specialized and 

structured investigations of custom combining. I have carried the 

inquiry far enough to draw some significant generaJ.izations. 

Thanks beyond words are due to Dr. Norbert Mahnken, director of 

this dissertation, whose guidance and help made difficult situations 

manageable, Dr. LeRoy Fischer has given me far more than I can hope to 

repay. I also appreciate the graciousness and aid of Dr. Thomas 

Kielhorn, Dr. James Henderson, and Dr. James SmaJ.lwood, committee 

members. The entire staff of the Edmund Lowe Library has been tireless 

in searching out even the most obscure sources for me, but I must 

single out the enomous efforts of Vicki Phillips, John Phillips, and 

Terry Bassford. Debra, my wife, knows how grateful I am for her work 

in making this manuscript presentable, 
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CHAPTER I 

HARVESTER'S HERITAGE 1 THE BACKGROUND OF 

CUSTOM COMBINING ON THE GREAT PLAINS 

Custom cutters seldom are introspective. Year by year they follow 

the yellow road of the wheat belt north, giving little thought to the 

circumstances that brought their occupation into being. Yet the same 

conditions still affect their lives, dictating practices for them and 

for the farmers on whom their business depends. 

Residents of the Great Plains engaged in agriculture or related 

pursuits such as contract harvesting are buffeted by forces both envi

ronmental and economic, often contradictory, aJ.ways beyond control. 

They do not create their geographic environment, but rather adapt to 

their surroundings. Neither can any individuaJ. alter the national 

agriculturaJ. economy, for farming is such a competitive and individual

istic industry that no one operator can affect the market. 

The development of wheat farming on the plains showed the inter

pla.y of these forces. Wheat became the staple because it was suited to 

the area. Farmers on the southern plains needed a crop that would make 

use of spring rains, mature early, and be in the bin before the hottest 

days of summer arrived. After attempts to grow corn, settlers in 

Kansas in the 1870s turned to soft winter wheat, and then during the 

next decade to hard red winter wheat. 1 Farmers on the northern plains 

required a crop that would flourish with a short growing season and 
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limited rainfall. Their answer was spring wheat, first soft spring 

wheat carried from the prairies to the east, and then the better 

adapted hard spring wheat. 

2 

Improvements in wheat varieties and in farming practices enabled 

farmers to push the wheat frontier west on the high plains of the 

United States and north and west in the prairie provinces of Canada. 

Methods of tillage evolved from the dust mulch espoused by proponents 

of dry farming at the turn of the century to the protective stubble 

retained by practitioners of no-till farming in the 1979s. The transi

tion from horses to steam engines to gasoline tractors allowed ordinary 

family farmers to overcome problems of scale that had hampered even the 

most efficient of the bonanza farmers of the nineteenth century. 

Although such improvements in technology made expansion of wheat

farming feasible, it was the vagaries of weather and of the agricultur

al economy that determined when farmers extended or retracted the wheat 

frontier. Drought and depression ended the agricultural boom of the 

1880s, but soaring prices for grain during World War I brought a new 

wave of sodbusting that spilled onto the high plains. With increased 

mechanization the plow-up continued despite hard times in the 1920s, 

ushering in the disastrous dust storms of the 1930s. The relentless 

cycle recurred twice more& farmers broke new ground when World War II 

brought high prices, and they suffered blow-outs in the early 1950s; 

when prices spurted upward due to exports in the early 1970s, 

fencerow-to-f encerow planting brought dust storms back once more. 

Worse yet, along with each reversal in the weather came a collapse in 

the market for wheat. So although technological improvements for 

farming on the plains were continual, they were implemented in a 

series of surges. 
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This trend also was evident in particular aspects of wheat farming 

on the plains such as harvesting and threshing. Changes in techniques 

of harvesting and threshing followed two general paths. Methods became 

more mechanized and capital-intensive, decreasing the need for 

unskilled laborers, as was the case in all commercial farming in the 

United States. In addition other innovations occurred in response to 

the peculiar needs of farmers on the plains. Both types of modifica

tions received their impetus from the same cycles of boom and bust that 

affected wheat farming as a whole. 

In any area of the Great Plains, prior to the development of 

transportation to markets for grain, harvesting went through a pioneer 

stage of improvisation. Settlers used whatever means they could to 

gather a small crop for local use. On the eastern fringe of the plains 

they often relied on the scythe and cradle to garner grain. Behind the 

blade of the scythe swung rhythmically by stooped shoulders, several 

thin fingers of wood caught the falling stalks. The cradler left the 

grain in piles, and a second man followed behind to tie the piles into 

bundles. Even on the high plains, in areas broken during the early 

twentieth century, methods of harvesting were primitive at first. Some 

pioneers in the Texas Panhandle tied a cowhide behind a wheel-driven 

mowing machine to catch the falling grain and then left it in mounds to 

be tied into bundles or handled loose. 2 

Such methods gave way to more sophisticated ones as soon as 

farmers gained access to markets. By the time settlement moved onto 

the plains in the 1870s, techniques of harvesting in the Midwest had 

become standardized. Farmers harvested small grains with a binder, a 

horse-drawn implement with a sickle like a mowing machine and a 



revolving reel to sweep the grain across the sickle. The cut grain 

fell on a platform or table with a revolving canvas belt that carried 

it to the side and elevated it to a mechanical knotter which tied the 
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grain into bundles. These were dropped in the stubble behind the bind-

er, and shockers or stookers followed behind to shock them. The farmer 

either allowed his grain to stand in the shock until time for threshing 

or hauled it to a central location to be stacked.3 

This system worked well over most of North Dakota, South Dakota, 

and western Canada, as well as in the eastern portions of the central 

and southern plains, but in other parts of the plains it broke down 

under environmental pressures. As early as the 1870s, farmers in cen

tral Kansas discovered that in years of little rainfall, the wheat 

straw was so short that binders failed to tie good bundles. 4 Harvest-

ing with a binder also required the seasonal services of numerous 

horses and men--binder drivers, bundle wagon drivers, shockers, and 

stackers. Farmers therefore adopted the header, which tied no bundles 

and could be operated with fewer men and horses. 

The header was a wonderfully simple machine. It had a sickle, a 

reel, and a table like those of a binder, only wider. The sickle 

snipped the wheat stalks close to the head, and the loose heads moved 

up a chute by means of a canvas conveyer belt and dropped into the bed 

of a wagon moving alongside. Because the header was wider and heavier 

than the binder, it could not be pulled to the side of the drawbar, but 

instead was pushed from behind by a team in traces. The header elimi

nated the need for shockers, for the wagon drivers hauled the grain 

directly to stacks. Economies of scale favored the header over the 

binder in areas of large acreages like the Great Plains. The header 



supplanted the binder over most of the southern and central plains, as 

well as in western Montana and in some of the western parts of the 

Dakotas.5 

The binder held its own against the header in most parts of the 

Dakotas and in Canada because of differences between winter wheat and 

spring wheat. Winter wheat ripened evenly. Farmers therefore entered 

the fields with headers shortly before the wheat became dead ripe, 

confident that there would be no grain in the field so green that it 

might cause their stacks to heat and spoil. Spring wheat ripened 
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unevenly, and if not allowed to dry in the shock, spoiled in the stack. 

Farmers thus forced to rely on the binder consoled themselves with the 

knowledge that they were able to begin harvesting grain at a greener 

stage than those using the header. 6 

Like harvesting, threshing on the plains also went through an 

isolated, primitive stage. Some farmers separated the grain from the 

straw by beating it with a flail, a staff with a crosspiece attached, 

and then throwing the grain into the air to let the wind drive out the 

chaff. Others used horses or oxen to tread out the grain. Stationery 

threshing machines provided the capacity needed by commercial farmers 

on the plains once they had access to markets. Until the 1890s these 

generally were powered by draft animals walking in circles to turn 

drive shafts. Thereafter steam engines furnished power to drive 

larger separators.7 

Methods of threshing on the plains, like those of harvesting, 

settled into patterns unlike those farther to the east. In the Midwest 

the practice of cooperative threshing came into its own in the early 

twentieth century. Either some local farmer owned an engine and a 



separator, or a group of men pooled their resources and purchased 

machinery jointly. Each summer the farmers in the area turned out to 

thresh each other's grain, trading labor and getting full use from the 

single threshing outfit, proceeding with the work according to the 

bylaws of their threshing cooperative. 8 

On the Great Plains cooperative threshing gained few footholds. 

Instead it became the practice for some aspiring capitalist in each 

locality to buy an engine and a separator, generally one larger than 

those in use in the Midwest. The thresherman assembled: a crew of 

workers and offered his whole outfit, machinery and labor, to farmers 

for custom threshing of the grain they had harvested. The thresherman 

charged for work by the bushels threshed. Farmers on the plains found 

custom threshing suited to their needs, The extensive nature of wheat 
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farming there meant that they needed large threshing capacity, but they 

were hesitant or unable to invest the amount of money necessary to buy 

a large thresher and a powerful engine. The thresherman provided 

machinery at reasonable cost and only when it was needed. He furnished 

expertise in the form of his engineer and his separator man, individu-

als skilled in handling the machines they prized, and he relieved the 

farmer of the responsibility for recruiting the numerous laborers 

required for threshing. Custom threshing reached its peak during World 

War I and the early 1920s.9 The great steam engines were symbols of 

mechanical prowess. The panorama of a summer's morning in the wheat-

lands was enough to convince anyone of the distinctive nature of agri-

culture therea fields of stubble stretched in all directions, with 

stacks of headed wheat grouped here and there like loaves on a table, 

or else shocks of bound grain standing in military lines; the smell of 
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burning coal or straw was in the air, columns of smoke rose from 

engines building pressure, and steaming whistles summoned laborers to 

the stacks. 

Harvesting and threshing on the plains depended on migratory 

labor. Intensive demand for transient labor developed at successive 

points from south to north as the summer's harvesting and threshing 

progressed. The workers who met the demand came mostly from the states 

of the Mississippi River valley. Farmers made the harvest in hopes of 

supplementing their income in poor years, urban workers gambled on the 

chance of making high wages for a few months, and students hoped to 

earn enough money to support another year's schooling. By the early 

1920s perhaps 100,000 men made the harvest. The United States Employment 

Service assumed the task of recruiting workers and directing them where 

they were needed, as did the Canadian Department of Labor. No one 

bindlestiff worked his way aJ.1 the way from Texas to Canada, but most 

moved from south to north for some distance. The workers sought to 

travel as little as possible by first aiding some farmer in his harvest 

and then joining a threshing crew to work in the same area for the rest 

of the summer. Most threshermen moved their outfits only short dis-

tances within their own localities, although an occasional entrepreneur 

might first thresh in the winter wheat region and then ship his machin-
. 

ery north by rail for a second season in the spring wheat region, 

Nearly all laborers, however, found it necessary to travel with the 

harvest in order to stay at work. 10 

The coming of the combined harvester, or combine, suspended 

prevailing traditions of the narvest. The rapid adoption of the new 

machine on the plains again exemplified the evolution of distinctive 
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practices of harvesting in the area. An invention developed in other 

parts of the country was adapted to fit the needs of farmers on the 

plains and then was implemented at a time when economic conditions 

demanded it. 

The inventors of the first working combined harvester were Hiram .. 
Moore and John Hascall of Kalamazoo County, Michigan. After the 

inventors tested their machine in the late 1830s, Andrew and Abner 

Moore (no relation to Hiram Moore) operated combines built according to 

the original design in Michigan at least until 1853, These men were 

the first custom combiners, cutting wheat for various farmers in the 

area. The early combines in Michigan threshed well, saved labor, and 

proved economical. They incorporated most of the mechanical principles 

basic to later combines. A reciprocating sickle cut the stalks, a 

toothed reel pushed the grain onto the platform, and a canvas apron 

delivered it to a threshing cylinder. Screens and a fan cleaned the 

grain. The combine's header, twelve feet wide, extended to the right 

of the machine. Sixteen horses supplied power for the combine, for its 

moving parts were driven from a ground wheel, A driver walked beside 

each pair of horses. A wagon drawn alongside received the sacks of · 

grain threshed, 

Although competition from the inexpensive reaper prevented the 

general adoption of the combine in Michigan, an unusual train of events 

established it in California, where expansive wheat ranches offered 

golden wealth to rival that of the mines. In 1854 Andrew Moore and a 

partner named George Leland shipped a combine a.round Cape Horn to 

California. Leland that year combined about 600 acres for wheat 

ranchers on a custom arrangement, but his clients failed to pay him for 
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the work. After a yea:r prospecting for gold, Leland sold the combine 

in 1856. His son then operated the machine for the new owner, but when 

he neglected to grease the joints properly, heat from friction ignited 

a fire that destroyed the combine.it 

From this apparent false start the combine took root in the Golden 

State. Local mechanics and farmers had been impressed enough with the 

machine operated by Leland that by the late 1850s they had constructed 

more combines along similar lines. By the ea:rly 1860s the Monitor com-

bines built by John Horner of Alameda County were impressive enough 

that locaJ. harvest workers, fearful of mechanical competition, set fire 

to one of the combines in the field. 

More wheat ranchers in California constructed combines for their 

own use, and during the 1880s commercial production began. Combines 

built by Daniel Best, Benjamin Holt, and other manufacturers replaced 

headers in California in the 1890s, and after 1900 they rolled into the 

hilly wheatlands of Washington's Palouse Valley. These combines of the 

far West were cumbersome but effective. Their headers were as wide as 

twenty feet or more. Thirty-two or more horses or mules pulled each · 

machine, with the driver perched on a tiny chair overhanging the teams. 

A man sat on a platform on the side of the combine to sew bags of grain 

shut and drop them into the stubble. 12 

Only a few of these monsters appeared east of the Rocky Mountains 

prior to World War I. As ea:rly as 1901 a sixteen-foot Best combine was 

used west of Great Bend, Kansas, by F. Neeland Thomas. He celebrated 

July 4 with a field-to-mouth demonstration, cutting a couple of bushels 

of wheat and sending it to a local mill. There it was ground into 

flour and baked into loaves that went on sale in the evening of the 



same day. Several other combines harvested in the same region in the 

next few years, but the time for widespread adoption of the combine 
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there had not yet arrived. Large as were wheat farms in western Kansas, 

they did not compare with the wheat ranches in California. Moreover, 

frequent crop failures on the plains made investment in huge combines 

impractical. 13 

Early, isolated introductions of the combine also took place in 

Saskatchewan and Montana. A man named Edmunds and another named 

E. J. C. Shand brought a Holt combine to Spy Hill, Saskatchewan, from 

California in 1910. They pulled the twenty-foot machine with a tractor. 

For four years they combined about 600 acres of wheat or flax annually, 

but they quit farming and abandoned the combine in 1914. Although they 

pronounced the combine a success, few others paid heed. At the same 

time Curtis Baldwin, later to become vice-president of Gleaner-Baldwin 

Corporation, experimented with a homemade combine on his farm near 

Aneroid, Saskatchewan, from 1913 to 1919. In Montana it was reported 

that several combines from California were used in 1910 and after, but 

with little publicizing of the results. 14 

Two conditions were lacking for the combine to make its home on 

the plains. First some economic jolt was required to force farmers to 

abandon the headers, binders, threshers, and bindlestiffs to which they 

were accustomed. Next the ungainly combine had to undergo adaptation 

according to the specific needs of farmers on the plains. 

World War I provided the economic stimulus. Rising prices for 

grain brought an advancement of the wheat frontier. Conscription and 

defense work absorbed many of the seasonal laborers farmers required. 

Fewer hands were available to harvest more acres, and so in 1917 and 

• 
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1918 fanners on the southern plains purchased combines, reluctantly at 

first. The combines they chose were known as prairie models, with 

headers of from twelve to sixteen feet, These filled the need for 

swift harvesting with limited labor; but were not so large and expen-

sive that the in1estment was prohibitive in that time of prosperity, 

Prairie combines were pulled by either horses or tractors, and they had 
. . 

auxiliary engines mounted on them to replace ground wheels in driving 

the threshing parts. 1.5 

Sales of combines increased rapidly after the war;· al.though hard 

times came in 1921, farmers had seen the benefits of the new machines. 

This was part of the general. trend toward mechanization in wheat fann-

ing at the time. Kansas, with more winter wheat than any other state, 

al.so had the most combines. Farmers there purchased about 1,500 com-

bines in 1919 and 1920. By 1926, according to the Kansas State Board 

of Agriculture, 8,274 combines were in use in the state, harvesting 

more than 30% of the acreage in wheat. By 1930, 27,000 of the 75,000 

combines in the United States were in Kansas. By this time some of the 

machines were combines with headers eight feet or less in width, 

designed to be driven by the power takeoff of a tractor and to be used 

in the Midwest. Farmers.with limited capital and ac~eage used these 

smaller combines, which came on the market in 1926. 16 

Other states of the southern plains adopted the combine at about. 

the same time. Seven combines harvested in northwest Texas in 1919; by 

1927, 2,682 were reported there. Comparable figures were unavailable 

for Oklahoma, but by 1926 researchers at the state experiment station 

considered the use of the combine in the state '.'past the experimental. 

stage" and "the most economical. method of harvesting wheat when 

conditions are favorable for its use."17 
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By 1926 the combine's impact was such that the United States 

Department of Agriculture made a survey of its use on the southern 

plains and in the Judith Basin of Montana. This important study, 
. 

published in 1928 as "The Combined Harvester-Thresher in the Great 

Plains," a.mounted to an officiaJ. blessing for the combine. The study 

focused on five counties, one each in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, 

and Montana. 

The survey clearly showed the types of combines gaining acceptance 

on the plains. Machines with headers of sixteen feet made up nearly 

40% of the sample of 268 combines found, with twelve- and fifteen-foot 

sizes also popular. Many of the machines had come equipped with a 

smaJ.ler header and had been fitted with extensions to widen the swath. 

Nearly aJ.l the combines by then were drawn by tractors. The cost of a 

prairie combine was from $2,000 to $3 1 000, but a power takeoff model 

might be bought for as little as.$1,000. Most of the combines in use 

had been purchased within the past two years. 

Operators of combines harvested mostly wheat, but aJ.so had success 

with other crops, especiaJ.ly grain sorghum or milo: The popular 

sixteen-foot model was found to harvest an average, of 682 acres in a 

year. An acre of wheat that required 2.8 man-hours to harvest and 

thresh with a header and a stationery thresher could be gleaned in only 

.75 man-hours with a combine. Grain losses were less with the combine, 

as was the total cost of harvesting and threshing. 18 

Despite the approval of the Department of Agriculture, the combine 

gained acceptance on the southern plains only by overcoming initiaJ. 

objections and problems. Because wheat had to be dead ripe before it 

could be cut with the combine, use of the machine delayed the beginning 
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of harvest, increasing the likelihood that a hailstorm might level the 

crop. Farmers found that they could not hurry their wheat, but had to 

wait until it had dried to a moisture content of about 15% or it would 

spoil in the bin. In wet years weeds in the fields caused problems, 

because seeds and stalks of weeds in the grain increased the moisture 

content. Storage at elevators and on the farm had to be handled more 

efficiently, because while threshing had gone on all summer with 

stationery separators, with combines all the wheat was threshed during 

a short harvest period and required storage immediately. Millers at 

first were prejudiced against wheat harvested with a combine and graded 

it down. The surmountability of these problems, however, was expressed 

best by L. C. Aicher of the agricultural experiment station at Fort 

Hays, Kansas, when he said, "It isn't the fault of the combine so much 

. "19 
as the fa.ct that we are inexperienced in the handling of the combine. 

Conditions on the northern plains were somewhat different, but 

Montana provided the combine a path of entry into the area. In 1917 

the Montana Farming Corporation, soon to become the famous Campbell 

Farming Corporation, near Hardin, bought four combines, but by the end 

of World War I there probably were not fifty combines in Montana. 

Although a few farmers bought combines each year thereafter, still only 

144 were sold in 1925. SaJ.es increased rapidly in the next few years, 

as the combine entered every part of the state where wheat was grown, 

and 1,685 were sold in 1928. The combine succeeded in the winter 

wheat region of Montana for the same reasons as farther south, and to 

an even greater degrees farms were' larger, and workers fewer. 

Moreover, farmers raising both spring wheat and winter wheat could 

extend the use of their machines over two harvests. 20 
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Spring wheat farmers in the Dakotas delayed in adopting the com

bine for much the same reasons they had pref erred the binder over the 

header. Their spring wheat ripened unevenly, was plagued by weeds, and 

often had a rank growth of straw. If a farm.er postponed harvesting 

until all the grain in a field was ripe enough for combining, then the 

weeds flourished and the grain lodged. In addition the farms of .the 

Dakotas were smaller than those of Montana. 21 

Manufacturers responded to the complaints of f arm.ers and research

ers in the spring wheat region by offering the windrow harvester in 

1927. In 1926 managers of the Campbell Farming Corporation had impro-

vised windrowers by hitching binders in staggered formation with the 

tying mechanisms removed and with extension elevators delivering the cut 

grain to a single windrow. They had threshed the windrows using Holt 

combines with the headers removed and with hay-loaders lifting the grain 

into the threshers. Some of the first windrowers offered for general 

sale in 1927 discharged the cut grain at the end of the platform, oth

ers at the middle. Most were powered from a ground wheel, although a:f

ter a few years mod.els connected to the tractor power takeoff were more 

common. Soon manufacturers added pans from which the grain slid gently 

onto the stubble, so that.it would not fall through to the ground, 

Suspended a few inches from the 'ground, the grain dried until it was· 

picked up by a combine fitted with a pickup header, one with wire teeth 

that lifted the grain onto the platform. 

Windrowing reduced shattering, farmers believed; it also allowed 

both wheat and weeds to dry uniformly in the windrow. The windrower 

was the machine for impatient farmers who could not stand to watch 

while neighbors started their binders. Windrowers could enter the 
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field just a couple of days later than binders, and combines could 

begin picking up windrows before grain in the shock was ready for 

threshing, The only problems were the increased expense of windrowing 

and the possibility that heavy rains might drive windrows to ground, 22 

The windrower prompted introduction of the combine in the Dakotas, 

although the binder remained in use for several decades. There were 

only about 180 combines in South Dakota and 200 in North Dakota in 

1927, The next yea:r the figures were 648 for South Dakota and 1,172 

for North Dakota. Combines generally were smaller in the Dakotas than 

in the winter wheat regions. About two out of five were power takeoff 

models, the rest prairie models, with the power takeoff machines more 

prevalent in the eastern parts of the states. 23 

Combines won their way into the spring wheat regions of western 

Canada at about the same time as in the Dakotas. In 1922 Massey-Harris 

Company placed a twelve-foot combine on the Dominion Experimental Farm 

at Swift Current, Saskatchewan, while International Harvester Corpora

tion placed one at the experimental farm at Cabri. Al though generally 

it was thought that the short harvesting season would make combines 

impractical in the prairie provinces, they performed admirably in 

trials during the next six years. Officials of the experimental 

station at Saskatchewan aided in establishing the combine in the region 

by publicizing the favorable results of their tests, findings supported 

by farmers trying the machine at the same time. 

Early users of combines in western Canada, who bought them despite 

warnings even from implement dealers of the unsuitability of the 

machines, practiced straight-cutting of their wheat with great success. 

The number of comM.nes in western Canada swelled from just four in 1924 



to 791 in 1927. With the advent of windrowing, the number jumped to 

4,448 in 1928 and to 9,562 in 1930. About two-thirds of the machines 
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in 1930 were in Saskatchewan, and most were in the prairie lands of the 

province rather than in the parklands. Farmers of large acreages 

adopted the combine first, generally favoring models with fifteen- or 

sixteen-foot headers, but as smaller farmers also became owners, 

twelve-foot prairie models and ten-foot power takeoff models became 

more prevalent. According to a survey in 1928, 44J% of the combine 

operators in western Canada practiced straight-cutting only, while most 

of the rest both straight-cut and picked up. 24 

Combiners in Canada also devised another invention to extend the 

use of the combine--the header-barge, used only on a limited basis in 

both Canada and the United States. The header-barge was a rick on 

skids which was drawn through the field beside a head.er and which 

received the cut grain from the header elevator. When it was filled, 

the driver tripped the rear slats to leave a great loaf of grain on the 

ground. The header and barge could be used as early in the season as 

the binder. Farmers threshed the stacks by driving a combine up next 

to them and pitching the grain onto the platform. 25 

Use of the combine was proven practical in both the winter and 

spring wheat regions in the 1920s. Among winter wheat farmers harvest

ing with the combine was almost universal before 1940. For spring 

wheat farmers the transition to the combine was slower, arrested by 

depression during the 1930s. In 1938 a survey of eight counties across 

North Dakota showed that only about a fourth of the wheat in the state 

was harvested by combine, about half of this being windrowed and picked 

up and about half being straight-cut, Farmers in the eastern and 
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northern portions of the state used the combine the least, and when 

they did, generally also used the windrower, Farmers in the western 

and southern parts of the state were more favorable to the combine and 

practiced straight-cutting, but even there most still clung to the 

binder. In Kansas, on the other hand, conversion to the combine was 

nearly complete by this time. Almost nine-tenths of the wheat in eight 

sample counties was combined, nearly all by straight-cutting, and in 

western counties, as much as 99% was combined. Only continued use of 

the binder in some eastern counties kept down the total·percentage of 

combined grain in the state, Thus, north and south, the combine was 

more prevalent on the high plains than in transitional areas just to 

the east. On the southern plains the combine had routed the army of 

harvest hands which previously had possessed the country, much to the 

delight of farmers, who were released from the care of recruiting 

workers, and farmers' wives, who were freed from the burden of cooking 

for a harvest crew and from the worries attendent to having strange and 

disreputable men about the place. Farther north large numbers of 

bindlestiffs still were needed--nearly 30,000 in North Dakota in 1938. 26 

Adoption of the combine brought changes in methods of farming, Its 

users found it necessary to "farm for the combine"s to ensure even 

ripening they sowed better seed at a uniform rate at a consistent depth; 

to facilitate harvesting they battled weeds and removed sticks, stones, 

and furrows from the fields, The combine also contributed to the 

evolution of larger farms on the plains and to the rapid mechanization 

of them. With the bottleneck of harvesting and threshing cleared, 

farmers expanded their acreage. They aJ.so purchased more tractors to 

:pull the combines and to work the additional acres, Not only 



harvesting, but aJ.so wheat farming in generaJ. became more capital

intensive with the advent of the combine. 27 
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Effects on the organization and the psychology of the harvest aJ.so 

were profound. Prior to the coming of the combine, harvesting was a 

more protracted process. Binding and heading started while the wheat 

was still green and continued a.:fter it was dead ripe. Threshing lasted 

aJ.l summer, as the custom threshing outfit moved from farm to farm in 

turn. This was little cause for worry, for grain in the stack was sa.:fe. 

The combine made farmers more impatient and hasty. The wheat had 

to be combined quickly as soon as it was ripe enough, whether it was 

standing or in the windrow. Delay meant possible losses from hail, 

lodging, or collapsed windrows and sure losses from shattering. Cooper

ative ownership of combines on the plains therefore was not feasible, 

for one owner would have to wait anxiously while the other's wheat was 

being combined. 

The precedent for custom operation of costly machinery aJ.rea.dy had 

been established by threshermen, and so custom combining was a logical. 

development. Often the same man who had owned a threshing rig was aJ.so 

an early owner of a combine in his locaJ.e. The owner of a combine 

generaJ.ly first cut his own wheat and then combined for his neighbors. 

The other farmers kept their binders and headers in case the custom 

cutter was too late getting around to them. In some cases special. 

types of custom work were available. Sawflies, hail, frost, or some 

other natural disaster sometimes either damaged crops so severely that 

it would not pay to bind and thresh them or else tangled the straw so 

badly that a binder could not tie bundles. Then farmers sometimes 

hired custom combiners to saJ.va.ge what they could of the crop. There 
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were reports from Alberta of combines saving from six to fifteen 

bushels of wheat to the acre in fields on which the government's crop 

insurance program already had paid 100% compensation for hail losses. 28 

Custom cutting on a local basis was prevalent wherever there were 

combines. The study of the combine on the Great Plains by the Depart

ment of Agriculture in 1926 found that more than half of the combine 

owners did custom work. This was of dual benefit1 the combine owners 

defrayed the cost of their ma.chines with custom work, and the farmers 

who hired their wheat cut got their crops harvested cheaper than by 

other methods. 

Rates received for custom combining varied with the number of 

combines competing for the business in the area. In Texas rates of 

$4.oo an acre were reported, and in Montana rates of $2.50, but the 

general price was about $J.OO. Early in the harvesting season farmers 

were willing to pay higher rates for quick service, but competition 

from other combines drove the price down in the latter stages of the 

harvest. At the going rate, and disregarding interest and depreciation, 

a custom cutter could net about $2.50 an acre for his work. Early 

custom cutting was a lucrative business. 29 

Separate reports for several individual states emphasized the 

importance of custom cutting in establishing use of the combine. "The 

importance of custom cut·ting cannot be overestimated," said the report 

for Texas, "since it enables the owner of a combine to lower the cost 

of harvesting his own grain by earning enough to partially take care of 

the original investment."30 In Texas one-third to one-half of the 

grain combined was custom cut. In Oklahoma more than two-thirds of the 

owners of prairie combines surveyed did custom work. In Montana about 



four-fifths of the combine owners did custom work, even including 

owners of power takeoff models.31 
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Custom cutting on the local level became so profitable that some 

men with no small grains of their own to harvest bought combines just 

to do custom work. In 1927 the Schoelen Brothers, Henry and Frank, of 

Kingfisher County, Oklahoma, bought a combine, although they had no 

wheat of their own. By custom cutting 500 acres at $3.00 an acre, they 

paid for more than half the cost of the combine the first year. Cephus 

Rachliff of Major County represented a more common type· of pa.rt-time 

custom cutter. In 1927 he used his twenty-foot combine to cut his own 

200 acres of wheat, and then he cut 4oo acres more for his neighbors 

at $J.OO an acre. As was shown in Oklahoma, financial terms for custom 

combining were not yet standardized. Most farmers paid a flat rate per 

acre for cutting, but some paid perhaps $1.50 an acre as a base rate 

and nine or ten cents a bushel in addition. One custom cutter, Henry 

Schuerman of Grant County, agreed to cut wheat for $J.OO an acre base 

rate and five cents a bushel for every bushel more than twenty to the 

acre, a charge for high yields that foreshadowed what later would 

become a standard arrangement for custom rates. Sometimes farmers who 

were in the habit of paying for custom threshing by the bushel insisted 

on paying for custom combining the same way.32 

A good example of a local custom cutter was Levi A. Quig, a slight, 

energetic farm boy from near Duquine in Harper County, Kansas. He 

bought his first combine in 1926, a twenty-foot No. 1 Rumely with a 

wooden header. He custom combined for farmers in the area, and he 

claimed his combine could cover eighty acres in a day. He charged 

$J.OO an acre, with no p:rovisfon for high yields because there rarely 
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were a:ny. Unlike most custom cutters in those days, Quig con-tracted to 

haul the grain he cut to storage. He had a Model T truck with a home-

made wooden bed and sideboa:rds set out at the top so as to hold more 

grain, perhaps 100 or 125 bushels to a load, He hauled grain to the 

elevator for three or four cents a bushel and to the bin for two 

cents.33 

During the 1930s the low price of wheat depressed custom rates, 

but custom cutting went on. Charles Hildebrand, for instance, who 

lived just inside of Oklahoma south of Kiowa, Kansas, custom cut with a 

twelve-foot machine for his neighbors during those years. He had no 

truck to haul grain and received only $1.50 an acre for combining, but 

by covering perhaps 4oO acres in a season, he made a reasonable return 

for those days.34 

During the 1930s, in fact, custom combining hesitantly entered a 

more extensive phase inspired by the progressive nature of the harvest 

f:r:om south to no:rth, Al though in any particular area the harvest was a 

-brief affair, especially in the winter wheat region, for the Great 

Plains as a whole it lasted from the middle of May, when the first 

kernels hardened in northe:rn Texas 1 until October or November, when 

snow erased_ the windrows in Saskatchewan. It was logical that in order 

to get the maximum use from expensive equipment, a few bold harvesters 

wo1t1d attempt to transport their combines north with the harvest, 

1)ecoming itinerant, prof essionaJ.. custom cutters, The replacement of 

steel tires with rubber ones on combines made such a movement possible, 

Farmers as well as custom cutters benefited, for farmers elflploying 

traveling custom cutters no longer had to wait while some local combiner 

fi.rst finished his own wheat. 
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Quig, for instance, after a few years' experience custom cutting 

in southern Kansas, began to haul his combine to western Kansas after 

harvesting at home and make a second harvest in Lane County. Travel 

was slow, but in yea:rs when crops were poor at home, he supplemented 

his income this way. LeRoy Gregg of Hall County, Nebraska, was another 

traveling custom cutter. He began combining for his neighbors in 1933, 

and by 1938 he needed a new combine. The only way he could afford the 

price of $1,660 was to prolong the use of the machine, and since it was 

rubber-tired, he took it on the road. He took delivery of the new 

combine, a twelve-footer, at Enid, Oklahoma, and began harvesting there. 

He then worked his way north to Montana on a series of jobs, cutting 

his own wheat at home en route. It worked so well that he made it an 

annual trek thereafter.35 

An outstanding and unusual example of an early traveling outfit 

was that assembled by A. J, Nickerson of Bushton, Kansas. Nickerson 

ran a ga:rage in Bushton and also had franchises for Allis-Chalmers 

machinery and Firestone tires. So although he was not a farmer, he had 

everything he needed to set up a custom outfit. Around 1929 he began 

custom cutting nea:r Bushton and then making a second harvest in Gove 

County, in western Kansas. In the mid-1930s he added an ea:rlier stop 

in sou·thern Kansas near Kiowa. His combines, three of them by 1940 or 

so, were Rumelys in sizes ranging up to twenty feet. Al though the out

fit took no trucks, Nickerson's mechanics refined methods of traveling 

with combines and tractors. The front wheel of each combine was lifted 

off the ground when hitched to the tractor to be towed on the road, and 

so the combines ran on two wheels and did not weave. The headers were 

detached from the combines and loaded on trailers hitched behind the 
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combines. The Model E Allis-Chalmers tractor that led Nickerson's 

caravan made from fifteen to twenty miles per hour on the road. One of 

the combines was hitched to what the men called the "Buick tractor"--

a Buick automobile fitted with oversized tires and geared down so that 

it would pull a combine in the field, but still make thirty miles per 

hour on the highway. 36 

Some of the new traveling custom cutters were heirs of harvesting 

traditions already venerable in their families. One such was Everett 

Squires from Lenore, Oklahoma, in Dewey County west of Taloga. He was 

the son of Earl G. Squires, a farmer who in 1923 surprised his neigh-

bors by hauling home an Avery header-thresher all the way from Canton. 

The header-thresher was a forerunner of the combine, but a.mounted· to 

little more than a light threshing machine hitched so as to receive the 

grain from the elevator of a header alongside. Squires used the 

machine not only to cut standing grain, but also to thresh bound grain 

from the shock. He finished his own wheat in 1923 and then did custom 

cutting and threshing for his neighbors. For the sake of the manufac-

turers he issued a glowing testimonials "We are using the Avery 

Header-Thresher with a sixteen foot header in wheat running 25 to 30 

bushels to the acre and with long straw," he said. "The machine is 

absolutely alright and is running with the best of satisfaction to me." 

In succeeding years Earl and Everett Squires did custom work also with 

stationery threshers and with combines, 

In 1938 Everett first took combines on the road. His outfit 

included two Grainmaster 10 Oliver combines and two six-cylinder 

Chevrolet trucks. Few other outfits were on the road, but he met one 

using chain-drive trucks customized to pull twenty-four-foot Holt 



combines on the I~ad and in the field. Squires took the business 

seriously from the start. His route the first year carried him to 

Altus, Thomas, TaJ.oga, and BuffaJ.o in Oklahoma, to Dodge City and 

Goodland in Kansas, and to Big Springs in Nebraska. Successful in 

early ventures, he quickly expanded operations. By 1942 Squires had 

seven Oliver combines ready for the road.37 
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Traveling custom outfits in 1940 as yet harvested an insignificant 

portion of the wheat on the plains and attracted little attention. 

They were regarded as a picturesque, but temporary phenomenon. In a 

study of the harvest in North Dakota in 1938, researchers from the 

Bureau of Agricul turaJ. Economics noted the presence of a few custom 

cutters from outside the state, but speculated that increased locaJ. 

ownership of combines soon would make such entrepreneurs unnecessary.38 

Yet interstate custom combining was singularly suitable as a 

method of harvesting on the Great Plains. The progressive nature of 

the harvest from south to north and the increasing adaptability of 

combines to the highway made such a movement feasible. The need of 

farmers on the plains to obtain the benefits of the combine without 

suffering the ha:r:tl.ship of a heavy capitaJ. investment made the movement 

desirable. The technology for an interstate custom combining industry 

was available, and the environment was suitable. All that was needed 

was some stimulation of the agriculturaJ. economy to precipitate the 

innovation. The First World War had helped to spark the adoption of 

the combine on the plains. Another world war aJ.so would prompt 

momentous changes in the harvest. 
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CHAPTER II 

HARVESTING HEROES AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNISTS, 

1942-1947 

"We are meeting here at a critical point in our world-wide war 

against dictatorship and agression. It's our way of life or theirs," 

warned United States Secretary of Jigricu.1ture Claude R. Wickard. 1 He 

was addressing a meeting of wheat farmers in Enid, Oklahoma, on 

April 28, 1942. The theme of his speech was that patriotic farmers 

should attune thej_r production to the needs of their country during 

wartime. The war brought radical changes in American agriculture. Not 

the least among these was a new system of harvesting wheat on the 

plains--interstate custom combining by professional harvesters. 

'lbe initial effect of the war on wheat farming in the United 

States and Canada was varied. .Although there were immediate shortages 

of certain other products, the supply of wheat and small grains seemed 

more than sufficient. A decade of government commodity programs in the 

United States had accumulated large stocks. In 1941 the United States 

had a carry-over of ~-00 million bushels of wheat from the previous 

year, most of it held by the Conunodity Credit Corporation. Storage 

space in elevators was scarce, but room enough for the yea.r's crop 

finally turned up 1 railroad officials shipped all available boxcars 

west, farmers built g:::-anaries on the farm, and elevator operators 

temporarily piled wheat on the ground when necessary. 2 
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The situation in 1942 was even more perplexing, as the carry-over 

and the crop both were larger than in 1941. When Wickard went to speak 

in Enid, it was not to ask wheat farmers to produce more, but to ask 

them to vote in favor of mandatory production quotas proposed by the 

Department of Agriculture. The quotas were to limit the amount of 

wheat on the market a.~d thus enable the Commodity Credit Corporation to 

support the price at a reasonable level. "The job of American farmers 

is to produce more than they ever have produced before. But it must be 

more of the things that are needed," Wickard said, "We already have 

more wheat than we know what to do with. "3 He expected a crop of 

800 million bushels to be added to a carry-over of 630 million bushels, 

The secretary told farmers to store as much wheat as possible in their 

own granaries--"Wallace' s pillboxes," these sometimes were caJ.led--and 

to put their faith in government parity programs. In Canada during the 

same time, the government was unable to absorb comparatively larger 

surpluses or to maintain the price, 

Governmental efforts nevertheless were too effective in the light 

of subsequent developments. The grain reserves of the bulging 

ever-normal granary of the 1930s disappeared with unexpected quickness. 

As the United States government maintained a system of dual pricing 

that pegged wheat for feed at a price below that of wheat for flour, 

large quantities of wheat were fed to livestock. At the same time the 

governments of the United States and Canada made commitments to 

countries in western Europe to supply them with grain during recon

struction ai'ter the war ended. There was little difficulty in storing 

the crop of 1943, for not only had there been a large disappearance, 

but also the yield was lower than expected. The supply of wheat in the 
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United States in the fall of 1942 had been 1.6 billion bushels, the 

largest in history, but the disappearance by 1943 also was the largest 

ever, totaling a billion bushels. The supply in the fall of 1943 was 

expected to be less than 1.4 billion bushels, with a much larger 

disappearance expected in the next year. In July officials of the 

Bureau of Agricultural Economics estimated that the supply of wheat 

would dwindle to what they considered a minimal reserve in a year. 4 

At that point the United States Department of Agriculture recog-

nized the need for a rapid increase in production to meet immediate 

and postwar needs for grain. Commodity programs were retained, but 

they were used to encourage production rather than to discourage it, 

guaranteeing farmers high prices for increased production. For 1944 

the Secretary of Agriculture requested farmers in the Great Plains to 

seed eleven million acres more wheat than for 1943, an increase of 

nearly 10%. Farmers responded readily, whether because of patriotism 

or prices. Fields idle since the 1930s again were planted, sununer 

fallow was decreased, and native sod on the high plains was turned 

under. Such practices continued for several years, until postwar 

demands for grain were satisfied in 1948.5 

While production expanded, farmers tried to deal with what 

appeared to them to be a shortage of labor, al.though perhaps they 

merely had grown accustomed to having plentiful, cheap labor during the 

two decades previous. Conscription removed many potential workers, 

while the availability of employment in defense industries prevented 

any sizeable exodus of laborers into the countryside for the harvest. 

The shortage of haxvest workers was most severe in the spring wheat 

region, where the combine still was only in limited use. There 



schoolchildren and housewives mobilized to save the crops. Merchants 

and professional men turned out during evenings and on weekends to 

blister their hands on pitchfork handles, often under the auspices of 

such organizations as the Rotary. 6 
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The expansion of production and the shortage of labor led farmers 

to attempt to obtain laborsaving machinery, especially for harvesting, 

but they found such implements scarcer even than bindlestiffs. Steel 

was subject to strict rationing during the war, and only limited 

amounts were available for agricultural machinery, Although the War 

Production Boards of the United States and Canada allocated as much 

steel as possible to the manufacture of harvesting implements, produc-

tion could not keep pace with demand. Manufacturers produced .54,296 

combines in the United States in 1941, but in 1942 the number dropped 

to 41,822, and in 1943 to 29,219. Only about a tenth of the total 

production during these years consisted of the size of combines, 

ten-foot or larger, wanted by farmers on the plains. Allocations of 

materials for agriculturaJ. implements in 1942 totaJ.ed just 80% of the 

amount used for the same purpose in 194o, and for 1943 only 40%.7 

Such scarcities set off a scramble to obtain the few available 

combines. Already in 1942 farmers found that in many places harvesting 

machinery was unavailable except on the black market. The United 

States War Food Administration set up a rationing program. for farm 

machinery in 1943. In order to buy any piece of equipment, a farmer 

first had to obtain a purchase certificate from his county war board, a 

local committee set up by the War Food Administration. The shortage of 

combines was severe in 1943, even before the great expansion in wheat 

production. Implement deaJ.ers on the southern plains bought used 
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combines from farmers at top prices after the harvest there, often 

sending agents around to farms to bid on the machines. Then they 

shipped the combines north for resaJ.e in the Dakotas, where anxious 

farmers paid almost any price asked. One deaJ.er from Kansas claimed to 

have shipped twelve flatcars loaded with combines north; a buyer from 

Oklahoma and a deaJ.er in North Dakota arranged to market seventy 

combines; a deaJ.er from Missouri dispatched 120 machines north. Per

haps thousands of combines thus were shifted from south to north. 8 

The shortage intensified in 1944 with the boom in wheat farming. 

The War Production Board eased strictures on the use of steel for 

harvesting machinery enough for manufacturers in the United States to 

produce 43,604 pull-type combines., 6,0.51 of them in sizes greater than 

ten-foot, along with 1,100 self-propelled combines,9 Unfortunately 

most of these were not yet available early in the harvest. This caused 

particular problems for farmers on the southern plains who had sold 

their combines to deaJ.ers for resaJ.e in the north, believing that new 

machines would be ready for them in 1944. The situation perhaps was 

only just deserts for such careless opportunists, but the country 

needed their wheat anyway. Shortages and dislocations in the supply of 

combines eased only gradually until by 1948 production caught up with 

demand. 

A result of these circumstances in the years 1942 through 1947 was 

the rapid development of interstate custom combining, an arrangement 

that eased shortages and saved farmers from losses, Custom combining 

was the one measure short of ownership and operation of combines by the 

government that could obtain the fullest possible use from an implement 

in short supply. A class of mobile, professionaJ. harvesters developed 
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during and after the war. In a way they were like the bindlestiffs who 

earlier had ranged the length of the plains and who still were impor

tant in the spring wheat region. They had the same mobility, and they 

provided farmers with seasonal labor. In other respects the custom 

cutters were like the threshermen, furnishing capital and expertise for 

hire along with workers. Yet the custom cutters were a new sort of 

entrepreneur, neither as footloose as the bindlestiffs, who had only 

their own strong arms to offer and only their own selves to care for, 

nor as parochial as the threshermen, who never left their own 

localities. 

Stalwarts of the movement were the few harvesters who had begun 

traveling with their machines during the 1920s or 1930s, like Quig, 

Gregg, Nickerson, and Squires. They generally expanded their activi

ties during and im111ediately after the war, adding to their machinery, 

working a longer season, or both. Levi Quig, the custom cutter from 

Duquine, Kansas, lengthened his route so as to include not only south- , 

ern Kansas and western Kansas, but also the Nebraska Panhandle. Leroy 

Gregg of Nebraska bought a second combine in 1942, and so his outfit 

included two tractors, two grain trucks, and two panel trucks. From 

Oklahoma he worked north to Saskatchewan, where he harvested until 

December. The next year, with workers scarce, he added his two teenage 

daughters to his crew as truck dr:i.vers. Before the season was finished 

he had added a third combine and had worked his way through North 

Dakota and Montana. A. J. Nickerson's outfit from Bushton, Kansas, 

sporting its three Ru.~ely combines, began to cover an impressive har

vesting circuit--to Kingman, Bushton, and Grinnell in Kansas, on to 

Bird City and Alliance in Nebraska, next to Martin in South Dakota, and 



finally to Mott and Minot in North Dakota--nine stops, ending in a 

homeward drive of 700 miles. 10 
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Everett Squires of TaJ.oga, Oklahoma, in particular was ready to 

exploit the situation during the war. He al.ready had seven Oliver 

combines and seven trucks which he had accumulated in the years just 

prior to the war, before the price went up. Although classified 1-A by 

the Selective Service, he received a deferment in order to continue· 

custom cutting. During the early 1940s Squires employed a crew of from 

seventeen to nineteen men each year. He al.ready had as·large an outfit 

as he could handle and covered a lengthy route, but in 1946 he began 

the conversion of his fleet to self-propelled combines, purchasing two 

11 that year. 

Thousands of newcomers joined these pioneers and made custom com-

bining an important part of the agricultural economy of the Great 

Plains, The swelling of the movement started in 1942, as the first 

shortages of machinery and labor began. During 194 3 and 1944 the 

increase was more dramatic, as the harvest assumed a tone of emergency 

and patriotism, as well· as economic opportunism. At the close of the 

war in 194.5 and in the postwar years of 1946 and 1947, custom cutting 

still increased. Shortages of machinery eased, but high prices for 

grain kept the combines for hire busy. Farmers also bought their own 

machines during the flush times, however, and when the price of grain 

broke in 1948, custom cutters suffered. Like farmers, they had 

expanded to excess during good times. 

Statistics compiled by various governmental agencies during the 

years of expansion of custom cutting testified to the growth of the 

industry, In 1942 the business was significant enough that the United 
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States Bureau of Agricultural Economics launched a study of custom com

bine outfits in Nebraska. Agents of the Nebraska Motor Fuels Division, 

who checked incoming custom cutters for the amount of gas they were 

bringing in, collected information for the study at seven ports of 

entry, Officiais of the Nebraska Noxious Weed Control Division, 

traveling the state to prevent harvesters from inadvertently spreading 

weeds with their machines, interviewed a few more custom cutters. An 

unknown number of custom cutters in the state missed being interviewed.I 

those who entered at a port of entry on the southern border not manned 

by the Motor Fuels Division, those who entered the state from the north, 

east, or west, and those who ran the ports of entry at night to avoid 

inspections aJ.1 escaped detection, unless a roving weed inspector hap

pened to catch up with them. Also, outfits that had originated in 

Nebraska, had gone south, and were returning home were not subject to 

inspections at the ports of entry. Weed inspectors gathered informa

tion on a few of these within the state, however. 

The researchers managed to catch up with 447 custom combines (See 

Figure 1). They treated each combine and the machinery and men associ

ated with it as a unit for the collection of data, for at that time 

hardly any custom cutters owned more than one machine anyway. Nearly 

half of the combines for which a place of origin was recorded came from 

Kansas, almost a fourth from Oklahoma, and nearly a tenth from Texas 

(See Figure 2). These figures indicated that the southern plains was 

the great cradle of custom cutters in the industry's first year of 

expansion. Few custom cutters yet came from the northern plains. Some 

Dakotans may have escaped the count by entering Nebraska for the har

vest from the north, but these probably were few. If a northern custom 
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Figure 1. Custom Combines Registered at Ports of Entry in Nebraska, 
1942 and 1947 
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Figure 2. Principal States of Origin for Custom Combines (1942) 
and Custom Combine Outfits (1947) in Nebraska 
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cutter meant to venture into the winter wheat region, he would go at 

least as far south as Kansas. Combines from the southern plains also 

tended to be larger models than those from other areas. Because the 

study did not cover aJ.l ports of entry, it offered little definite 

information on what areas of Nebraska custom cutters were most numerous 

in, but since state officials chose to monitor mostly western ports of 

entry, they must have expected the greatest numbers of combines there. 

As anticipated, the port of entry at Haigler, in the southwest corner 

of the state, registered more combines than any other :pOrt. 12 

A second survey of custom cutters in Nebraska done in 1947 showed 

that their business had flourished in the course of five years. This 

time representatives of the state extension service and officials of 

the ports of entry covered thirteen ports along the southern border of 

the state, but they still no doubt overlooked some outfits passing 

through other southern ports or entering from the north, east, or west. 

In this case outfits from Nebraska also were counted if they were 

coming home from another state. The researchers found 5,117 combines 

entering thirteen ports, as opposed to 515 counted at seven ports in 

1942 (See Figure I). Some of the ports covered in 1942 were neglected 

in the study of 1947, and many manned in 1947 had been overlooked in 

1942. Nevertheless it was plain that a great increase in trai'fic had 

occurred. Ports at which counts were made in both 1942 and 19l~7--Alma, 

McCook, and Lorenzo--registered tenfold and twentyfold increases in the 

number of combines entering. The wheat regions of the south-central 

and far western parts of the state attracted the greatest numbers of 

machines, but the 500 combines that entered at Dawson, in the south

eastern corner of the state, showed that the movement was not confined 

to the high plains. 
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Information about the places of origin of custom cutters in 

Nebraska in 1947 showed that although combiners from the southern 

plains still were predominant, harvesters from the northern plains also 

were entering the field (See Figure 2). Unlike in 1942, in 1947 the 

researchers recorded place of origin by outfit, not by individual 

combine. More outfits still ca.me from Kansas than from any other state, 

but Kansas' s share of the total had shrunk to about one-fifth of a 

total of 2,969 outfits. Nebraskans rivaled Kansans as custom cutters 

in Nebraska. Canada and South Dakota each contributed more outfits 

than did Oklahoma, while North Dakota sent more than Texas. 13 

During about the same period of years, custom combining underwent 

a similar boom in South Dakota, where both winter and spring wheat were 

grown. In 19L1J the supervisor of farm labor for South Dakota asked 

officials at the ports of entry on the southern border of the state to 

estimate the number of combines entering through their ports. The 

estimates from the six ports of entry totaled only 300. In 1947 all 

combines entering the state were required to stop and be registered at 

the ports of entry, and so an accurate count was made, except for those 

custom cutters who may have run the ports of entry. 6,371 combines 

were registered (See Figure 3). As in the case of Nebraska, the 

greatest numbers arrived through western ports of en.try, especially 

Oelrichs, but even far to the east at Yankton hundreds ca.me through. 14 

Similar returns from Kansas showed that although custom cutting 

was flourishing by the end of World War II, immediately a£ter the war 

the business continued to expand. Officials at all the ports of entry 

on the southern border of the state made counts or close estimates of 

the numbers of combines entering the state each year from 1945 through 
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1947. In 1945 3,145 combines entered the state, they said; in 1946 the 

total nearly doubled, to 6,·248; in 1947 continued expansion pushed the 

total to 8, 048. In the case of Kansas there probably were many com-

bines that entered from the north to begin custom harvesting. Also, 

combines that originated in Kansas, went south to harvest, and returned 

home were not counted at the ports of entry. In 1945, for instance, 

officials of the state extension service estimated that 525 combines 

went south from Kansas and returned and that 500 combines entered 

Kansas from the north to start their harvesting season, ·including 250 

from Canada (See Figure 4) •15 

Each year from 1945 to 1947, the extension service had its county 

agents in most of the states of the Great Plains report the nmnbers of 

custom combines employed in their counties. Some agents reported only 

those custom outfits that they placed on jobs themselves, while others 

estimated the total nmnber of custom combines at work in their coun-

ties. Many custom outfits, because they worked in several areas in one 

state, were counted repeatedly in the same state, Nevertheless, the 

totals compiled by the extension services from reports by their county 

agents gave rough testimony to the growth of custom cutting (See Table 

I). Each state showed increasing use of custom cutters through the 

three years. In Texas the increase was spectacular, more than 300%, 

ma.king the farmers of Texas the greatest employers of custom cutters in 

1947. 16 

The rapid expansion of custom combining in the mid-1940s was 

evident in individual experiences as well as in aggregate information. 

Perhaps the best known custom outfit of the early years of the business 

was that of Norman R. Hamm of Cheney, Kansas. He assembled a caravan 
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of machinery and crew 9f men so impressive it generally was known as 

"Hammtown." Hamm started custom cutting with a smaJ.l drag machine for 

his neighbors in 194o and went on the road in 1942, the first year of 

the boom in the business. Rapid growth of the industry affected his 

outfit accord.ingly1 by 1947 his harvesting caravan included eight 

trucks towing eight self-propelled Massey-Harris combines. On arriving 

at a new job, Hamm's men immediately unloaded the combines and cut an 

acre or two to accommodate a village of trailers--two sleepers, a 

cookshack, a service trailer, a shower, a recreation trailer, and a 

baggage trailer. From Texas to North Dakota, Hamm' s outfit cut a wide 

swath--4oO or 500 acres for each full day of cutting. 17 

State 

Texas 

Oklahoma 

Kansas 

Colorado 

Nebraska 

TABLE I 

CUSTOM COMBINES AND TRUCKS FROM OUT OF AREA 
AS REPORTED BY COUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS, 

1945-1947 

Combines Trucks 
194.5 1946 1947 1945 19~6 

2,895 .5,097 9,138 1,81.5 1,312 

1,.521 1,680 2,781 3,000 3,500 

5,779 5,236 7,800 4,790 3,256 

1,476 

1,.500 3,030 2,681 1,000 1,801 

South Dakota 1,000 2,656 3,560 .500 1,000 

North Dakota 1,634 1,637 2,958 2,816 2,642 

1947 

.5,.537 

3,645 

5,084 

1,072 

1,777 

2,100 

3,865 



Expansion did not have to be on such a grand scale. John 

Stephenson of Coon Rapids, Iowa, ran a modest operation designed to 

supplement his income from farming. He owned a twelve-foot drag com

bine with pickup header to harvest his own 150 acres of small grain. 

In 1946, on finishing combining at home, he headed for Jamestown, North 

Dakota, to make a second harvest. He handled the combine himself, 

hired the neighbor's boys to drive his truck and tractor, and left the 

chores at home in the hands of his own teenage son. He repeated the 

venture in 1947. Although each year he harvested only a few hundred 

acres, Stephenson added one more machine to the ranks of interstate 

custom cutters. 18 

Many other custom harvesters also operated small outfits, but 

ranged over more territory than did Stephenson, Fred Brmm had a wheat 

farm near Clinton, Oklahoma, and when custom combining began to boom, 

he saw an opportunity to supplement his income. In 1945 he and his 

seventeen-year-old son, Jlm, took their drag machine on a short run 

northward. Then they invested their profits in a new Massey-Harris 

self-propelled combine. After finishing their own wheat in 1946 the 

two traveled to Dodge City and Oakley in Kansas and to Alliance in 

Nebraska, harvesting about 1,300 acres and heading home at the end of 

July with about $2,000 in net earnings. Such success meant another 

recruit to the army of custom cutters. 19 

On a similar scale was Ted Hardwick of Saxmon, Kansas. In his 

locale farms were relatively small, diversified operations, and 

Hardwick accordingly began custom cutting on a small scale. In 1942 he 

bought his first com1Jine, a nine-foot drag Minneapolis Moline. He cut 

his own 200 acres of wheat with the little Mj_nnie and then custom cut 
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for his neighbors for $3.00 an acre. The next year he traded for a 

seven-foot Massey-Harris Clipper combine, a model designed for the 

Midwest. He cut wheat for himself and his neighbors in the summer and 

custom cut 200 acres of milo in the fall, two rows at a time. In 1944 

the methodical Hardwick bought a fourteen-foot drag John Deere combine, 

and finally, in 1947, as the boom in custom combining reached its peak, 

he invested in a self-propelled John Deere. Local small farmers 

scoffed at his $4,700 investment, but soon they were hiring him to open 

fields for them for twenty-five cents a bushel. Hardwiek that year 

traveled to western Kansas to seek additional work--another convert to 

. f . 20 a growing pro ess1on. 

Some even abandoned defense work to become custom combiners. 

W. H. Ring, who grew up on a farm in Harper County, Kansas, left a job 

in Oklahoma City at the onset of World War II to work in an airplane 

assembly plant in Wichita. After only a few months he tired of indoor 

work. In the spring of 1942 Ring obtained a purchase certificate and 

bought a small drag Oliver combine in Newton for $1,410. Then he head-

ed for Alva, Oklahoma, to begin harvesting. His travels that year 

carried him to Sedgwick and Dighton in Kansas, to Sutherland and Potter 

in Nebraska, and to Baker in Montana, finding work all the way. He 

sold his combine to a farmer in Montana and went home, but the next 

year he was back in the harvest with a drag Massey-Harris machine, 

starting in Mountain View, Oklahoma, and finishing in Wagner, South 

Dakota. Each year thereafter Ring made the harvest. He got his first 

self-propelled combines in 1945, leasing three Massey-Harris No. 21As. ZL 

Implement dealers comprised another group that entered eagerly 

into custom combining, by sending machines from their own inventories 
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on the road, often under the management of a trusted employee. Paul 

Swanson of Devil's Lake, North Dakota, was one of these enterprising 

dealers. He first sent combines into the harvest in 1942, when the two 

Massey-Harris machines he dispatched started cutting at Enid, Oklahoma, 

and had paid for themselves before they had left Kansas. By 1947 

Swanson was sending as many as seven combines into Oklahoma, sometimes 

netting profits as high as $5,000 per machine. 22 

Joe Vater was another custom cutting implement dealer. Diminutive, 

business-like Vater later was to become known as the foremost salesman 

of Allis-Chalmers Gleaner combines in the world, He acquired the 

Gleaner-Baldwin dealership in Enid in 194.5. The same yea:r he trans

ported a Model E Gleaner combine to Syracuse, Kansas, to custom cut 

with Anthony O'Brate, an acquaintance from Syracuse. For yea:rs there

after Vater took four Model Es to western Kansas and western Nebraska 

to work with O'Brate, and then he gave up the practice in order to 

devote more attention to his dealership. 23 

The great increase in custom combining in the yea.Ts 1942 through 

1947 was due mostly to the individual actions of entrepreneurs like 

Vater and the rest. In one notable case, however, custom cutting 

received a boost from the well organized, highly publicized efforts of 

an implement compa.riy, This was the case of the Massey-Harris Self

propelled Harvest Brigade of 1944. 

In the fall of 1943, when the governments of the United States 

and Canad.a called on farmers for the greatest increases in wheat pro

duction, farmers wondered how they were to harvest the increased 

acreage. Production of farm machinery was at its lowest level because 

of quotas on materials, and farm labor was scarce because of inductions 
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into the armed forces and the attractions of defense work. Goverrunen-

tal officials shared in the concern of farmers, This gave Massey-Harris 

Company the chance not only to assist in an agricultural emergency, but 

also bring in a bin-full of favorable publicity. 

The Massey-Harris Company, with its principal plant in Toronto, 

. Ontario, and a subsidiary in Racine, Wisconsin, was the world's leading 

manufacturer of harvesting implements. In 1939 the company had 

released its No. 20 self-propelled combine, the first practical self-

propelled combine, which was used by a few Canadian farmers in the 

harvest of 194-0. The company then released an improved model, the 

No. 21, just in time to begin production before the Canadian goverrunent 

prohibited the introduction of new models for the duration of the war. 24 

Joseph Tucker, vice-president of sales in the company's subsidiary 

in Racine, earlier had served on the War Production Board of the United 

States. He had been the board's liaison with the War Production Board 

of Canada. To his colleagues in the company and his acquaintances in 

the goverrunent, Tucker proposed that the No. 21 combine be used to save 

the harvest of 1944. The plan he had in mind required the approval of 

both goverrunents, and so Tucker went to Washington while other lobby

ists for the company went to Ottawa. 

They urged that the Massey-Harris plant in Toronto be granted an 

extra allocation, above its established quota, of enough steel and 

other materials to make 500 No. 21 combines. The company then was to 

place these machines in the hands of custom combiners in areas where 

they were needed in 1944. Tucker obtained. support for the plan from 

Marvin Jones, administrator of the United States War Production Board, 

and Jones requested his Canadian counterparts to grant the company's 



request. They did. While workers started the extra combines down the 

assembly line, officials of the company made plans for the coming 

harvest and announced the fo:r:mation of the Massey-Harris Self-propelled 

Harvest Brigade. 25 

Their plan was to deliver the combines as they were available to 

four general areas of need. Some were to go to the west coast for the 

California Brigade, which would begin by harvesting flax in southern 

California and end up combining wheat in the central part of the state. 

Others would make up a Pacific Northwest Brigade for the wheat harvest 

there. Still more were to fo:r:m a Southern Brigade in southern Texas, 

harvesting flax and oats and then swinging north and west into the 

wheat harvest, except for those machines that remained in Texas to 

harvest milo. The great majority of the combines were to go to Kansas 

and Oklahoma for a Central Plains :Brigade, which would cut its way 

northward through the winter wheat and spring wheat regions. 26 

In February, 1944, representatives of Massey-Harris Company met 

with groups of experienced custom cutters in towns up and down the 

wheat belt--places like Hastings, Nebraska, Watertown, South Dakota, 

and Topeka, Kansas. The spokesmen explained that Massey-Harris would 

distribute 500 No. 21 combines with fourteen-foot headers through 

dealers across the plains. In order to join the Harvest Brigade, a 

custom cutter was to consult his local dealer, who would accompany him 

to the office of his county war board to obtain a purchase certificate 

for a combine. The custom cutter then was to pay cash for the machine, 

but he was to take delivery of it at the place where he planned to 

begin harvesting. For members of the Central Plains Brigade, this 

usually meant a place li.ke Enid or Altus, Oklahoma, or Hutchinson, 
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Kansas. Each custom cutter was to declare his "unqualified intention" 

to cut 2,000 acres of grain for each machine and to forward records of 

his operations to the offices of Massey-Harris Company. 27 

Finding plenty of custom cutters eager to buy the 500 combines, 

the company went ahead with its plans and publicity. Brochures and 

news releases emphasized the patriotic contribution the Harvest Brigade 

would make, but also pointed out the virtues of the No. 21 combine. 

The No. 21, they claimed, would cut fifty acres in a day, as compared 

to forty acres for a drag machine of the same size. Each self

propelled combine used in place of a drag machine would release a 

tractor and a man for other work. A self-propelled combine would 

consume less fuel than would a tractor and a combine with auxiliary 

engine and would save grain that otherwise would be lost in opening 

fields. The company announced a goal for the Harvest Brigade of a 

million acres cut, based on an expectation of 2,000 acres for each of 

500 combines. 28 

The Harvest Brigade, true to its name, took shape with mock

military organization. The head of Massey-Harris in Racine was the 

general of the Harvest Brigade. Each regional branch manager became a 

colonel, each territorial manager a major, and each local dealer a 

captain. Massey-Harris mechanics received the lowly rank of technical 

sergeant. Bulwarks of the Brigade, of course, were its lieutenants, 

the custom cutters. The company appropriated $8,000 for "decorations"-

war bonds of from $100 to $500. Each custom cutter was to mail his 

receipts for harvesting to the company as he accumulated them, and at 

harvest's end, the custom cutters who had done the most work as 

measured by dollar receipts would receive the bonds as prizes. 29 
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In April the first combines of the Harvest Brigade rolled off 

railroad flatcars in southern Texas, having completed their journey 

from Toronto, and churned into fields of ripe flax. Meanwhile hundreds 

of grain trucks from all over the plains converged on points of deliv

ery for combines of the Central Plains Brigade. The custom cutters 

fired up their machines in time to join forces with the Southern 

Brigade. A clattering, crimson arc stretching from the Cross Timbers 

to the Rocky Mountains, these self-styled panzers of the prairies would 

pursue the harvest northward to the Canadian border and beyond. 

Once in the field, the custom cutters benefited from efficient 

joint planning by Massey-Harris Company and the United States Agricul

tural Extension Service. County extension agents and Massey-Harris 

dealers labored to bring together custom cutters needing jobs and. 

fa....">1!lers needing harvesters. Often they set up temporary offices at 

grain elevators or implement dealerships and ranged into the country

side to inquire about farmers' needs. Ahead of the advancing brigade, 

in the company's airplanes, flew representatives who scouted out the 

ripeness of the wheat and the supply of combines, The company also 

sent truckloads of parts and delegations of servicemen into the field 

to answer calls for help, repairmen sometimes hastening to a point of 

trouble by airplane. Oil companies sent ·tank trucks of fuel into the 

fields. Officials of the Extension Service, Agricultural Adjustment 

Administration, and War Food Administration made sure that harvesters 

received sufficient supplies of gasoline and tires.JO 

Some difficulties arose with the effort. It became apparent that 

a few inexperienced harvesters had slipped into the ranks to bedevil 

the company's mechanics. Dealers in the southern plains complained of 
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difficulties in keeping operators from the northern plains, less 

knowledgeable about combines, in action. Nevertheless, early reports 

from the field were better than expected, and by the middle of summer 

spokesmen for Massey-Harris Company announced that they·had increased 

the goaJ. of the Harvest Brigade to a million and a haJ.f acres. This 

proved too optimistic. The progress of the harvesters deteriorated 

later in the year, due to attrition from the ranks and to the usuaJ. 

tendency for the harvest to slow down in the spring wheat region. The 

totaJ. number of acres cut was 1,019,500. The Harvest Brigade threshed 

better than 25,000,000 bushels of grain for more than 5,000 farmers. 

The champion combiner was Wilford Phelps of Chandler, Arizona, who cut 

J,438 acres to win a $500 war bond. Massey-Harris Company was a bigger 

winners it released a color motion picture entitled Wonder Harvest to 

extoll the glories of the Harvest Brigade and the No. 21 combine.31 

The fanfare attendent to the Ha.rrest Brigade only emphasized the 

more profound change in wheat harvesting that had occurred in the early 

1940s, The men of the Harvest Brigade were the shock troops of a 

larger force. A new industry had been founded, and aJ.though few 

realized it at the time, it possessed the traits of mobility and 

flexibility necessary for success on the plains. Custom combining was 

an admirable adaptation, one long overdue, finaJ.ly ushered into exis

tence by the exigencies of war. 
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CHAPTER III 

HARD TIMES AND CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT, 

1948-1977 

Even as the boom in custom combining took place during World War 

II, many observers predicted that it was only a passing phenomenon, and 

that once the emergency had ended, farmers would resume harresting 

their own grain. For manufacturers of farm implements, this was wish

ful thinking. If custom cutters harvested much of the grain, ma.l\:ing 

each combine cover more acres, then fewer combines would be purchased .• 

Officials of Massey-Harris Company, architects of the self-propelled 

combine and the Harvest Brigade, were in an uncomfortable position in 

relation to their fellows in the business. The self-propelled combine 

was well suited to custom combining because of its speed of operation, 

ease of transport, and economy of labor. Conservative farmers, on the 

other hand, disliked the innovation because it re1)licated machinery. 

A farmer had to own a tractor anyway, they said, and so he might as 

well use it to draw a combine. Massey-Harris seemed to be promoting 

its new self-propelled combines at the expense of the eventual welfare 

of the implement industry. Joe Tucker ack .. nowledged that his Harvest 

Brigade might have opened a Pandora's box for the implement makers, but 

he reassured them, "I don't believe there is much to fear of custom 

combining becoming very popular under nonnal economic conditions. 111 
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Some farmers agreed, "Sure we hired our wheat custom cut during 

the war," said one from the Oklahoma Panhandle, "but as soon as we 

could get a new combine after the war we got it and hope to cut all of 

2 our own wheat from now on." Many were puzzled when during the first 

couple of years after the war custom cutting failed to die out as it 

was supposed to, This they attributed to the continued shortage of 

machinery. 

Most machinery manufacturers, wheat farmers, and governmental 

officials still considered custom combining an annual phenomenon. They 

assumed that each spring custom cu·~ters surveyed the agricultural situ-

ation for the coming year--the acreage planted, the yield expected, and 

the ability of farmers to pay for harvesting--and then responded to the 

need for custom combines, if any. They failed to realize that a new 

class of men had been created, professional custom cutters, to whom 

harvesting had become as much a way of life as farming was to their 

customers. These men were emotionally attached to their occupation, 

and they had capital invested in it. They would enter the harvest even 

if prospects were dismal, just as farmers would plant their wheat even 

if the price was poor. Al though the late 194-0s were hard times for 

custom cutters, their business survived to become an established agri-

culturai institution on the plains. Seeded as an annual to meet an 

emergency, custom cutting evolved into a perenniel. 

Hard times for custom cutters began in 1948. The cause of their 

troubles was a sudden break in the price of' wheat, as the postwar, 

international shortage of wheat ended. The miraculous expansion of 

grain production earlier hailed as a patriotic effort eventually brought 

price-depressing surpluses. From the , Agriculture Act of' 1948 through ~ 



the Agriculture Act of.1977, the United States government implemented a 

variety of policies to deal with the problem of chronic overproduction 

of wheat, The significance of the policies for custom cutters was that 

all were designed to limit marketings or acreage of wheat, With prices 

low and production restricted, farmers planted less wheat and had less 

need for custom cutters than they would have otherwise. Farmers also 

were less willing to employ custom cutters when the price of wheat was 

low, preferring instead to make do with what machinery they had or to 

trade work with neighbors. 

Compounding the problem in 19~-8 were hundreds of custom combining 

novices who made the harvest for the first time, attracted by tales of 

profits in previous years, In 1948 and for years afterward the State 

Employment Service of Nebraska registered custom cutters entering the 

state at five principal ports of entry, recording information on an 

estimated 70% or 7~ of the combiners coming in. Whereas the state 

extension service, in a blanket of thirteen ports of entry, had 

registered 5,117 combines in 1947, the state employment service counted 

4,866 at just the five ports of entry it covered in 1948 (See Table 

II),3 

Custom cutters who had developed a regular clientele of farmers 

they served year after year survived the season in good shape, but 

newcomers to the business met with disaster, The supply of combines in 

1948 exceeded demand up and down the plains. Combines stood silent in 

the streets and alleys of small towns, representing not only unproduc

tive capital, but also idle workers who kept right on eating whether 

they worked or not. The carefree days when a few good old boys could 

form a custom outfit and make enough money in the summer to last them 

for the rest of the year were over, 



TABLE II 

CUSTOM CUTTERS ENTERING NEBRASKA FROM OUT OF STATE, AS 
REPORTED BY THE NEBRASKA STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 

1948-1960 

.. Yea:r. Outfits Machines Men 

1948 4,866 

1949 /_more than 4,00Q7 

1950 2,664 

1951 1,251 

1952 1,985 2,860 

1953 2,696 4,176 7,682 

1954 2,482 3,960 7,416 

1955 1,913 2,969 5,838 

1956 2,347 3,833 7,025 

1957 3,773 

1958 6,868 

1959 5,031 

1960 6,296 

As the harvest moved across the southern plains, the weather 

temporarily disguised the surplus of combines. Although machines 

stood idle in many communities, in other isolated areas there were 
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brief shortages. This was because the wheat matured early in northern 

Kansas and southern Nebraska, and combines flowed to those areas, 

leaving uncut wheat behind. The oversupply became apparent in Nebraska 
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in the middle of July. Nebraska was and is liable to chronic surpluses 

of combines because the wheat belt narrows in the northern part of the 

state, funneling custom cutters into a small area with not enough work 

for all. Custom cutters made camp to wait for wheat to be ready 

farther north, but conditions there got no better. During harvest the 

North Dakota State Employment Service announced a standing surplus of 

500 combines, about a third the number of machines that entered from 

out of state. The employment service also reported more intrastate 

custom combiners working in the state than interstate ones, indicating 

that farmers were hiring neighbors with combines to cut their wheat 

rather than cutters from outside the state. In previous years many 

custom cutters had sold their machines to farmers in North Dakota at 

the end of the year at inflated prices, and they expected to do the 

same in 1948. This time few farmers bought. Custom cutters who had 

made the long trip from Oklahoma or Kansas were hard pressed to scrape 

up enough money to get home. In pawn shops and on the streets they 

4 
peddled tools and tires for cash to buy gas. 

The poor conditions continued in 1949, for the number of custom 

combines still did not decrease enough to match demand. By the 

records, 5,4J.~9 combines were cleared through ports of entry along the 

southern border of Kansas; officials of the state employment service 

there estimated that between 6,000 and 7,000 went north from the state; 

inspectors at five ports of entr>J on the southern border of Nebraska 

counted more than 4,000 machines through their stations. Again the 

surplus of combines was particularly severe in Nebraska, but improved 

little farther north. Although the number of combines venturing as far 

as North Dakota declined slightly, there still were several hundred 



more than needed (See Table III). The harvest had no more than begun 

in neighboring Monta.~a before a surplus of anxious custom cutters was 

reported there, aJ.so.5 

TABLE III 

CUSTOM COMBINES ENTERING NORTH DAKOTA FROM our 
OF STATE, AS REPORTED BY THE NORTH DAKOTA 

STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, 1948-1951 

Year 

1948 

1949 

1950 

1951 

Combines 

1,215 

1,082 

957 

486 

Two years of depressed conditions brought adjustments for the 
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industry. The price of wheat remained low, and so farmers were unwill-

ing to hire harvesters. During the flush years many farmers had bought 

their own machines, enabling them to spurn custom cutters' services. 

Rather than complete outfits, farmers demanded skilled seasonal workers 

to drive their machines, especiaJ.ly in the spring wheat region. 

Discouraged by the economic situation and by unusually heavy rains, 

fewer custom cutters made the harvest in 1950 and 1951 than in years 

previous. Reports from Nebra.ska indicated fewer custom combines 

entering the state in 1950 and still fewer in 1951. North Dakota also 
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had less custom cutters in 1950, and only about half that yea:r' s total 

in 1951. Custom combining had reached its lowest ebb, but from a 

broader point of view, the business had made the necessary adjustment 

to a reduced demand. Custom cutting was a more flexible institution 

than wheat farming, on which it was based. Although custom cutters re-

acted to a depressed market only slowly, causing hard times temporarily, 

within a few years the ranks thinned, The hard core of professionals 

stayed in the business, acquiring further emotional attachments and 

additional debts to prevent them from leaving even if they wanted to, 

but marginal operators dropped out. 6 

Starting in 1952 a new period of growth in the business began. 

There were no quick profits in custom cutting in the 1950s, but neither 

were there any in wheat farming. As the market for wheat bottomed out, 

it was apparent that the surplus of grain was chronic and not tempo-

ra;ry. Yet for wheat farmers on the plains, there was little alterna-

tive to raising wheat, since their land was poorly adapted for 

anything else, Lacking the flexibility of cropping that farmers 

enjoyed in regions of greater diversification, some wheat faimers on 

the plains turned to custom combining as an adjunct to their grain 

farming, just as other farmers might expand their livestock feeding or 

take part-time jobs in town. Nearly all custom cutters were part-time 

farmers, part-time harvesters. 

The harvest of 1952 showed that al though many custom harvesters 

had left the business during hard times, they were quick to return when 

conditions merited it. Acrea,ge had expanded only slightly over the 

previous year, but yields were much higher, slowing the progress of the 

harvest and requiring more combines. The weather was hot and dry on 
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the central plains. All the wheat seemed to ripen at once. To every-

one's surprise, a shortage of combines developed in Kansas. The state 

employment service, caught flat-footed, issued appeals for harvesters 

to load up their machines and come to Kansas. More important, farmers 

with cash in hand waited for custom cutters in every town. Combines 

flowed in rapidly from surrounding states to bring in the crop. As the 

harvesting minutemen who had come to Kansas's relief moved on north, 

they caused a surplus of machines in Nebraska, but most were sensible 

enough to go home from there rather than try their luck in the spring 

wheat region. Demand for custom combines was light in North Dakota, as 

in previous years.? 

Apparently the flurry of activity in Kansas in 1952 encouraged 

many marginal custom cutters to make the harvest in 1953, There were 

plenty of combines in the area in which they had been in short supply 

the previous year, and in Nebraska, as more combines poured in to 

harrest a smaller crop, there was a large surplus. Once again most of 

the extra combiners turned around and went home from Nebraska, and so 

only about the number needed came to North Dakota. Likewise in 1954 

there were too many combines in parts of the central plains, this time 

because drought decreased the a.mount of wheat to harvest. A reduction 

in the m.:unbers of combines on the road in 1955 and 1956 finally brought 

1 . . •th d d . 8 supp y in accora.ance w1 eman agam. 

The cycle of expansion and contraction then repeated itself. Once 

again in 1957 temporary forces drew additional custom cutters into the 

harvest. The harvest in Oklahoma was delayed, first because heavy 

rains on good wheat caused lodging, and then because continued rains 

made fields muddy. Many custom cutters pulled out of the state in 



order to meet commitments farther north. Hot weather then d.J::ied out 

the fields of Oklahoma and ripened the wheat in Kansas and Nebraska 

all at the same time. While combines were spread thin across Kansas, 

farmers in Oklahoma cried f 01~ machines to return. With an early 
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harvest, even Nebraska had shortages of combines. By the time custom 

cutters moved into Nebraska, the rains started again, holding combines 

there until the harvest farther north was in full swing and short on 

combines. Because of the foul weather, less than one-third as many 

custom cutters got to Montana as in the previous year. 9. · 

The apparent shortages of combines in 1957 really were only 

dislocations, but they attracted additional custom cutters into the 

harvest of 1958. Fortunately, a record crop of winter wheat put the 

newcomers to profitable use, even in Nebraska. However, in 1959 con-

siderable areage was abandoned due to drought in the spring. The 

traditionally tight market in Nebraska was worse than ever, as custom 

cutters who had found little enough work to the south found none at all 

there. In scenes reminiscent of the late 1940s, busted custom cutters 

sold equipment to buy gas. The next year Oklahoma had a good crop that 

gave custom cu·t.ters brief prosperity, but the usual surplus material

ized in Nebraska. 10 

The story of custom combj.ning through the 1950s was one of cycli

cal adjustment. Custom cutters responded rapidly to increased needs 

for their services, but only reluctantly to decreased demands, causing 

themselves occasional grief. Two classes of custom cutters evolved1 

professional custom cutters and marginal operators. Professionals 

generally still were part-time farmers, but they at least made custom 

harvesting a regular feature of their annual routine. They cultivated 



an itinerary of custom~rs for whom they harvested each year. Thus 

although poor markets and bad weather might reduce their business, they 

always had some wheat to cut. Marginal custom cutters were opportun

ists, When shortages of combines developed, they were ready to load up 

their machines and answer the call, especially if they had payments on 

their combines to meet. Often they gambled by making the harvest in 

years in which there was no special demand for their services, and 

usually they suffered for such audacity. The establishment of the 

business of custom combining added to the flexibility of agriculture on 

the plains in two wayss it enabled some farmers to obtain additional 

machinery and help in good years without investing heavily in equipment 

not al.ways needed, and it gave other farmers with limited opportunities 

for diversification or expansion a pursuit they could follow as a 

supplement to farming. 

During the 1960s greater stability came to the business of custom 

cutting. The numbers of machines and men involved climbed to a higher 

plateau, noticable in 1959 and 1960. This was not due to any return of 

prosperity to wheat farmers, but more likely to the gradual. effects of 

environment and the economy. :More farmers came to regard custom com

bining as part of the natural order of affairs, rather than as a stop

gap measure. 1rhe economies attendent to hiring custom cutters j_nstead 

of owning combines were obvious, especially in the western reaches of' 

the plains, where suitcase farmers and speculative resident f'armers 

were happy to have the problem of harvesting lifted from their shoul

ders. Accordingly the center of custom cutting gradually shifted to 

the west. This was evident in Nebraska, a state through which most 

custom cutters passed if they went north from Kansas and Colorado. A 
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greater proportion of them came to Nebraska through western ports of 

entry. Farther north, more custom cutters chose to go to Montana 

rather than North Dakota late in the season. Custom cutters also modi

fied their routes in other ways. Wary of the surpluses of combines 

that always seemed to develop in Nebraska, harvesters either rolled 

through to jobs in South Dakota or else turned around after their last 

stop in Kansas or Colorado. 

During the 1960s governmental officials compiled few records 

about the activities of custom combiners. This was not-because custom 

cutting was dying out, but because it was becoming such an established 

institution that it no longer occasioned comment. By this time a new 

generation of custom cutters had grown up with the harvest. In the 

Squires family, of Taloga, Oklahoma, for instance, Everett's four sons 

worked in the harvest during the 1950s a.'Yld 1960s, making up the third 

generation of custom cutting Squires. One of them, Richard, eventuaJ.ly 

would take over the business; Richard's two sons and daughter, then 

children growing up with the harvest, would compose a fourth generation 

of custom cutters. 

No new outfits comparable to the Ha.mm towns of the early days were 

established during the 1950s and 1960s. Beginnings generally were 

humble and occasionaJ.ly were simply matters of chance, In 1959 Russell 

Snell was wheat farming near Cherokee, Oklahoma, and had a new fourteen

foot Gleaner A combine which had cost him a little less than $5,000. 

A neighbor experienced in custom cutting urged Snell to make the har

vest with him, and Snell agreed in order to get fuller use from his 

new machine. They harvested at home and for neighbors before pushing 

north to Dodge City and Smith Center in western Kansas and then into 



western Nebraska. Having a good first year and liking the business, 

Snell continued in it until it was more important to him than his 

farming, When his friend left the business in 1962 he bought a second 

combine, and in 1967 or 1968, a third. 11 

Another case was Jack Schlessiger from near Claflin, Kansas. 

From a farming family, he started casually in the business of custom 

cutting when his cousin in Hydrox, Oklahoma, sold him a combine in 

1963, From there he custom cut his way home. He continued harvesting 

a short iuute on the southern plains with two combines for the next 
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few years, but did not "get serious" about the business, he said, until 

1966. Then he advertised for jobs and traveled around in the spring 

to arrange for work. Each year thereafter he took two or three 

machines from southern Oklahoma at least as far as western Nebraska 

and sometimes into the Dakotas or Montana. To Schlessiger, however, 

custom cutting remained a lesser activity related to a general farming 

operation with his father, Custom cutting made it possible for the 

Schlessigers to own better harvesting equipment than they could have 

otherwise, and profits from harvesting helped to stake purchases of 

additional land. 12 

Harvesters like Snell and Schlessiger were rewarded for their 

perseverance in the business in the mid-1970s. From 1973 to 1976 bum

per crops coupled with high prices created a doubly advantageous 

situation for wheat farmers, and incidentally also for custom cutters, 

High yields and expanded acreage, as farmers planted fencerow to fence

row, meant more work for harvesters and higher rates for doing it. 

Because farmers had ready cash, the price for harvesting rose for the 

first time since World War II, from about three dollars an acre to 
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about eight dollars an acre in 1976, with corresponding increases in 

charges for hauling and heavy yields. During the same time the price 

of a new combine of the size used in the wheat belt also went up 

rapidly, from around $15,000 to about $40,000. Custom cutters were 

able to pass on this increased cost to their customers. The rise in 

the price of machine:r:y, combined with the flush times, helped to 

solidify the ranks of professional custom cutters. High price tags on 

new combines tended to discourage the sort of marginal operators who 

had entered the business during previous decades and also helped to 

ensure that few farmers would purchase combines unless they already 

were accustomed to doing so. Most of the expansion in custom combining 

that took place in the 1970s consisted of established operators 

increasing the size and quality of their outfits. Only a few new 

operators entered the field. Thus the new boom in custom cutting dif

fered somewhat from earlier periods of prosperity. 

Custom cutting seemed like the greatest of occupations for a few 

years, but in the spring of 1977, custom harvesters were worried and 

financially embarrassed. The previous year cocky combiners had 

delighted in displaying their new combines, trucks, and trailers; in 

1977 they crossed streets to avoid meeting their ba:nkers. Flush times 

had not brought too much expansion in munbers of operators, as in 

earlier times, but had. encouraged an excess of borrowing for machinery. 

When the price of wheat fell in the middle of 1976, custom cutters 

with heavy debts were as uncomfortable as were farmers with their 

wheat still in storage. Custom cutters feared that in 1977 farmers 

would balk at hiring harvesters to bring in grain that paid less than 

the cost of production. Instead they might use the wheat for pasture 



or silage or else try to manage the harvest with what combines were 

available in the neighborhood, Drought threatened to take additional. 

acres out of the harvest. 

As the harvest unfolded, it proved not to be the fiasco feared, 

Along the Red River in Texas and Oklahoma, there was some cutting of 

prices, as farmers rebelled at paying $8.00 rates to cut $2.00 wheat. 

However, this was an area whe:re in previous years rates often had 

averaged lower than in other areas. As the harvest progressed through 

the southe:rn plains, the rate for combining generaJ.ly hung about where 

it had in 1976, Custom cutters with longstanding relationships with 

faimers found them sympathetic to pleas that increased expenses made 

lower rates impossible, al though the farmers had no such abilj_ty to 

pass costs on to consumers. The weather also confused the situation, 

creating dislocations that helped to bolster the rate for cutting in 

certain areas. Heavy rains in Texas and Oklahoma bogged down many 

custom outfits, and the same thing happened in southern Kansas some 

weeks later. 

Custom cutters of the 1970s were better able to weather hard 

times because they were less dependent on small grains than were 

earlier operators. Custom cutters in the early years of the industry 

had only two choices if they wanted to extend their season into the 

falls they could continue the spring wheat harves·c through the north

ern parts of North Dakota and Montana into western Canada, or they 

could seek jobs cutting milo, usually near home. Harvesting milo 

required only slight changes in equipment---the adjustment of the 

screens and cylinder and the addition of a pickup reel with wire fin

gers t-0 lift broken stalks, In parts of Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and 
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Nebraska the milo harvest furnished profitable employment, but because 

harvesting milo was not the urgent sort of work that harvesting wheat 

was, it was hard for custom cutters to arrange many jobs for the faJ.1. 

Technological developments brought new productivity to the fall 

harvest for custom cutters. One was the development of corn headers 

that converted grain combines into corn combines. State experiment 

stations and several implement companies developed these corn headers 

on a practical basis in the early 1950s. Custom cutters thereafter 

could use their machines for corn as well as milo in the fall. The 

only problem was that the spacing of corn rows, while perhaps uniform 

in any single locality, was not standardized across the country or 

even across any large region. Because corn headers were designed for 

particular row spacings, they could not be used just anywhere, and so 

many custom cutters stayed out. of corn harvesting. 13 

The rapid expansion of ground water irrigation on the plains in 

the 1960s created a whole new market for fall harvesters. Irrigation 

brought the production of com onto the high plains, the heart of 

custom cutting country. Custom cutters at first might have watched 

with dismay as regular customers replaced acreage in dryland wheat with 

fields of irrigated corn and. milo, thinking that work would be lost, 

but they found that many fanners were willing to hire them for fall 

ha..rvest. More custom cutters began to handle corn, especially as 

implement makers put out corn headers with adjustable spacing. 

In addition certain miscellaneous crops provided opportunities for 

a few harvesters. By adding special pans to the headers in order to 

prevent losses from shattering, custom cutters could equip their 

machines to harvest sunflowers. A few dozen custom cutters annually 
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crossed the Rockies into the San Luis Valley to harvest irrigated 

brewing barley. Occasionally such jobs as threshing grass seed or 

alfalfa seed furnished profitable work. 

Fall harvesting was one way that custom combining, rather than 

withering away as expected in the early years, adapted to become a 

perennial part of the agricultural economy of the plains. Records 

retained by several state governments revealed much of the character 

and extent of the modeni business of custom combining. In the late 

1960s the Bureau of Plant Industry of the Nebraska State Department of 

Agriculture recorded information about custom outfits entering the 

state from the south. The bureau's personnel collected the information 

in connection with inspections of incoming combines for noxious 

weeds. 14 

The records showed that custom combining :remained a flourishing 

business. In 1969 the bureau registered 1,897 custom outfits bringing 

in 4,250 combines. This was only about two-thirds the number of 

machines recorded by the State Department of Labor for several years 

about a decade earlier, but the earlier registration program apparently 

was more complete than the later one. Also, considering the increase 

in size and efficiency of combines, the smaller nun1ber of machines 

registered in 1.969 would have hci,d the capacity to hal."\Test more grain 

than the larger number a decade earlier. The earlier trend for custom 

cutting t-0 find its home on the high plains had continued. Most of 

the outfits entered the state in the southwest 1 partic11larly at the 

ports of entry at Benkelman and McCook (See Figure 5). Custom outfits 

came to Nebraska from roughly the same parts of the country as in 

yea.rs earlier (See Figure 6), Oklahoma and Kansas sent the largest 
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delegations and along with Texas established the southern and central 

plains as the principal place of origin of custom cutters, North 

Dakota sent a sizeable group from the spring wheat region. 

In 1976 the South Dakota Department of Public Safety also assem-

bled a body of information about custom harvesters, as tha·t. year for 

the first time the department issued special harvester's permits to 

custom cutters working in the state. The permits were available to 

custom cutters in each county seat. Probably few custom cutters 

escaped the count, but there were fewer harvesters in the state than 

would have been the case had it not been for severe drought in the 

west, No doubt many outfits rolled right through the state to North 

Dakota or Montana without buying perm.its, 438 outfits were registered, 

using 815 trucks. Combines were not recorded on the permits. The 

custom outfits concentrated in the central and western counties of the 

state (See Figure 7). They came from much the same states of origin 

as those in Nebraska, except that the states of the southern plains 

were relatively less irnportant, North Dakota and Minnesota more so 

(See Figure 8), Far fewer custom combines were operating in the state 

in 1976 than in the mid-194-0s, but the drought largely explained the 
1 ... 

small number, :; 

The Montana Depc.x·tment of Highways used a similar system of per-

mi ts in 1976. 621+ outfits registered and brought 1 , 306 combines into 

the state, al though drought also was prevalent in Montana. The custom 

cutters in the state came from the same general areas as those in the 

other states, except for relatively larger nUt~bers from Oklal1oma and 

Texas (See Figure 9), 16 About the same number of custom cutters and 

machines worked in North Dakota in 1976 as in Montana. The North Dakota 
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Highway Department, al.though it did not retain separate records on 

custom harvesters, reported that it issued permits for 1,524 custom 

harvester's trucks in 1976, as compared to 1,377 in 1975. 17 

The Economic Research Service of the United States Department of 

Agriculture, in cooperation with authorities in the nine principal. 
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states in which custom cutters operated, conducted the only comprehen

sive survey of the business of custom combining in 1971. 18 This was 

prior to the sudden advent of prosperity for custom cutters in the 

1970s. The authors of the study did not reveal. how many custom cutters 

were named on their master list compiled from lists submitted from the 

nine states, but the number of respondents to their survey was J,4J1. 

These custom cutters carried with them on the harvest of 1971 7,557 

combines, 7,946 grain trucks, and J,089 mobile housing vehicles. They 

harvested 14 .1 million acres of crops, including 10. 9 million acres of 

wheat, 32.4% of the acreage in wheat in the nine states covered, Also 

included were 1.J million acres of grain sorghum, 173,000 acres of 

soybeans, and 732,000 acres of other crops, corn among these but not 

specified. Al though custom cutters came from as far away as both 

coasts--from CaJ.ifornia and Florida--most came from the traditionaJ. 

places of origin of custom cutters (See Figure 10). Oklahoma and 

Kansas led the field by far as states of origin, followed by Texas and 

North Dakota, How much grain was harvested hy custom cutters not 

reached by the survey or not responding to it was impossible to tell. 

The results obtained were enough to show the continuation and the 

importa.nce of custom combining in the Great Plains. The business had 

far outlasted its early critics and detractors. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CUSTOM COMBINING IN THE AGRICULTURE OF THE 

GREAT PLAINS 

The business of custom combining grew up in response to difficult 

circumstances associated with World War II, but in ensuing yea_rs the 

industry established a secure niche in the agricultural economy of the 

plains. Custom cutting was a hazardous, unpredictable business, for 

each cruel cycle of the agricultural economy affected it. Moreover, 

custom cutting was based on the most hectic and anguishing aspect of 

farming, the harvest. Yet the business showed remarkable tenacity. 

For economic and emotional reasons, professional custom cutters rode 

out hard times and refused to quit. 

The business survived because these entrepreneurs of the harvest 

filled the particular needs of farmers on the plains. 'I'hey also 

achieved their own goals, generally the ambitions of frustrated farm

ers seeking outlets for initiative and capital. After the first few 

years of the business, custom cutting was free enterprise in an almost 

pure sense, with all the attendent problems and benefits. Without 

effective central direction, there was no preventing temporary diffi

culties when contraction followed agricultural expansion. Even in the 

midst of agricultural conditions so often swayed by fluctuations of the 

economy, actions of the government, and conditions of the weather, 

custom cutters imposed on the harvest measures of order, efficiency, 
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and flexibility. They accomplished this incidentally, as each individ

ual operator attempted to stabilize his own business. 

When a farmer hired a custom cutter, he paid his money for three 

commodities--machinery, labor, and expertise. The combine was an 

investment both expensive and seasonal. The intricacies of its mecha

nisms and the bulk of its materials made the combine the most costly 

machine a farmer might own, but it was used only for the few frenetic 

weeks of harvest and stood idle the rest of the year. If stored out

side, it depreciated rapidly; if kept inside, it took up shed space. 

For many farmers the combine was a mechanical elephant not worth the 

expense of keeping. They preferred to hire custom cutters, who put 

machinery to use for the entire summer and fall. 

Farmers also fo1U1d it difficult to recruit the laborers they 

needed for harvest, because the work was only for short duration. 

Prior to the coming of the combine, 1ll1skilled migrant workers filled 

out harvest and threshing crews, working 1U1der the watchful eyes of 

farmers and threshermen. Harvesting with combines required men with 

certain skills beyond those of an educated pitchfork. Workers not only 

had to be able to drive combines and trucks, but also had to 1U1derstand 

their operation enough to do maintenance and make adjustments. A few 

men qualified for such work moved 1U1attached with the harvest each 

year, as had the bindlestiffs before them, but farmers did not like to 

depend on them. On the other hand, custom cutters hired workers for 

the entire harvest season, and if some were green at the start of the 

year, they soon learned the skills they needed, Custom cutters relieved 

farmers of the problem of finding experienced help. 
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Finally, custom cutters brought specialized knowledge to their 

task. Farmers harvested for only a few weeks of the year and spent 

the rest of their time at other pursuits. They were skilled in many 

jobs, but spent too little time at the wheel to become experts in the 

operation of combines. Custom cutters made their living by harvesting 

and knew more about combines than anyone else. Although famers 

wondered whether custom cutters were as careful in saving other 

people's grain as they might be their own, they acknowledged the abili

ty of custom cutters to do good work when they were so inclined. 

The employment of custom cutters appealed to certain classes of 

farmers more than to others. Custom cutters agreed that their custom

ers fell into rough classes, big farmers and small famers, with limits 

undefined. Farmers with only small acreage, perhaps a quarter or half 

section, employed custom cutters because combines were inordinate 

investments for them. Part-time famers especially favored custom 

cutters because their other work did not allow them to supply the con

centrated effort required for the harvest. The same was true for 

famers on the verge of retirement, but still faming a little. Espe

cially on the eastern edge of the area of operations for custom cutters 

there were ma..."1.y small landholdings belonging to people with no choice 

but to hire custom cutters. 

Farmers operating large acxeages hired custom cutters more from 

choice than from necessity. Big famers found that harvesting their 

crops required enormous amounts of capital and troublesome dealings 

with labor. It also truced their skills of management. Big farmers 

therefore chose to employ custom cutters' package offer of machinery, 

labor, and expertise. Farmers with acreages falling in the middle 



range tended to do more of their own harvesting. They had enough use 

to justify owning combines, but not so much that they could not find 

and manage sufficient help for harvest. 
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These trends in hiring custom cutters began early in the history 

of the business, as was shown in a study of custom harvesting in 

Oklahoma in 1948. A survey of a limited sample of wheat farmers, 

seventy of them, found thirty-seven who did not own combines, Nearly 

all of these owned less than JOO acres of wheat, and nearly half owned 

less than 100 acres, These farmers obviously had no choice but to hire 

custom cutters, except for harvesting a bit of oats and barley with 

binders. Thirty-three of the farmers surveyed owned their own com

bines, but of these, many still hired custom cutters. The thirteen 

farmers with combines who each had less than 100 acres of wheat hired 

about a third of their wheat cut; the sixteen who each had between 100 

and JOO acres, about a fifth; the four who each had more than JOO 

acres, about two-fifths. 

With the price of wheat sliding in 1948, farmers indicated that 

they intended to cut back on hiring custom cutters in the future, Of 

farmers owning combines who had less than 100 acres in wheat, 54% had 

hired custom cutters at some time, but only 8% said they intended to do 

so again; of those with 100 to JOO acres of wheat, 91% had hired custom 

cutters at some time, but only 12% meant to do so again; of farmers 

with JOO or more acres of wheat, 75% had hired custom cutters at some 

time, but only 2.5% said they intended to do so again, Even many farm

ers who owned no combines indicated they would stop hiring custom 

cutters, presumably by buying their own machines. Farmers in general 

did not curtail hiring custom cutters in succeeding years as much as 



the farmers in this sample said they would, for had they done so, 

custom combining would have shrunk into insignificance. 1 
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The survey happened to catch the farmers at a time when they were 

frustrated and angry about the sudden reversal in the market for wheat. 

With prices falling below expenses, they did not see how they could 

afford to hire custom cutters in the future. They still regarded 

custom cutting as a temporary expedient, and a rather extravagant one. 

Few yet had paused to consider that custom harvesting might be the most 

economical method for many farmers, but in the following years it 

became evident. 

Farmers, especially small farmers, also were dissatisfied with the 

service provided by custom cutters in 1948. More than a third of the 

farmers with less than 100 acres of wheat reported that custom combin

ers from outside the area did poor work, apparently meaning that they 

did not do an adequate job of saving grain. Lesser numbers of larger 

farmers agreed. About the same proportion of small farmers said that 

custom cutters did not "clean up the area," or finish all the wheat in 

the area before moving out, and larger farmers tended to agree, Other 

complaints were that custom cutters did not finish all the work on a 

farm before leaving, refused ·to cut fields isolated by distance from 

other work, or caused delays in harvesting because they were late in 

arriving in the area, All classes of farmers agreed to some extent 

with these contentions, but more important, in none of these complaints 

did the majority of farmers concur. The indication was that custom 

combining as a. system was working satisfactorily, but that certain 

farmers had suffered bad experiences. 2 
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Complaints about poor work voiced by small farmers were explain

able on two counts. First of all, custom cutters could not have been 

expected to be as conscientious about harvesting for small farmers as 

for big ones. Some custom cutters might not care if they left a farmer 

of eighty acres unhappy with their work, for the job was too minor to 

worry about. However, a farmer with 500 acres to be cut was a customer 

to be cultivated carefully. Small farmers also complained more vocally 

because they felt helpless. Since fewer of them owned combines, they 

were utterly dependent on custom cutters. If a small farmer unfortu

nately hired a custom cutter who did poor work, he had little recourse. 

If he ran the harvesters off his place, then the word went around that 

he was too picky to work for, and the farmer was likely to end up with 

no one to cut his wheat. 

· Al though the quality of work done by custom cutters improved 

greatly in succeeding years, the same sort of complaints survived, 

especially among small farmers. Small farmers continued to be the most 

critical of custom cutters' work, always with some justification. 

Because of this, many farmers chose to buy their own combines despite 

the savings of hiring custom cutters. They felt more secure having 

their own machines, even if they were old and decrepit ones. 

Not only the size of farms, but also the type of farming opera

tions determined whether farrr.ers found it practical to hire custom 

cutters. The less the diversification in crops on a farm, the greater 

the need for custom cutters. Farmers who raised only wheat had short 

harvesting seasons and got only limited use from combines they owned 

themselves. They did better to hire custom cutters, regardless of how 

many acres they farmed. Farmers who had several different crops had 
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more extended periods of harvest. They might use their combines first 

for sma.11 grains and later for milo, corn, or beans, 

Geography dictated many of the farming practices which in turn 

affected custom cutting. In the northern plains farmers often grew a 

variety of spring crops--wheat, durum wheat, barley, oats, and rye-

each of them ripening at a slightly different time. By planning the 

time for windrowing the different crops, farmers could stretch out 

their season for harvesting small grains, In the southern plains there 

was less diversification in small grains, and because wheat was seeded 

in the fall, the grain ripened evenly and the harvest had to be done 

as quickly as possible. Extending the harvesting season on the south

ern plains depended on the possibility of raising some crop harvested 

in the fall, such as corn, milo, or soybeans. These fall crops needed 

either the adequate rainfall present on the eastern portion of the 

plains or else available water for irrigation, 

There were other areas in which farming practices had special 

effect. In places where both spring wheat and winter wheat were grown, 

such as South Dakota, farmers could prolong the use of their combines, 

for the winter wheat ripened before the spring wheat. This made it 

more practical to own combines on the farm. The opposite effect was 

present in areas of the southern plains where farmers raised both 

cotton and winter wheat, such as northwest Texas. There if farmers 

wanted to own all their own harvesting machinery, they had to buy two 

complete sets-·-combines and cotton pickers. Therefore it was practical 

for m<my to rely on custom cutters to ha_ryest the wheat. 

In many smaller localities special conditions stimulated or 

limited the activities of custom cutters. The practice of terracing 
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made custom cutting more difficult, for combining on terraced fields 

had to be done in contour with the terraces instead of just circling 

the field. Location of highways also had an effect, Custom cutters 

were most numerous along major highways running north and south. They 

were less willing to unload and work on a small job if it was located 

some distance from the main highway than if it was right on their route. 

Custom combining found i-Ls most secure place on the high western 

plains, rather than on the eastern fringe of the wheat belt. Farming 

on the high plains was characterized by large acreages and little 

diversification, urJ.ess gi~undwater for irrigation was available. The 

big farmers of this area needed custom cutters more than anyone else. 

They raised so little of any other crop besides winter wheat that they 

could use combines only for a short season. Inconsistent rainfall 

caused frequent crop failures. In a year of drought farmers with their 

own combines had valuable machinery standing idle. The suitcase farm

ers so prevalent in areas such as western Kansas and eastern Colorado, 

who lived in towns distant from their lands, had particular need for 

dependable harvesters whom they could hire and set to work with little 

supervision. The coming of irrigation changed all this in some places, 

as irrigated crops replaced dryland wheat, reducing the summer's 

business for custom cutters. Yet because of convenience or because of 

habit from earlier times, many farmers practicing irrigation continued 

to hire custom cutters, not only for their wheat, but also for fall 

harvest of corn or milo. 

The difference between custom cutting in an irrigated area and in 

a dryland area could be pronounced, even between two localities in close 

proximity, For instance, the area of Garden City, on the Arkansas River 
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in western Kansas, blessed with a generous supply of groundwater, 

developed much diversified farming dependent on irrigation. There 

custom combining changed with the timesc in order to keep their jobs, 

custom cutters sometimes had to consent to cut irrigated as well as 

dryland wheat, which slowed down their schedules. On the other hand, 

an increase in fall harvesting was a welcome development. Just to the 

north, in the area around Tribune, farmers lacked the water table to 

su.pport irrigation. Custom cutting there continued to proceed in the 

traditional, hurried fashion that earlier had characterized all the 

winter wheat region. 

Figures reported for the year 1964 by the Statistical Reporting 

Service of the United States Department of Agriculture showed the states 

where custom cutting was most prevalent (See Table IV). Texas and 

Oklahoma had the greatest percentages of wheat harvested by custom 

work, but considering the great acreage of wheat in Kansas, that state 

furnished more custom work in the wheat harvest than any other. The 

winter wheat states of the southern and central plains--Texas, 

Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska--all hosted much custom work 

in the wheat harvest. So did South Dakota, but North Dakota and 

Montana showed smaller percentages of custom work. Similar trends 

emerged for combining other grains, which included oats, barley, rice, 

flax, and milo. Texas, with its great acreage of other gr~ins and its 

high percentage of them custom combined, was outstanding in this cate

gory. This reflected the large a.mount of custom milo harvesting done 

by crews from within the state during late summer. 3 



TABLE IV 

PERCENTAGE OF vffiEAT AND OTHER GRAINS CUSTOM COMBINED, 1964 

State Wheat Other Grains 

Thousands of % Custom Thousands of % Custom 
Acres Combined Acres Combined 

Combined Combined 

Texas 3,017 42 6,526 35 

Oklahoma 4,201 4o 1,44o 33 

Kansas 9,576 29 3,934 23 

Colorado 1, 707 35 699 35 

Nebraska 2,953 32 3,059 26 

South Dakota 2,139 35 3,615 25 

Wyoming 224 24 210 26 

North Dakota 6,236 21 6,842 15 

Montana 3,724 22 1,828 25 

Within individual states, as well as among them, the amount of 

custom combining done varied from region to region. This was 

illustrated by figures reported by the Kansas Crop and Livestock 

Reporting Service in 1976. These revealed the percentage of wheat 

custom cut in each of nine crop and livestock reporting districts in 

the state, as reported by county extension agents (See Figure 11). 

The eastern third of the state had little wheat and little custom 

cutting. The central third of the state had much more of both. The 
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high percentage of custom work in the south-central district reflected 
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Figure 11. Percentage of Acres of Wheat Custom Cut in Kansas, 1976, by Crop and Livestock 
Reporting Districts. 
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the flow of custom cutters from the wheat regions around Enid in 

northwest Oklahoma, but less custom work was done farther north in cen

tral Kansas. The western third of the state had more than half of its 

wheat custom cut.4 

Reports as to where custom cutting was most common showed not only 

the preferences of farmers, but also the settings in which custom 

cutters developed their harvesting itineraries, or routes, as they 

generally called them. In choosing where to work, custom cutters 

weighed the demand for their services in various areas, but they also 

were governed by other considerations. Most custom cutters also were 

part-time farmers, and so one point on each harvester's route had to be 

the home place, to harvest his own wheat. Custom cutters also tended 

to follow the line of least resistance along the best highways running 

north and south, sometimes thereby overlooking available work isolated 

from main lines of travel. 

In other respects the route of each custom cutter developed 

according to a series of personal choices and chance events. Many 

beginning custom cutters were fortunate enough to start in the business 

in partnership with an experienced harvester who aJ.ready had jobs 

a:rTanged. Otherwise the novice headed for the vicinity of the Red 

River in May and moved from there to wherever he heard or hoped there 

was work available. Each time he found work, he tried to make an 

agreement with the farmer he cut for to come back and cut again the 

next year. In this manner, unless he went broke first, the custom 

cutter built his route, with much variation in it for the first few 

years. 
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Once custom cutters established regular routes, they generally 

were reluctant to change them. However, in any particular year one or 

more stops on a route might be wiped out by drought, hail, or some 

other disaster. In such cases custom cutters tried to find work to 

carry them over until they were needed at the next stop. This often 

meant trying another area, perhaps meeting a new customer, and then the 

establishment of a new stop on the route to replace the old one, not 

just for the single year but also thereafter. 

In other instances custom cutters modified their r6utes because of 

deliberate decisions of management. Most custom cutters fell into one 

of two schools of thought1 some were proponents of a western route, 

sometimes called the duster's route, while others were adherents of an 

eastern route, or a mudder's route. There were advantages and disad

vantages to either approach. Custom cutters who kept to the high 

plains of the western route maintained that the way to make the most 

money was to cover the most acres, even if yields were poor. Farmers 

on the high plains offered jobs big enough to keep outfits busy without 

wasting too much time moving from place to place. Seldom was harvest 

delayed by rain or mud in the west. Even the dew was light, and so 

crews could work late into the night and start early in the morning 

without the wheat becoming too tough. The disadvantages of a western 

route were frequent crop failures and generally low yields. 

Farther to the east yields consistently were higher, meaning 

greater revenues from charges for hauling and for high yields. Crop 

failures were rare, and when they came, they usually resulted. from a 

local condition such as hail. 1'he eastern route was more stable than 

the western route. The disadvantage was the greater frequency of rain. 
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Too often custom cutters found themselves unable to work because of wet 

wheat and muddy fields. Such idleness was the worse because it meant 

that outfits were delayed in reaching their next stops. Heavy dew aJ.so 

forced custom cutters to quit work soon after nightfall and to wait at 

least until mid-morning to begin. 

The debate over western and eastern routes was only partly a 

result of conscious choices by custom cutters. More important in 

determining routes was the place of origin of the harvesters. Custom 

cutters from Texas, for instance, tended to stay to the west. Starting 

from their homes and moving north by the most direct routes, they 

traveled through western Oklahoma, the Texas Panhandle, western Kansas, 

eastern Colorado, and western Nebraska. If they went farther north, 

they generally headed for Montana rather than North Dakota. Custom 

cutters from central Oklahoma or central Kansas, on the other hand, 

tended to move straight north from their homes. This eventually took 

them into the Dakotas. 

Partial shifts in route were common, nevertheless. Custom cutters 

who experienced several muddy years in central Kansas sometimes vowed 

to find a better way, and the next year found them in parts west. 

Others became disillusioned with work in North Dakota, maybe because of 

rain, perhaps because of the scarcity of work, or even just because 

they were tired of hauling pickup headers to use there. Montana beck

oned to them with j_ts dry climate and its straight-cutting. So it was 

common for custom cutters to move not only north, but aJ.so west with 

the harvest. This was made easy by the later ripening of wheat at 

higher western altitudes. Custom cutters therefore could cut their way 

into central Kansas, for instance, and then switch tracks westward, 



making another stop in.northeastern Colorado. Others might cut through 

South Dakota and then leap to Montana. 

Planning harvesting routes involved more than merely deciding on 

general areas in which to operate, It also meant arranging specific 

stops on the route at proper intervals, In this the custom cutter had 

to act judiciously1 stops had to be far enough apart that there was 

sufficient time to finish one job before the next was ready, but close 

enough that there was little idle time between them. If stops on the 

route were close together, then the acreage cut at each had to be small. 

Custom cutters always hoped to d.evelop routes with fewer stops and more 

acres at each stop. Small jobs were culled from the itinerary if addi

tional work became available at major stops on the route. 

Custom cutters also changed their routes gradually because of 

changes in pra.ctices by farmers. Sometimes custom cutters found that 

routes which had seemed well arranged for many years slowly became 

unmanageable. Looking over records of previous years, they discovered 

that the dates of harvest had changed, because farmers had begun 

planting varieties of wheat that matured earlier. Such dislocations 

sometimes forced custom cutters to break ties with farmers for whom 

they had harvested for decades, Other changes might be more sudden and 

obvious: increased summer :fallowing meant less acreage of wheat; 

increased irrigation meant less wheat but more fall harvesting. 

As fall approached each year, attrition thinned the ranks of 

combiners working the wheat harvest. Part-time farmers from the 

southern plains returned home to put seed in the ground and the chil

dren in school. Hired hands went off to high school or college. A 

hard core of combiners continued north with the wheat harvest into the 
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northern parts of North Dakota or the northwest parts of Montana, a few 

even moving into the prairie provinces of Canada. Along with wheat, 

there might be flax to pick up or sunflowers to combine. 

Custom cutters who returned south did not necessarily quit custom 

cutting for the year. Most also made a fall harvest of corn or milo, 

usually in the areas of their own homes. The departure of custom cut-

ters from the small grain harvest late in the year was not so much the 

end of the season for those leaving as merely a divergence in harvest-

ing routes, some going on north, others back south. 

The length of the harvesting season varied greatly among custom 

cutters. Larger outfits generally worked longer seasons than smaller 

ones. In 1971 the average length of season for outfits with one com-

bine was eighty-nine days; the average for outfits with two machines 

was 119 days; the average for outfits with three combines was 125 days; 

the averages for outfits with more than three combines were about 

150 days. These figures included both the small grain harYest and the 

fall harvest.5 

Although some outfits made as many as ten or eleven stops in the 

small grain harvest, seven or eight stops were considered a full season. 

A few custom cutters, mostly from the southern plains, made only three 

or four stops. Often the last stop on the route, if it was in North 

Dakota or Montana, had the most acres. According to information about 

the harvest of 1977 supplied by thirty-two custom cutters, larger out-

fits made longer runs and made more stops in the small grain harvest 

than did smaller ones, Outfits with only two combines generally made 

five or six stops, while outfits with three or more machines usually 

6 made seven or more, 
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Each stop on the route was made up of one or more specific jobs 

with farmers. Obtaining such jobs was a process usuaJ.ly unsystema

tized and often puzzling. After the early years of the business, when 

to meet the needs of wartime the government exercised some direction of 

custom cutters, harvesters usuaJ.ly eschewed governmentaJ. placement 

services. When custom cutters entered an unfamiliar town they parked 

in some place that harvesters were known to frequent, so that farmers 

would be able to find them. Then the custom cutters began asking 

around for work, probably visiting the county employment office and the 

county agent's office, but placing just as much confidence in restau

rants, :poolhaJ.ls, elevator offices, and implement deaJ.erships. In this 

manner they often got leads as to which farmers needed harvesters. If 

not, then if they were ambitious, they began driving country roads 

looking for ripe wheat without any combines sitting around the farmyard. 

Stopping at each likely place, they inquired if the farmers needed 

combiners or knew of anyone who did. 

At other times the situation was reversed, and it was farmers who 

sought harvesters. Then the farmers drove into town and looked for 

combines parked in the usuaJ. places, usually finding severaJ. outfits. 

From among them they made their choices of whom to approach with offers 

for work, acting on various criteria, some obvious and others unexplain

able. Curiously, they examined the prospects. Some farmers seemed to 

choose by colors John Deere was a good brand, one might think, and so 

he looked for green, while others sought the crimson of Massey-Harris 

(Massey-Ferguson) or the silver of Gleaner-BaJ.dwin (Allis-ChaJ.mers 

Gleaner). Farmers looked over machinery to see if it was new and clean, 

examined license tags t-0 see where the outfit was from, and scrutinized 



cre'Willen to decide if' they looked respectable. If a farmer like what 

he saw, he approached the boss with the casual question, "You looking 

for cutting?"--and a bargain was struck. 
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Such scenarios became scarcer with each passing year. Not only 

did custom cutters usually retain the same lots of customers year after 

year, but when they altered their arrangements, they tried to pass 

their customers on to friends. If a custom cutter had to abandon 

cutting for a particular faxmer, he considered whether he had a fellow 

harvester who might appreciate the business, and his recommendation 

usually resulted in a satisfactory arrangement. 

Some custom cutters also advertised for work. This was done best 

in agricultural periodicals, most notably in the High Plains Journal of 

Dodge City, Kansas, the closest thing to a marketplace in print for 

custom cutters. In classified advertisements under the heading, 

"Harvesting," custom cutters stated in what parts of the country they 

needed work. Occasionally custom cutters getting out of the business 

after some years of experience advertised to sell 11 established 

operations." This meant that buyers purchased not only the outfits' 

machinery, but also lists of steady customers. 

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of custom combi.ning as a 

business was that such an important institution was held together by 

infomal, verbal agreements. Written contracts between famers and 

custom cutters were so rare as to be insignificant. If a custom cutter 

harvested for a farmer one year, it generally was understood that he 

would come back for the same job the next year, unless one of the 

parties had particular reason to be dissatisfied. An affirmative 

answer to the farmer's query, "Be back next year?" constituted a,n 
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agreement. Also understood was that either party might have to back 

out of the arrangement if circumstances dictated. The farmer might 

lose his crop to hail and be unable to offer any cutting. The custom 

cutter might be delayed by rain at an earlier stop. This posed an 

awkward situation. If the custom cutter left the job he was on in 

order to meet his commitment farther north, then the farmer he left 

behind would be embittered. If he stayed to finish the job he was on, 

then the next customer down the line grew anxious. 

The only way to avoid hard feelings was through constant communica

tion. This started long before harvest began. Custom combiners corre

sponded with their customers intermittently through the winter, 

affirming oral agreements but not formalizing them, asking how the 

wheat was doing and how many acres there would be to cut. Christmas 

cards were a handy excuse for such inquiries. Letters proliferated as 

spring progressed, as custom cutters preparing to leave for Texas tried 

to plan a definite route for the season. A few visited each prospective 

customer in the spring. This annual ritual of making the rounds was a 

sure way of cultivating steady customers. 

As harvest began, custom cutters arranged for their customers to 

reach them by telephone wherever they were. If someone in the harvest

er's family stayed at home during harrest, then the home folks formed 

a control center for the outfit, taking messages from customers and 

keeping them informed as to where the outfit was. Otherwise the custom 

cutter gave each customer a list of telephone numbers where he could be 

reached at his various stops. Custom cutters seldom waited for farmers 

to call them during harvest, but instead ran up their own telephone 

bills in order to stay in touch. 
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If a custom cutter was unable to arrive at a job when the wheat 

was ready, usuaJ.ly because of rain and mud, he informed the farmer 

concerned. If the relationship between the two was longstanding, then 

the farmer was willing to wait a couple of days, but probably not more 

than that. When the farmer decided he could wait no longer, he sought 

someone else for the job. He was expected to notify the custom cutter 

of this and generaJ.ly did so. 

At other times the custom cutter took the initiative in suspending 

an agreement. He might inform the customer he was working for that he 

could delay there no longer and had to move on to his next job, This 

aJ.most aJ.ways caused hard feelings, and so the custom cutter tried to 

find some other harvester to finish the work if possible, As an aJ.ter

native the custom cutter might caJ.l ahead and tell the next customer 

on his itinerary to go a.head and hire another cutter. He made the 

decision as to whom to break an arrangement with on the basis of which 

job had the most a.cres to cut and which customer he had worked for the 

longest, A custom cutter with three or more combines had an advantage 

in situations like this. He could send a respectable outfit of two 

machines a.head to his next job and leave a single machine to clean up 

j_n the mud, 

Some of the largest outfits planned their routes with the idea of 

splitting up to work in two or more parties most of the time. The 

separate contingents either could leapfrog past ea.ch other from stop to 

stop, or they could move paraJ.lel to each other on a series of jobs, 

coming together oIL1y for the biggest ones, The outfit of Bernel Elmore 

of Shattuck, Oklahoma, perhaps the largest outfit in the field ln 1977 

with fifteen John Deere combines, split into two contingents for most 



of the season. All the machines were together only for the beginning 

of the season in Texas and the end in Montana, 
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The system of verbal agreements held together remarkably well. It 

was reliable enough that farmers trusted it and custom cutters planned 

on it, and yet flexible enough to allow for adjustments due to unfore

seen circumstances. Sometimes individual farmers or custom cutters 

acted irresponsibly, and such actions left a bitter taste, "When we 

were first starting cut," recalled one custom cutting wife r "I remem·-

ber my husband calling a.head for a job of cutting for a farmer. He 

kept in touch for at least a month, then after traveling 6 or 8 hours 

getting there, with our trucks a.~d machines, we found another crew in 

the yard. The farmer then proceeded to bargain for who would cut the 

cheapest." She added, "We left immediately and have not returned to 

that area," 7 Such occur-.cences were memorable because they were out of 

the ordinary. 

Both economic self-interest and personal honor worked to enforce 

the disci~line of informal contracts. The unwritten code of custom 

combining was a flexible one, but the person who stretched it beyond 

reason suffered the consequences. The custom cutter who failed to live 

up to his obligations to a farmer found it hard to obtain work in the 

locality the next year. Likewise if a farmer reneged on an agreement, 

the word spread among custom cutters working the area, and the farmer 

might be left with no harvesters at all. Most fa:r:mers found it best to 

hire the same cutters each year and to pay them the going rate for 

harvesting. Perennial dependability was more important than the 

possible savings of a half-dollar to the acre in rates, money which 

might be lost anyway to careless threshing by an unfamiliar cutter. 
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The manner of quo~ing the going rate, or charge for cutting small 

grains, became standardized early in the history of custom combining. 

Custom cutters charged a set fee for each acre combined, whether the 

grain was straight-cut as it stood or picked up from the windrow. 

Added to this base rate was a charge for each bushel hauled to storage. 

There was an extra charge for combining fields with high yields, a 

specified number of cents for each bushel to the acre more than twenty. 

The price for combining an acre was expressed in dollars, the price for 

hauling in cents, and the price for high yields also in cents, the 

three numbers being quoted together in the parlance of the harvest. A 

charge of "eight, ten, and ten" meant that the custom cutter received 

eight dollars an acre as a base rate, ten cents a bushel for hauling, 

and ten cents for every bushel of yield more than twenty bushels to the 

acre. 

Amendments to this formula adapted it to special situations. 

Hauling charges included an escalator if the distance to the elevator 

was too far. This meant that added to the usual rate for hauling there 

was an extra charge on each bushel for every mile more than five miles 

that H, was hauled. If the rate for hauling was ten cents, and an 

escalator of a cent was added, then the cost of hauling a bushel ten 

miles to an elevator was fifteen cents. If wheat was to be hauled only 

as far as a bin on the farm, then the charge for hauling was lessened. 

In such a case the custom cutter might even relinquish all charges for 

hauling and negotiate a flat rate for combining and hauling to the bin, 

which would be expressed by a phrase like "nine dollars in the bin." 

In some other cases tt was obvious that the yield from a field 

would be low, for instance in a field damaged by drought or hail. The 
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custom cutter and the farmer then might agree on a simple, low flat 

rate to salvage the little grain left standing. The situation might be 

quite different. Perhaps a combination of rank growth and untimely 

rains caused good wheat to lodge. Then the custom cutter might demand 

extra compensation for the slow work necessary to save grain lying 

close to the ground. In any situation the custom cutter might alter 

the formula of his rates to fit personal preferences or special crops. 

Custom cutters often discriminated in favor of large customers, waiving 

certain charges in order to obtain their business. Some farmers pre

ferred to pay for combining from the windrow by the bushel rather than 

by the acre. Combining malt barley for brewing, for instance, was a 

special case. The grain had to be threshed carefully, sometimes under 

the eyes of supervisors from the brewery, to avoid cracking, which 

spoiled the barley for brewing. The payment for such work was by the 

bushel. 

The going rate for combining in any year was the result of a free 

market, but did not necessarily reflect perfectly the relationship of 

supply and demand, The demand for custom work depended on the acreage 

to be harvested, the yield of the crop, and the ability of famers to 

pay for harvesting. When the market for wheat. was strong, famers 

planted more acres and were better able to pay for harvesting, Rates 

then rose rapidly, When the market for wheat declined, then farmers 

planted fewer acres and had less cash to pay for harvesting. However, 

at such times there was no sudden decline in the going rate for cutting. 

Instead the rate remained about the same, and the collapse in the 

market was reflected in less work available. In good times custom 

cutters reaped quick profits on high charges which farmers regarded as 
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painless at the time. In hard times rates seldom declined, but instead 

locked into archaic schedules with no allowance for steadily increasing 

expenses. 

Prices also varied a bit from region to region in any one year. 

As harvest began along the Red River, a surplus of combines usually 

arrived before the wheat was ready, and so rates for cutting in north-

em Texas and southern Oklahoma often were slightly lower than those 

farther north. As the harvest entered full swing in central Oklahoma 

and southern Kansas, the going rate prevailed unless there was some 

special circumstance. The price sometimes dipped again in Nebraska 

because of the chronic surpluses of combines there. The going rate 

then ruled on north to the Canadian border. In Canada the rate often 

was lower than in the United States. 

Rates received during the early 194os were excellent for the times. 

The going rate from 19li-2 through 1947 was thI'ee-fifty, five, and five, 

meaning $3 . .50 an acre base rate, five cents a bushel for hauling, and 

five cents a bushel for each bushel per acre more tha.n twenty. Base 

rates of $J.OO or $4.00 an acre also were common. Usually there was a 

charge of a half-cent per bushel per mile for hauling wheat more than 

five miles. As the harvest began each year in Texas, base rates gener-
8 

ally were lower, about $2. 50 an acre. 

These rates did not collapse with the coming of hard times after 

1948. For more than two decades thereafter rates stayed about the same, 

fluctuating only occasionally with temporary circumstances. The going 

rate constituted a floor below which rates rarely dipped, but custom 

cutters were unable to pass on increased costs or compensate for 

inflation. 
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Intermittent records of rates kept by various state agencies con

firmed the recollections of custom cutters about these difficult years 

for the industry, From 1948 through 1953 the North Dakota State 

Employment Service reported prevailing rates of three-fifty, five, and 

five or four, five, and five each year. An average base rate of $2.31 

an acre reported for Alberta in 1950 showed the lower trend there. The 

Nebraska Crop and Livestock Reporting Service recorded custom rates 

for certain years in the 1950s and 1960s, but failed to note the rates 

by the formula which custom cutters used. The only trend plain from 

the compilation was that the base rate held about even at $3.50 or 

$4.oo.9 

Relief from low rates started in 1973 and continued in the next 

few years. From 1974 through 1976 rates of ej_ght, ten and ten were 

common. The rising trend was evident in rates reported by the Kansas 

Crop and Livestock Reporting Service in a number of years (See Table V), 

A report for Texas in 1973 showed that the increase in rates that year 

began there, but that prices never reached the levels of the going rate 

farther north the same year, The base rate most freQuently charged 

there was $4. 00, and the average was about the same, The charge for 

trucking rose to ten or fifteen cents, but the charge for high yields 

remained a nickel. Returns from South Dakota in 1970 and 1975 reflected 

a rise in the going rate from three-fifty, five, and five to eight, ten, 

and ten, Rates in Canada also rose, but lagged behind those in the 

United States. The Saskatchewan Department of Agriculture recommended 

a base rate of $7.00 in 1975 and $8.00 in 1976, and the Canadian dollar 

suffered slightly in the exchange for United States currency, 10 
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TABLE V 

RATES FOR CUSTOM WHEAT HARVESTING IN KANSAS, 1961-1976 

Average Base Rate Average Charge Average Charge 
Year per Acre for per bushel for per bushel for 

___ Combining Hauling High Yields 

1961 $J.6.5 $ • 0 .5 $ . 0.5 

196.5 3.52 .05 .05 

1970 3,76 .05 .05 

1973 4.83 .05 .05 

19711' 8.09 .09 .09 

1975 8.45 .09 .09 

1976 8.66 .09 .09 

Rates for harvesting other small grains were about the same as for 

wheat. On the southern plains, where combining oats or barley was 

unusual work, rates for these ciDps ran a few cents higher than rates 

- for wheat. In the Dakotas, where more oats, barley, and rye were grown, 

rates for these small grains ra.n slightly less than those for wheat. 

Custom cutters adapted the formula by which they charged for com-

biniri_g small grains and. applied it also to milo. The only difference 

in principle was that the charge for high yields applied to every bush-

el more than thirty or forty to the acre rather than twenty. The base 

rate per acre for combining milo averaged higher than that for cutting 

wheat, In 1961 in Kansas, for instance, the average base rate for milo 

was $J.80, fifteen cents above that for wheat. The margin spread a few 
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cents each year until by 1975 the average base rate for milo, $9.28, 

was eighty-three cents higher than that for wheat. However, the rise 

in the price for milo harvesting occurred at the same time as that for 

wheat. Charges for hauling and for high yields were about the same per 

bushel for milo as for wheat, Because yields for milo were higher than 

those for wheat, the total charges accumulated for hauling were much 

higher. 11 

Charges for combining corn sometimes were computed on a different 

basis. The usual practice in areas growing dryland com, such as 

eastern Kansas, was to charge a base rate for each acre and an addition-

al charge for each bushel combined. This was economic recognition that 

in corn harvesting, high yields were as much a factor in how difficult 

a job was as was acreage. Rates for combining corn by this formula 

moved upward parallel to those for wheat. The Kansas Crop and Live

stock Reporting Service first reported rates for combining corn in 1970, 

recording an average rate o:f $5.65 an acre plus $.04 a bushel. In six 

years these charges about doubled. In 1976 the average reported rates 

were $12.13 an acre plus $.08 a bushel. Added to these prices were 

hauling charges at levels about the same as those for wheat, Where 

irrigated corn was grown, like in western Kansas, prices,were figured 

by a different formula. Hauling charges were much the same, but the 

base rate for cutting was expressed in a rate per bushel, the number of 

acres being irrelevant when yields were as high as they were under 

irrigation. From 1970 to 1976 the rate for this sort of work advanced 

from $.10 a bushel to $.19 a bushel. In some cases charges for cutting 

irrigated milo also were figured by the bushel, 12 
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Rates charged for.custom combining were part of the relationship 

between custom cutters and the customers they served. Just as impor

tant from the :point of view of custom cutters was the relationship 

between their own two occupations, custom cutting and farming. Only a 

small elite among custom combiners did nothing else for a living. A 

few held some other job in the off-season, but the great majority were 

part-time farmers, part-time custom cutters. These were of two 

classes--winter wheat farmers and spring wheat farmers. Both classes 

fashioned their harvesting seasons in such a way that they also could 

get their farm work done at home. 

This planning was easier for spring wheat farmers. After sowing 

their wheat, they had no major tasks to perform at home until harvest, 

and so they were free to head south as long as they returned in time to 

swath a.'1.d combine their own crops. They only needed to arrange for 

someone, probably a member of the family, to take care of the stock and 

a few chores. 

For winter wheat farmers the situation was more complicated. They 

were relatively free from major tasks on their farms in the spring 

until the harvest, but then there was plowing to do, Throughout the 

sunllTI.er the plowed ground had to be worked after each rain, Some custom 

cutters therefore relied on other members of the family to do the field 

work at home while they moved on north. Fathers, sons, or even wives 

asstuned these tasks. In other cases some neighbor did the field work 

on a custom basis, or a man was hired to do it. Older farmers who were 

partially retired often were available for this sort of work. Another 

:possibility was to release men from the harvest crew when it was nec

essary to do field work. A man or two might stay behind to finish the 
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plowing after the rest of the crew moved on and then rejoin them when 

it was done. For the rest of the season, whenever men could be spared 

from the crew--especiaJ.ly during rainy spells--they hurried home to 

work the ground and then rushed back to the combines. 

For both spring wheat and winter wheat farmers, custom cutting 

took the place of any diversified farming that they might have consid-

ered in addition to small grains. Because summers were occupied with 

harvesting, custom cutters were not at home to irrigate, cultivate, or 

do any of the other tasks associated with diversified farming. All 

these things were possible only if there were enough members of the 

family who could remain at home to do them. 

The economic reasons why men became custom cutters varied with the 

times. During the early years the motivation was simple opportunism, 

for it was obvious that profits were being made. The returning service-

man, the restless farmer, or any man on the make needed only a bit of 

capital and a few workers to get started. 11No college education, I 

liked machinery, and custom combining seemed to be the coming thing," 

one Kansan who started custom cutting in 1947 summed it up. 13 

Farmers, since they owned the necessary machinery and had defer-

ments from the draft, had the ad.vantage in starting in the business. 

Inter~iews with seventy-one custom cutters in western Oklahoma in 1948 

showed that forty-four of them also were farmers. Eleven held other 

occupations, including implement deaJ.er, mechanic, truck driver, black

smith, barber, schoolteacher--and even owner of a skating rink. Six-

teen of the custom cutters said they were full-time, professionaJ. 

harvesters. The custom cutters who farmed had large farms for the 

times, averaging 650 acres, with 462 acres in wheat. Since some of the 
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acreage must have been. fallowed, it was obvious that these part-time 

farmers grew wheat and little else. Many of them stated that they 

planned to custom cut only long enough to pay for their combines. 

Others hoped to employ themselvep profitably during the slack seasons 

of work which accompanied farming of a single crop. It seemed sensible 

to put not only idle machinery, but also idle sons to work at such 

t . 14 imes. 

One particular group of industrious farmers contributed more than 

its share of recruits to the ranks of early custom cutters. Mennonites 

were conscientious objectors with the men, machinery, and willingness 

to enter the business of custom combining. In 1942 investigators from 

the Economic Research Service compiled a map with dots showing points 

of origin for custom combines. A cluster of dots covered the area of 

Newton, Inman, and Moundridge, Kansas, where there were concentrations 

of Mennonites, The tradition of custom cutting established early 

continued among Mennonites of the area. Farmers considered Mennonites 

ideal custom cutters, honest and reliable. 15 

In time the element of opportunism in custom cutting diminished, 

as bad years drove out those who had entered the business in hopes of 

QUick profits. This strengthened the relative role of part-time 

farmers in custom combining. People with other profitable occupations 

abandoned custom cutting; part--time farmers tried to make ends meet by 

working harder at both farming and han-esting. The Economic Research 

Service concluded that 91% of the custom cutters operating in 1971 

were part-time farmers or ranchers. 16 

Entrants into the business during the 1950s and 1960s seemed less 

attracted to it than driven to it by poor conditions in agriculture. 
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Asked why they began custom cutting, many answered that they turned to 

it as a last resort because they could not make a living on their farms. 

One custom cutting wife explained that she and her husband were unable 

to obtain land they needed for expansion "because of some famers 

getting too hoggish," and so the alternative was custom cutting. "I 

couldn't get a hold of any more land and so I had to do something else," 

wrote another harvester. A third concurred, "My faming operation was 

not big enough to justify the cost of machinery and I could not rent 

more land so I went into this, Since we had 4 boys and 1 girl it 

worked out real good as a family operation. 1117 

A farmer from Saskatchewan turned custom cutter when stifled by 

Canada's system of marketing q_uotas designed to maintain prices for 

grain. Under the Wheat Board's quotas he was permitted to market only 

six bushels from each cultivated acre. Custom cutting gave him an 

outlet for initiative when he had to cut back on farming. 

Other custom cutters played variations on the same themes as to 

why they began in the business. "Could not afford to have those high 

price machines sitting around," noted one, while others hoped to make 

enough money custom cutting to purchase additional land or machinery. 

One quit farming and had three sons and two combines on his hands, 

making custom cutting a logical option. Another saw his corn-grinding 

business in Kansas declining and moved naturally into another line of 

custom work. 18 

The sad straits forcing farmers into custom cutting did not mean 

that entrepreneurism had vanished fr~m the business. There still was 

the chance for an ambitious young man to use custom cutting as a 

vehicle to a better life. A good example was Loren Unruh of Great Bend, 
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Kansas. He grew up on a farm west of there, and in 1963, after he had 

finished basic training for the Army Reserve, he began custom cutting 

with a single combine. He expanded his business ambitiously and 

eventually became a partner in an outfit of six machines. A practical 

businessman, he began custom combining with the goal of raising capital 

for other opportunities. First he bought additional farmland with his 

father, and then he opened a popular and successful steak house in 

Great Bend, 19 

Another young man made good was Ron Roessler, who grew up on a 

farm near Manhattan, Kansas. He had custom combined for a few years 

locally while a college student, but he gave it up in 1970 to go to 

graduate school in Iowa. There he saw so many combines standing idle 

in the summer waiting for corn harvest that he decided to put some of 

them to work. In the summer of 1971 he leased five combines and 

entered the harvest in Kansas. His first few years in the business 

were the makings of a textbook on how not to succeed as a custom 

cutter, but sympathetic bankers carried him through, eventually to 

purchase his own combine. In so doing he proved that a young man with 

little capital could work his way into a business that re~uired heavy 

. t t 20 1nves men • 

The custom cutters who lasted through hard times showed remarkable 

tenure in their business. More than 65% of the custom cutters surveyed 

by the Economic Research Service in 1971 had at least ten years' 

experience in the business. Only about one custom cutter in twenty had 

not custom cut for at least two years before, A survey of thirty-nine 

custom cutters in the harvest of 1977 showed that they had an average 

of more than fourteen years' experience. 21 
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Not only did custom cutters remain in the business for long 

tenure, but they also brought up their sons to carry on in the trade. 

Nearly all custom outfits during the later years of the business 

contained two generations, and many benefited simultaneously from the 

experience of a grandfather, the vigor of his sons, and the enthusiasm 

of his grandsons. Daughters of custom cutters frequently lured their 

husbands into the business. Trusted employees sometimes worked their 

way into partnerships in custom outfits, but more often acquired their 

own machines and began on their own. 

New generations of custom cutters knew the hectic days of the 

Harvest Brigade only by faded photographs and by stories that they grew 

tired of hearing. They entered the business by inheritance and thought 

of it as part of the natural order of affairs, not as merely a by

product of World War _II. They were the best evidence that custom 

combining had become an established institution in the agricultural 

economy of the Great Plains. 
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CHAPTER V 

PIIG RIM CAPITALISM 1 ASPECTS OF 

A PECULIAR BUSINESS 

"My father stal'.'ted combining in 1947," wrote a frustrated custom 

cutter from Alva, Oklahoma, "when a new combine cost about $1800 and he 

got around 4 or .5 dollars per acre for combining and hauling. Now 

ff.9717 my combines cost $38000 and I get about $8 per acre for 

combining. It can't work no way, even if' I cut more than he d:i..d." 

Added another combiner from Oklahoma City, "I have only been harvesting 

for six years, but in that short time my expenses have quadrupled. 111 

As custom cutters looked forward to what they believed would be a 

disappointing season in 1977, they voiced a host of complaints. As so 

often in the past, economic forces beyond their control had wrought 

turmoil in western agriculture and indirectly in custom cutting. 

The business of custom combining enjoyed brief periods of prosper

ity, but most of the time custom cutters struggled against conditions 

like those in 1977, Rising expenses bumped up against static rates for 

harvesting, and the rates moved not at all. Only when farmers enjoyed 

prosperity could custom cutters push rates comfortably above expenses. 

Custom cutters whose skills of management were inadequate to carry them 

through ha:cd times were driven out like chaff, Custom combining became 

the business of the elite among harvesters, pilgrim capitalists who 

117 
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developed the methods they needed to succeed and stamped their business 

as unique. 

Custom combining was a business of individuals and of families. 

Few custom outfits were incorporated. State records of permits issued 

to custom harvesters showed hardly any machinery registered in the 

names of corporations, although some combines might have been recorded 

under the names of individuals but owned by corporations. Of forty 

custom cutters polled in 1977, only one had incorporated his operation. 2 

When custom cutters chose to incorporate, rarely was it for the purpose 

of raising capital. Corporations were designed to permit members of 

the family a share in ownership, to integrate operations of farming and 

custom cutting, and to avoid disastrous inheritance taxes. 

Partnerships were much more common among custom cutters than were 

corporations. Members of a family, most often fathers and sons but 

frequently brothers, sometimes formed traditional types of partner

ships, with joint ownership of machinery. More commonly they formed 

working partnerships. This meant that they supplied machinery U.."'lder 

individual ownership, for instance a father and a son each owning a 

combine, but worked on jobs together and shared expenses and profits in 

proportion to the amount of machinery supplied by each. Working part

nerships like this were common also among custom cutters who were not 

relatives. Occasionally working partnerships were formed on an inter

mittent basis. Two custom cutters might agree to work together at 

certain stops on their routes, but to go their separate ways the rest 

of the time. This allowed them to form a large outfit to handle big 

jobs, but to split up where the jobs were small. Custom cutters who 

ran their outfits by themselves,wj_th no partners, assumed formidable 
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duties, Situations that required them to deal with customers or other 

outsiders at the same time they supervised their crews arose continu-

ally. 

The measure of a custom cutter was his combines. When asked how 

large his outfit was, a custom cutter would answer quickly with the 

number of machines he operated and perhaps the makes and models. When 

asked how many men were in his crew, if it was a large one, he would 

start counting them on his fingers. 

Custom cutters wanted no more combines in their outfits than they 

could manage efficiently. It was not unusual for a custom cutter to 

purchase additional combines during good times, only to discover that 

he had more machines than he could handle and to reduce the size of 

his outfit again. The level of most efficiency varied with individual 

talents, but for custom cutters as a class, certain sizes of outfits 

cut more acres to a machine than did others. 

A study of custom outfits in Oklahoma in 1948 showed that custom 

cutters with the most combines planned to harvest more acres per com-

bine than did those with fewer combines. Custom cutters with one or 

two combines in their outfits believed that they would cut about 1,800 

acres to a machine in 1948. Custom cutters with more combines intended 

to cut 2,000 or more acres with each machine. Two circumstances might 

have tilted the balance in favor of the big operators in these esti-

mates. Custom combiners with more than two machines usually were more 

experienced in the business than were those with only one or two and 

thus had more jobs arranged in advance. Also, since the figures 

recorded custom cutters' intentions and not acres actually cut, the 

bigger operators might have been bigger optimists than their fellows. 3 
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Information gathered by the Economic Research Service in 1971 con-

firmed that up to a point, the more combines in the outfit, the more 

acres each machine cut, This was to be expected, for the smaller out-

fits also worked shorter seasons. However, efficiency began to decrease 

with the ad.di tion of the fifth combine to an outfit. The acres cut by 

each machine were fewest with the largest outfits. Apparently such 

large enterprises presented too many problems of management to keep all 

4 the machines running constantly (See Table VI). 

TABLE VI 

ACRES COMBINED PER MACHINE BY DIFFERENT SIZES 
OF CUSTOM OUTFITS, 1971 

Number of Combines Average Number of 
in Outfit Acres Combined 

per Machine 

1 1,682 

2 1,84.5 

3 1,907 

4 2,062 

5 2,023 

6 1,829 

7 2,014 

8 1,572 

9 no cases 

10 or more 1,474 

all outfits 1,971 
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Thirty-two custom cutters who reported the acreage they intended 

to cut in 1977 confirmed the general trends shown in 1971, with some 

variations. Custom cutters with two combines in their outfits planned 

to cut nearly 2,600 acres to a combine for the season, with the acres 

distributed among stops on the route to an average of 452 acres to a 

combine at each stop. Custom cutters with three combines reported 

great expectations. They intended to cut nearly 4,000 acres to each 

combine, which figured out to nearly 550 acres to a combine for each 

stop. This category happened to include a few operator~ with long 

routes and extended seasons. Custom cutters with four or more combines 

expected to harvest only about 2,200 acres to each combine, about JOO 

acres at each stop.5 

Perhaps combines in larger outfits cut more acres, at least up to 

a point, but the average number of combines operated by custom cutters 

remained low. Most custom cutters fielded only one or two combines, 

Unknown, however, was how many of these custom cutters recorded in 

various records as individual operators joined with others to form 

working partnerships, thus making larger outfits but keeping separate 

ownership. 

Custom cutters with single combines were most numerous in the 

initial years of the business, The typical outfit found working in 

Nebraska in 1942 was a single twelve-foot drag machine, a tractor, a 

truck, and three men. Hardly any outfits had more than one combine. 

By 1948 combiners in Oklahoma showed the effects of a few years' 

expansion, as among those surveyed were good numbers of outfits with 

two or three machines. Twenty custom cutters had one machine, twenty

three had two machines, and fifteen had three machines. The greatest 
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number of combines in one outfit was nine, but the average number was 

2.5. The information indicated that custom cutters with severaJ. com-

bines generaJ.ly had started in previous years with only one and had 

added machines one at a time. 6 

The mode of two machines to an outfit was not just a stage in the 

expansion of the industry; it developed into the standard size of 

custom outfits through the years, at least as measured by the number of 

combines to an owner and disregarding hidden working partnerships. 

According to records of weed inspections by the Nebraska Bureau of 

Plant Industry, the average number of combines for custom cutters 

entering the state in 1969 was 2.2. Two combines to an owner was the 

modaJ. size, but operators with single machines aJ.so were numerous, 

Custom cutters with three or four machines apiece controlled more 

combines as a group than did those with only one apiece, however (See 

Table VII).? 

The Economic Research Service in 1971 found the same average of 

2.2 combines to an owner among all custom cutters. The distribution of 

combines per outfit was quite similar to that in Nebraska in 1969 (See 

Table VIII), 8 

Information taken from harirester's permits in the files of the 

Montana Department of Highways revealed that in 1976, 2.1 combines to 

a.~ outfit was the average for custom cutters working in the state. 

There was a greater proportion of custom cutters with only one machine 

and a smaJ.ler proportion of them with two (See Table IX).9 

The indication from aJ.l this data was that although there were a 

few big operators on the road, most custom cutters remained smaJ.1-time 

capitalists, Working partnerships no doubt raised the effective size 
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of many outfits, and larger outfits had importance beyond their num-

bers, for they controlled proportionally more of the number of combines 

than they did the number of outfits. 

TABLE VII 

SIZE OF CUSTOM OUTFITS IN NEBRASKA, 1969 

Number of Combines Number of % of % of 
per Outfit Outfits Outfits Combines 

1 .50.5 26,3 11.9 

2 834 43,5 39.2 

3 341 17.8 24.1 

4 166 8.7 15.6 

5 47 2 • .5 .5 • .5 

6 21 1.1 3,0 

7 3 .2 .5 

8 1 .1 .8 

1,918 

The number of combines to an outfit varied little with the state 

of origin of the outfit. In Nebraska in 1969 each of the five states 

of origin that supplied the bulk of the custom combines averaged 

between 2.0 and 2.4 machines to an outfit. Outfits from Texas averaged 

the largest. For all custom outfits surveyed in 1971, the eight states 
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providing the great majority of the machines averaged between 2.1 and 

2.4 combines to an outfit. In this case outfits from Texas were of 

about average size, and outfits from North Dakota were the largest, 

Likewise returns for Montana in 1976 showed that the principal states 

of origin sent outfits averaging from 2.0 to 2.2 combines apiece. If 

in these several instances there were differences among the states of 

origin in the average size of outfits, the differences were less 

important than the similarities. In all cases the typical size of out

fit was two combines, and the average size was slightly more. 10 

TABLE VIII 

SIZE OF CUSTOM OUTFITS, 1971 

Number of Combines Number of % of % of 
per Outfit Outfits Outfi·ts Combines 

1 961 28.0 12.7 

2 1,466 42.7 38.8 

3 610 17.8 24.2 

4 264 7,7 14.o 

5 64 1.9 4.2 

6 38 1.1 3.0 

7 10 ,3 ,9 

8 12 ,3 1.3 

9 0 .o .o 

10 or more .6 .2 ,9 

J,431 
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TABLE IX 

SIZE OF CUSTOM OUTFITS IN MONTANA, 1976 

Number of Combines Number of % of % of 
per Outfit . Outfits Outfits Combines .. 

1 207 34.3 15.8 

2 224 37.1 34,3 

3 104 17.2 23.9 

4 3.5 .5. 8 10.7 

.5 18 J,0 6.9 

6 9 1..5 4.1 

7 1 .2 .5 

8 1 .2 .6 

9 2 ,3 1.4 

10 1 .2 .8 

11 1 .2 .8 

603 

Although state of origin made little difference in the size of 

outfit, the area in which the outfit worked was important. Custom 

cutters working on the high western plains, where farms were larger, 

themselves had larger outfits than harvesters farther east. Custom 

cutters entering Nebraska in 1969 through western ports of entry had 

more combines on the average than did those entering through eastern 

ports (See Figure 12). In both the west and the east the typical out-

fit was two machines, but in the west there were more outfits with 
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three or more machines, while in the east there were more with only one 

combine. The four ports farthest to the east had almost as many out

fits with one combine as with two, Smaller outfits to the east were 

suitable for the smaller jobs found there; large outfits found suffi

cient work only where acreages were large. 11 

By the same logic it would have been eXIJected that outfits in 

Montana would be larger than the average also, but this was not the 

case. Custom cutters in Montana in 1976 averaged only 2.1 combines 

apiece, mainly because there were so many custom cutters with only one 

combine. Probably custom outfits working in the northern plains aver

aged somewhat smaller than those farther south. In South Dakota in the 

same year, there were no records of the number of combines in each out

fit, but custom cutters there averaged only 1.7 trucks apiece. Almost 

as many custom cutters had only one truck as had two, and no doubt some 

of the operators with two trucks had only one combine. 12 

However many combines custom cutters included in their outfits, 

they also had to make provisions to haul the grain they cut, In the 

earliest years of the industry many custom cutters did not do their own 

hauling. They either relied on the farmers they cut for to haul the 

grain or allied themselves with owners of trucks in working partner

ships, the custom cutters receiving the revenues for combining, the 

truckers the charges for hauling. This kind of arrangement died out 

completely by the mid-1950s, and thereaf'ter custom cutters included in 

their outfits about one grain truck for everJ combine. 

The hauling capacity of the trucks increased with the cutting 

capacity of the combines through the years. Among custom cutters as 

a group there always were a few more trucks than combines, for a few 
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operators took one more truck than they had combines in order to keep 

up with the hauling more easily. 3, 431 custom cutters surveyed in 19'71 

had 7,946 grain trucks, an average of 2.3 apiece, as compared to the 

average of 2.2 combines. Custom cutters in Montana in 1976 aJ.so had 

2.3 grain trucks to the outfit, compared to 2.1 combines. Thus custom 

cutters in South Dakota in the same year, with only 1.7 trucks to the 

outfit, probably had even fewer combines to the outfit. 13 

Some custom cutters augmented their capacity for carrying grain 

with speciaJ. equipment. A few took grain carts to be drawn behind 

tractors. These were used not to haul grain to the elevator, but to 

haul it in the field from the combines to the trucks. This was useful 

when soft ground or mud prevented the trucks from reaching the combines, 

but grain carts and tractors were too much trouble to transport for 

most operators. Others took pup trailers which they either hitched 

singly behind heavy grain trucks or coupled two at a time behind semi-

tractor cabs. A few used semi-trailers or gravel trucks for hauling. 

All these methods were uncommon exceptions. 

Custom cutters from the winter wheat regions who cut their way 

into the spring wheat regions took along pickup headers to handle 

windrowed grain. Thirty-eight custom cutters surveyed in 1977 owned 

120 combines, but only 82 pickup headers. 14 Custom cutters who could 

arrange suitable routes without any pickup work did so. Not only were 

they averse to transporting pickup headers and putting them on the 

combines, but aJ.so harvesters accustomed to straight-cutting just 

disliked picking up grain from the windrow. They complained that 

f a...nners did not stay f a.r enough ahead in the work of windrowing to keep 

them constantly employed, and they doubted that they could cover as 
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many acres of windrows. as of standing grain. They complained. loudest 

when they inadvertently picked up rocks or skunks in the windrow and 

ran them through the combine. On the other hand, custom cutters coming 

from the spring wheat region to harvest on the southern plains all had 

to buy sickle headers for straight-cutting, 

Ever<J custom outfit needed some sort of service vehicle containing 

equipment for maintenance. Usually this equipment was carried in a 

trailer, but often a one-ton truck or three-quarter-ton pickup served 

the purpose. In the 194os a few custom cutters even used army surplus 

maintenance trucks. A well equipped custom outfit carried a welder, 

a cutting torch, and an air compressor in the service vehicle, as well 

as hand tools and grease guns. In boxes and cabinets were stored 

several thousand dollars' worth of parts and tires for the combines. 

3,431 outfits in 1971 reported that they had 2,092 service trailers and 

761 service trucks. 15 

Most custom cutters also considered pickup trucks necessities. 

They neea.ed pickups for fast trips to and from. and around the field. 

They also carried supplies of diesel fuel--gasoline in earlier years-- -

in rectangular tanks mounted in the beds of the pickups up next to the 

cabs. They pumped fuel from these tanks to the combines with electric 

pumps powered by the pickup batteries, or in earlier years with hand 

punps. In 1971 J,431 custom cutters reported that they used J,052 

picku:p trucks. Custom cutters whose families accompanied them on the 

harvest also generally took automobiles, Thirty-nine custom cutters 

surveyed in 1977 traveled with 58 pickup trucks and 21 automobiles. 16 

Standard equipment for nearly aJ.l custom outfits by the late 1960s 

were two-way radios, sometimes 'business band but usually citizen's band. 
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Those who used business band radios rather than CBs did so because 

when a caravan of combines lined up on the road, the great amount of 

steel in the line interfered with communication by CB. Custom cutters 

in the 1970s equipped nearly everJ vehicle and combine with a CB. 

Thirty-seven custom cutters in 1977 reported that they used 307 two-
17 

way radios, 275 citizen's band and 32 business band. 

Individual custom cutters often took along additional equipment to 

suit their needs or fancies. Before the adoption of self-propelled 

combines, tractors accompanied each outfit. When tractors no longer 

were needed to draw combines, a few custom cutters continued to take 

them along to pull stuck vehicles from the mud. Occasionally a motor-

cycle would be seen strapped to a trailer. A handful of custom cutters 

used airplanes to scout jobs and to fetch parts. A plane parked in the 

stubble field among the combines and trucks made an incongruous s:i.ght. 

Transporting all this equipment, especially the combines, some-

times taxed the resourcefulness of custom cutters. To transport the 

pull-type combines used in the 1940s down the highways, custom cutters 

first loaded the tractors into the beds of the grain trucks. Then they 

disconnected the headers from the combines and hitched the combines 

behind the grain trucks, Finally they loaded the headers onto trailers 

which they hitched behind the combines. Those custom cutters without 

trucks had to make their slow way :north pulling their combines behind 

their tractors. 

Early self-propelled combines fourteen feet or less in width could 

be loaded fully assembled onto the beds of grain trucks, This was a 

handy way to travel, but a risky one, The loaded truck was top-heavy 

and therefore dangerous in high winds, on inclines, or on curves. Pro-
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truding headers atop the trucks were a fearsome sight to oncoming 

motorists. Signposts at the edge of the road sometimes fell victim to 

headers extending to the side, especially Massey-Harris headers, which 

were offset to the right. The bane of custom cutters traveling in this 

fashion was ove:rpa.sses, which frequently swept protruding grain shafts 

from atop combines. 

Headers wider than fourteen feet had to be detached and placed on 

trailers behind the trucks. In the 1960s, as weights and wheel bases 

of combines increased, it became too unwieldy and dangerous to load 

them onto trucks. Custom cutters then began to experiment with build-

ing trailers to hold the combines and loading the headers into the 

truck beds. Among the innovators were the members of the Jantz family 

of Moundridge, Kansas, who in 1967 abandoned custom cutting to form a 

company to manufacture combine trailers. Their chief competitor was 

Donahue Corporation of Donahue, Kansas, established about the same 

t . 18 
ime. Combine trailers, homemade or purchased, became standard. 

eq_uipment. FinaJ.ly headers became too long to haul in truck beds, and 

so custom cutters began placing them on header trailers pulled behind 

pickups or service trucks. 

Most custom cutters liked new machinery. There was a certain 

a.mount of pure vanity in the desires of harvesters to parade caravans 

of the latest models of combines and trucks down the main streets of 

the little towns they passed through. Beyond this there was the effect 

of appearing substantial and well equipped to potential customers. 

Farmers often chose harvesters by appearance, and they also had their 

vanity, for they wanted to hire a sharp-looking crew. 
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Some custom cutters adhered to regular schedules of how often to 

trade their combines and trucks for new ones, but most made these deci-

sions by the nature of the times and the opportunity of the moment. 

Any time a favorable trade could be made was the time to make it. When 

business was good, as it was from 1973 to 1976, custom cutters traded 

more often. The Economic Research Service in 1971 found that custom 

cutters kept their combines for an average of 3,8 years before trading. 

The number of years of use varied inversely with the length of the 

harvesting season for the outfits. In Montana in 1976 77% of the com

bines used by custom cutters were 1974 models or newer. More than a 

third were 1976 models, and only about one in twenty was older than a 

1970 model. Combines thus were of recent vintage, but it was not the 

policy of most custom cutters to trade every year. 19 

Custom cutters kept trucks longer before tradi.ng than they did 

combines because trucks we:r·e less subject to wear than combines. The 

average age of trucks in Montana in 1976 was 4.5 years, as compared to 

2.6 years for combines. Only one truck in nine was a 1976 model, One 

1949 model was in use. In South Dakota in 1976 the trucks were a bit 

older on the average, ).O years, but there was about the same propor

tion of 1976 models as in Montana. The same 1949 truck showed up in 

South Dakota, 20 

Custom cutters f'req_uently argued the merits of various makes of 

combines, but they seldom changed each other's minds, Custom cutters 

generaJ.ly owned combines aJ.l of the same make, and rarely did they 

switch brands after becoming accustomed to one. The custom cutter who 

learned to operate, service, and repair one make of combine was reluc

tant to switch to another, and besides, custom cutters tended to trade 
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with the same dealer repeatedly in order to be assured of fair dealing 

and good service. When Elmer Dirks of Buhler, Kansas, a custom cutter 

since 1947, switched from Massey-Ferguson combines to John Deere, it 

was an event notable enough to merit a story in John Deere's Furrow 

magazine with the heading, "The Switch Is On!" His son Keith, however, 

remained a Massey man. 21 In unguaxded moments custom cutters admitted 

that the merits of the various makes of combines were close. Rarely 

was a significant improvement made by one implement company not soon 

adopted by the others. 

After World War II and the Harvest Brigade Massey-Harris (Massey

Ferguson) had the advantage over other implement companies in sales to 

custom cutters with their self-propelled models. Gleaner-BaJ.dwin and 

John Deere soon followed with successful self-propelled models. 

Gleaner-Baldwin, later to become a. subsidiary of Allis-Chalmers 

Corporation, seemed to overtake the initial advantage of Massey-Harris 

among custom cutters in the 1950s. Custom cutters liked the compact 

frame of the Gleaner for hauling and disliked certain innovatfons made 

in Massey-Ferguson's design. In 1969 42% of the custom combines 

operatiP_g in Nebraska were Gleaners, 29% were Masseys, and 21% were 

John Deeres, The few remaining were distributed among makes which 

never captured a significant share of the custom cutters' market, like 

Case, International Harvester, and Oliver. Of the custom combines in 

Montana in 1976, 39% were Gleaners, 27% were Masseys, and 30% were John 

Deeres. 22 

Custom cutters stood to benefit when implement companies actively 

sought their business. Allis-Chal.mers and Massey-Ferguson sent mobile 

1mits into the wheat belt during harvest to provide parts, repairs, and 
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counsel to custom cutters when they could not get them from locaJ. 

deaJ.ers. These units followed the harvest north and parked in towns 

where they were needed, Certain implement dealers, like Joe Vater of 

Enid, speciaJ.ized in saJ.es to custom cutters. 23 

Improvements in combines during the existence of the custom 

cutting industry were dramatic. Only about 2% of the custom combines 

in Nebraska in 19L~2 were self-propelled, Most of the rest of the 

combines, drag machines, had cutter bars of only eleven or twelve feet. 

A few were tiny power takeoff models designed for use in the Midwest. 24 

The first great change in combines for custom cutters was the 

transition from drag to self-propelled machines, This transition 

received a boost from the publicity accorded the Massey-Harris Self

propelled Harvest Brigade. Decades later old custom cutters still 

fondly remembered the Massey-Harris No. 21A and No, 2'?, but John Deere 

launched its self-propelled No. 55 in 1947, and other companies followed 

suit. During the early 1950s custom cutters rapidly replaced drag 

machines with self-propelled combines, which not only reg_uired less men 

to operate, but aJ.so were more convenient for traveling. 

In succeeding years technological development of combines did 

nothing to change their basic principles, but combines became larger 

and more efficient, 'l'he first Massey-Harris self-propelled models had 

cutter bars of twelve or fourteen feet, but ,John Deere started out with 

a sixteen-foot model, Therea.ft.er the increase in size proceeded slowly. 

By 1971 57% of all custom combines had headers of twenty feet, and 23% 

more had headers of eighteen feet. By 1977 twenty-four foot headers 

were the most common size, with twenty-foot nearly as popular. The 

implement companies fielded. experimental models that cut thirty-foot 

25 swaths. 
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Much additional improvement in combines resulted from the sugges-

tions and complaints of custom cutters. Early self-propelled combines 

had tires so small that they quickly became mired in soft ground or 

mud, especially when the grain tanks were full. Custom cutters 

obtained used bomber tires from military surplus and enlarged their 

combine wheel frames to fit them, alleviating their problems with mud. 

A machine shop in Wichita, the air capitol, made this modification its 

specialty. Implement companies soon offered larger tires as standa:rd 

eq_uipment. 26 Custom cutters demanded combines built low enough to the 

ground to pass safely through highway underpasses. They wanted headers 

which could be detached and put back on quickly. They called for 

machines with better balance, more reliability, greater capacity, 

powerful engine, and variable transmission. A.11 these improvements, 

when embraced by implement companies, benefited not only custom cutters 

but also farmers. 

The greatest proof of the leading role played by custom cutters in 

improving combines was that each year the major implement companies 

placed their experimental model combines in the hands of professional 

custom cutters, where they would get the most grueling use. Engineers 

from the companies followed the experimental machines through the 

harvest not only to make necessary adjustments, but also to note how 

the combines might be modified to suit harvesters' needs. 

Improvements and enlargements of grain trucks kept pace with 

development of combines. In the early 194os most trucks were one- or 

one and one-half-ton Fords or Chevrolets. Most custom cutters recalled 

getting their first hydraulic lifts on their trucks around 1947 or 1948. 

The bed lengths and hauling capacities of the bobtail trucks used by 
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custom cutters increased until in the late 1960s they began to switch 

from single-axle to tandem-axle ("twin-screw") trucks. By the mid-

1970s most custom outfits relied on tandem-axle trucks or a mixture of 

tandem-axle and single-axle trucks. Tandem-axle trucks had greater 

capacity, but some part-time farmers reasoned that ordinary bobtail 

trucks were more practical for general use around the farm. 

Almost 70% of the trucks used by thirty-nine custom cutters 

surveyed in 1977 were tandem--axle or tri-axle models. Most had twenty

foot beds, and the average capacity was nearly 600 bushels. Single

axle trucks at the same time mostly had beds of sixteen feet, and their 

average capacity was about 3.50 bushels. Chevrolet trucks were the 

overwhelming favorite ai11ong custom cutters in 1976, at least those in 

:Montana and South Dakota. About half the trucks used were Chevrolets, 

about a fifth were Fords, about an eighth were GMCs, and about a tenth 

were International Harvesters. 27 

Because machines and eq_uipment were such an important part of 

custom cutters' operations, they lavished care upon them. Regular 

maintenance was part of the routine, and woe to the hand who falled to 

grease every zerk on the machine before starting up. Before loading up 

to move to another stop, custom cutters generally ran their outfits 

. through coin-operated car washes. Ted Hardwick of SaJrnJ.on, Kansas, 

showed how meticulous a custom cutter could be about his equipment. 

During rainy spells his crewmen not only wa.shed the combines, but also 

waxed them, a job that must have made them hope for good cutting 

weather again. Each morning the men hosed out the radiators on the 

combines and trucks with water and blew out the cabs with an air 

compressor. Hardwick insisted that no objects clutter the floorboards 
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of the trucks except water jugs. During the winter, when the combines 

were in storage, Hardwick put mothballs in the cabs. 28 Measures like 

these might have been expected to provoke discontent among workers, but 

such was not the case. Workers on most outfits tended to become 

attached to the particular machines they regularly operated. They 

sometimes gave them names and becai"'TI.e fanatical about their care. 

Besides, those laborers who were paid by the hour were happy to log 

some hours cleaning up the machinery on rainy days. 

Loving care of machinery was symbolically appropriate, for with 

each passing year custom cutting became more capital-intensive. With 

bigger and better machines--and more expensive ones-·-fewer men accom-

plished the same amount of work. In the days of drag combines, three 

workers were needed for each machine--one to drive the tractor, one to 

handle the combine, and the third to drive the truck. Self-propelled 

combines eliminated the need for a tractor driver. Then the increasing 

size of self-propelled combines gradually reduced the total number of 

combines needed, incidentally also reducing the total number of workers 

required. 

In Nebraska in 1942, when nearly all custom combines were drag 

machines, outfits averaged about 2.7 men to each combine. Although 

some crews must have had extra men besides the three that would be 

expected with each combine, the average was less than three men to a 

combine, because some outfits still traveled without trucks. A few of 

the combines also were power takeoff models that required no man riding 

on the combine. Much later, in Nebraska in 1969, custom outfits aver

aged only 1. 8 men to a combine.· Self-propelled combines obviously had 

decreased the needs for laborers, but in addition, some outfits 
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apparently were operating with fewer truck drivers than they had 

trucks, letting the drivers shuttle the trucks from field to elevator. 29 

Such statistics presented only part of the story, for they consid

ered only laborers in the field with the machines and not attendent 

workers such as cooks. After the first few years of the business, the 

cooking and housekeeping for custom outfits usually was done by wives 

and other members of the families of custom cutters. The Economic 

Research Service included these domestic workers from the family in its 

calculations to discover that custom crews in 1971 averaged about 2.2 

workers to a combine. The same study showed that the larger the outfit, 

the easier it was to manage with fewer crewmen to the combine by cutting 

dovm on truck drivers.JO 

The survey in 1971 also illustrated the blend of hired labor and 

family members that went into the composition of custom crews. 16% of 

the outfits, most of them with one or two combines, used only the labor 

of family members in 1971. 17% of the outfits, generally among the 

largest, used only hired labor. The remainder used both. Among thirty

nine outfits surveyed in 1977, hired labor predominated, with 176 hired 

workers and 10.5 family members manning the crews. There were more 

hired workers than family members working on all sizes of outfi ts.31 

Although hired men outnumbered family members in the ranks of 

harvesters, the family members were a peculiar and important part of 

the crews. They constituted cheap labor that did not have to be 

recruited, without which many custom cutters could not operate, It 

cei--tainly would have been too expensive for most custom cutters to hire 

full-time cooks, but wives served admirably, and the price was right. 

Family members also were more devoted to the work at hand, because 
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Obtaining enough good hired workers aJ.ways was a concern of custom 

cutters. During World War II custom cutters had to hire whomever they 

could find, and at least according to their accounts, they ended up 

with far too many drunks and deadbeats. Crewmen of this time also were 

conspicuous for their age. Men who otherwise might have been consid

ered retired went on the ha...ryest during that time of emergency, 

attracted by rising wages. Immediately after the war there were more 

men of aJ.l ages available for employment, but custom cutters found that 

they had to choose between older men and younger ones and hire aJ.l of 

one or the other. With some exceptions, older men and teenagers got 

aJ.ong :poorly in the same crew. Custom cutters therefore chose youth

ful enthusiasm over wizened experience. From the 1950s on custom 

cutters tended more and more to hire young men in their teens or early 

twenties, most often students working through the summer. If they were 

inexperienced, they aJ.so were quick to learn. The great disadvantage 

in hiring students was that they returned to school in September. 

Custom cutters working th:cough the fall therefore generally curtailed 

their operations, operating with fewer machines in the faJ.l harvest. 

If possible they recruited add.itionaJ. workers from the local population 

where they were working. 

Custom cutters usuaJ.ly hired workers from their own locaJ.ities, 

from families they knew personally. They especiaJ.ly hoped to seduce 

farm boys who were familiar with harvesting machinery into making the 

harvest with them. Most custom cutters had no formaJ. process for 

interviewing workers or weighing their q_uaJ.ifications. Only the most 
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meticulous took written applications for work. One who did sent each 

applicant a statement about custom combining in order to help the 

prospective employee decide whether the job was for him or not. "This 

is quite a different type of work than most jobs," he asserted in a 

masterpiece of understatement. The questions he then asked of appli

cants were designed to weed out any potential sources of difficulty. 

Inquiries dealt with smoking, drin.'l\.ing, drugs, allergies, and crj_minaJ. 

records. Then there was the pivota..1 question, "Do you like to work 

around machinery, cars and motors? 11J2 

Custom cutters with sons in high school or college often used them 

to screen or recommend employees. Other custom cutters advertised for 

help in agricul turaJ. periodicals, regional. newspapers, or college 

campus newspape:es. The advertiser might seek a certain type of employee 

by advertising in a particular publication. Some JVIem1onlte custom 

cutters from Kansas advertised. for help in denominational magazines, 

thereby recruiting many farm boys f:com Pennsylvania eager for a summer 

on the plains. 

When custom cutters du.ring the later years were asked. what the 

greatest problem of their business was, they al.most invariably 

answered, "getting good help." This was partly the result of general 

changes in society. There were fewer farmers, and. thus fewer farm 

youths experienced with machinery to recruit. Youths from more affluent 

families were reluctant to take such strenuous work for the summer. 

Yet the problem of "getting good help" arose primarily from the 

rising expectations of custom cutters themselves. GertairLly the 

laborers ·available in the early years of the industry were less than 

choice, but then there wer<:1 fewer complaints about their fitness. 
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However, it was one thing to put an inexperienced. hand on a $4,000 

combine and take a chance that he might do something foolish, and quite 

another to put the same novice on 'a $4o,OOO machine. The spiraling 

cost of machinery made it increasingly important that workers be 

knowledgeable and responsible. Custom cutters became less tolerant of 

learning by trial and error. Inexperienced. hands received. stern 

lectures on proper operation of equipment and were broken into the job 

under careful supervision. 

Most of the hired youths who made up custom combine crews were 

students who needed money to stake another year in school. College 

students were the favored workers, but high school students were equally· 

numerous, some of them as young as fifteen or sixteen. Most of the 

workers who were not students nevertheless were similar to them in that 

they were young and they worked the harvest for only a brief period. 

For most all of the workers, custom cutting for a summer was a brief 

encounter with an interesting business, but little more than that. It 

furnished them with a little bit of money and a great store of anecdotes, 

but then they went on with their lives as usual. 

If the deck of hired hands was largely of the same suit, there 

were enough 1-dld cards to m~T.ce the game interesting. Among them might 

be found the l:L~es of a fellow from Michigan working the harvest to 

make money to buy farmland at his home, where he and his wife planned 

one day to own "the biggest damn farm in northern Michigan." Another 

was the son of the owner of a jeans factory in Lexington, Kentucky, and 

a senior at the University of Kentucky. His father had made the 

harvest decades earlier with an outfit from Oklahoma and wanted his son 

to have the same experience, "to make a man of him. 11 The son wa.s 
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working for the same family of custom cutters that his father had. 

There was even a youth released from reform school into the custody of 

a custom cutter to keep him busy for the summer. 

Wages for hired hands never were princely, but because of the 

terms of employment and the ty:pe of work, laborers had the chance to 

save a good stake from a summer's work. The employers provided room 

and board, and so what wages the men made were pure profit, except for 

some small personal expenses. If the idleness of too many rainy days 

did not tempt the men to frivolous spending, they could save most of 

the money they made. 

No agency made any comprehensive record of wages paid to workers 

in custom outfits from year to year. In 1948 the most common wage was 

about a dollar an hour. Since most custom cutters also were farmers, 

wages on the harvest probably were comparable to those for other types 

of agricu.l tural labor. Reports from custom harvesters in 1977 indicat

ed that wages varied both in terms of payment and in amounts paid. The 

most common method of payment was a monthly wage, The monthly sti:pend 

varied greatly both among and within outfits, from about $4-50 to 

$1,500. About $700 seemed to be the usual monthly wage, but experience 

and age made great differences in the wages of workers. An inexperi

enced high school student could not expect top wages; he not only 

contributed less to the outfit,but also took up the time of other 

members who had to teach him the ropes. On the other hand, some work

ers, usually older men, not students, were of such value that they 

commanded premiums. They had years of experience and were skilled 

mechanics. Several custom cutters reported paying a weekly wage of 

$130 or so instead of a monthly wage. One offered $1,2.50 for the 

entire harvesting season, in his case about two months.3'.3 
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Monthly, weekly, or seasonal wages had good and bad points. If 

the weather was good throughout the season, then these arrangements 

worked to the benefit of the employers. No matter how many consecutive 

days the men worked, or how long the hours were, wages remained the 

same. If there were long spells of wet weather, then the workers 

benefited. They received the same pay whether they worked in the 

field or played cards in the trailer. 

Other custom cutters instead paid their men by the hour. In these 

cases the conservative employer was assured that he would not have to 

pay for men who were idle. Some ambitious crewmen also preferred this 

arrangement, for they hoped that the weather would remain good and they 

would log long hours. Hourly wages in 1977 generally were about $3.00 

or $J.50 for most young hands, with better rates for experienced men. 

In some cases, custom cutters gave their employees double assurance of 

fair returns: they stipulated payment by the hour, but with the provi-

sion that should the crew be idle too much, then the men still would 

receive a set ai~ount each week or month. One custom cutter even worked 

out a plan replacing wages with shares of the outfit's revenues, grant-

ing each worker three to five percent of the gross income of the out-

fit. Most custom cutters paid a bonus to hands who lasted the whole 

34, 
season. 

Wages paid to laborers were one of many expenses tha·!; custom 

cutters balanced against revenues. Expenses for custom cutters 

increased gradually through the years lmtil the 1970s, when they 

spurted upward. From 194.S.on custom cutters fought the tightening grip 

of rising expenses and sliding revenues. Except perhaps in the first 

few years of the business, the most common size of outfit on the road 
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was two combines. For-such an enterprise profits declined throligh most 

of the history of custom cutting, but for an established operation with 

secure jobs to fill the season, decent returns were possible. 

Twenty-three operators of custom outfits with two combines each 

in western Oklahoma in 1948 supplied information on their expenses. 

The average number of acres they intended to cut in a season was J,701 

for each outfit, This estimate was for wheat only. If they cut the 

number of acres they intended to and received the going rate of the 

times for their work, $J.50, then the average income for base charges 

should have been almost $13,000 to an outfit. Assuming that the wheat 

cut yielded twenty bushels to the acre, then hauling charges figured at 

five cents a bushel boosted the average income of the outfits by about 

$3, 700. Allowing a bit more income for charges for high yields, custom 

cutters with two combines should have expected an average gross income 

in the neighborhood of $17,0DO • 

.Against this income were pitted a variety of expenses, The study 

of 1948 recorded only expenses related to combining grain and not to 

hauling it, Custom cutters estimated their seasonaJ. expenses for 

moving from stop to stop, as well as their expenses in the field for 

such items as repairs, gasoline, oil, and grease. Custom cutters 

supplied estimates of the amount they paid for labor, and labor by 

members of the family was figured at a dollar an hour. Costs for 

depreciation of combines and interest on capital invested were includ

ed., the average investment j"n an outfit totaling $14,275. All told the 

expenses considered averaged $7,5.57 a season for an outfit with two 

combines, or $2.04 for each acre cut. The costs for trucking would 

have added to this totaJ. considerably. Costs for labor and gasoline in 
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trucking should have been about equal to those figured for combining, 

while other expenses for trucking would have been lower than those for 

combining. A good estima·te for the average costs of trucking might 

have been that they about equaled the income for hauling, $3,700. 

This would have meant total expenses for an outfit of two combines of 

more than $11,000, to be subtracted from gross income of about 

$17,000. 35 

A net return of nearly $6,000 for a summer's work in 1948 was 

impressive, especially considering that the costs figured for the labor 

of family members would not have been paid out; Some custom cutters 

also must have supplemented what they made from the wheat harvest with 

additional work in the fall harvest. If custom cutters cut the acreage 

that they estimated they would in 1948, they earned fine profits. The 

problem for the business as a whole in 1948 and for years thereafter 

was that too little work was available for most outfits to cut 3, 700 

acres in a season. The high returns possible if work could be found, 

however, explained why it was hard. for the business to adjust to a re

duced demand for harvesting after 1948. Marginal custom cutters knew 

that profits were possible if only they could obtain work. 

Information on earnings an.d costs of custom cutters gathered by 

the Economic Research Service in 1972 permitted some comparison with 

earlier conditions, although revenues and expenses were calculated in 

a.iff erent ways than . in the study of 1948. Researchers obtained business 

records :for 1972 from a number of custom outfits, including ten with 

two combines each, still the most common size of outfit. The study 

±~ound that the ten outf'i ts cut an average of 4, 146 acres of all crops 

for the yea:r. Most of this, J,250 acres, was wheat, and other small 
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grains accounted for 339 acres. The only other crop with a large share 

of the average was milo, with 482 acres. Acreages of corn and other 

crops were much lower. The study recorded the rates obtained for all 

cutting, which for small grains usually were three...;.fifty, five, and 

five or four, five, and five. The average gross income for outfits 

with two combines was $24,4lr3--$17,089 in base charges for combining, 

$5,707 for hauling, $1,059 for high yields, and $588 for miscellaneous 

income. This was a gross income of $5.86 for each acre cut. 

Only cash expenses were considered in the study. No amounts were 

figured for depreciation of machinery, interest on investment, or value 

of family labor. Cash expenses for outfits with two combines averaged 

$11,518--$3,096 for wages, $2,426 for fuel, oil, and grease, $2,314 for 

parts and service, and $3,682 for other expenses, including food, 

lodging, taxes, insurance, interest, and other smaJ..l expenses. 

Expenses figured out to $3.J6 an acre. The average net return over 

cash expenses was $12,925 for the season, or $2.50 an acre.36 

Profits for custom cutting in 1972 were less satisfactory than 

those in 1948. Gross income increased by nearly fifty percent, but 

that was too little to compensate for the declining value of the 

dollar, let alone to offset increased expenses. The returns above cash 

expenses generally represented the reward for the work of an entire 

family through the season, work demanding long hours and constant 

travel. The outfits aJ.so contributed a."'l average of $.37, 804 in capital 

invested in equipment which depreciated rapidly. 

Yet considering all this~ there was enough possibility of p:rofit 

to explain why custom cutting had endured through the years. For most 

custom cutters custom harvesting was just part of an operation which 
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also included farming,. and so it should not have been expected to pro

vide net income commensurate to that expected of a full year's enter

prise. Equipment used in custom harvesting also was used at home on 

the farm, and part of the expense of maintaining the outfit therefore 

should have been charged against the farm rather than the custom outfit. 

The portion of the returns above cash expenses realized as net profit 

by any custom cutter depended on his own financial ski.lls, but the 

spread between gross income and cash expenses was enough to permit the 

survival of the business. 

The economic development of custom combining from 1973 to 1976, 

stimulated by the rapid rise in the price of wheat, was so sudden and 

chaotic as almost to defy measuremel1"t. There were no comprehensive 

studies of the rises in income and expenses during this time, but both 

were obvious. Rates charged for combining more than doubled at the 

same time that the a.mount of wheat available for harvesting increased, 

and so gross income skyrocketed. Expenses spurted also, however. A 

spot survey of certain major items of expense in 1977 made this plain. 

Thirteen operators of outfits with two combines each said that they 

expected to pay totaJ. wages of $6,350 to an outfit, more than double 

the am.aunt for wages reported by outfits of the same size in 1972. 

Rises in costs for fuel were even more striking, as custom cutters in 

1977 expected to consur11e an average value of $6, 207 in fuel, nearly 

three times what they spent in 1972. Prices for the models of combines 

designed for the wheat belt advanced from about $15,000 to $3.5,000 or 

$4o,ooo. 

Just how :fa:r gross income outstripped rising expenses was lmknown, 

but custom cutters certainly enjoyed unprecedented prosperity. They 
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invested much of their new-found wealth in new and larger machinery, 

which in turn helped them to cover more acres. The average number of 

acres covered by outfits with two combines in 1977, according to custom 

cutters' expectations, was 6,087---5,222 acres of wheat, 444 acres of mi

le, and 421 acres of other crops.37 

The meaning of the harvest of 1977 was unclear, for custom cutters 

themselves were not sure how it would affect their profits. Most ven

tured opinions that both rates and demand for cutting would decrease. 

1'he decreases that occurred were small, however, and for most custom 

cutters with established. routes the harvest of 1977 was business as us

ual. Probably it was concern for the future that inspired most of the 

fears of custom cutters at this time. They had seen by previous exper

ience that as long as the price of wheat remained. low, they had little 

chance of passing along their increased expenses to farmers. They had 

been unable to do so from 1948 to 1972. In 1977 the market for wheat 

had been shattered., and there was no hope in sight of any relief. 

If historical precedent was any indication, then what custom cut

ters faced in 1.977 and following years was not a sudden drop in rates 

for cutting, but a reduction in the a111ount of work available. This was 

not likely to cause as much hardship as it had in decades earlier, for 

in the 1970s expansion had come with the enlargement of existing outfits 

more than with the addition of new ones, and so custom cutters should 

have been able to survive contractions of demand by sticking with their 

regular customers. What custom cutters could expect was a gradual belt

tightening. Expenses could not continue to rise as they had for the 

past few years, because the agricultural economy was not flourishing 

enot:1gh to support them, but they would creep upward. Meanwhile, with 
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farmers facing hard times, custom cutters would be locked into a 

schedule of rates for cutting that would not change until better times 

returned for farmers. 

All things considered, the signs favored the survival of the busi

ness of custom combining as an important force in the agricultural econ

omy of the plains. The principal reason was that custom cutters had 

fashioned and honed the techniq_ues of management by which they operated 

during the decades of hard times before the boom of the 1970s. Methods 

might have become lax and careless during flush times, especially in 

the overextension of finances, but more trying conditions again would 

forge them into effective technig_ues for survival. 
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CHAPTER VI 

AN UNUSUAL SORT OF LIFE 

'I'he harvest of 1947 was a trying one for Alan Ladd, custom cutter. 

Not only was he in debt to the straw-spreaders, like most custom combin

ers, but he also faced every trouble that the script-writers of 

Hollywood could imagine. Wheat fires raged out of control. Crewmen 

staged brannigans with rival outfits. Worst of all was the disruptive 

influence of Dorothy Lamour, who corrupted. crack mechanic Robert 

Preston into such distressing activities as marriage and, worse yet, 

bootlegging farmers' wheat at elevators. It took the powerful fists of 

Lad.d to restore poor Preston to his senses and. get the outfit back on 

the road north. The harvest was filled with adventure, conflict, and 

wild women in those days--at least as portrayed in the motion picture, 

Wlld" Harvest, by Paramount Pictures. 

The harvest in truth had its share of inherent romance, but that 

was only a part of the lives of custom cutters. Wj_ld Harvest and 

scores of feature articles in newspapers and magazines repeatedly 

cartureJ. the color of the business. Again and again appeared the same 

photogra:phs of as many as twenty combines attacking fields in close, 

sawtooth formation--an arrangement practical for photographers, but 

dusty and dangerous for combines and drivers. In daily life the 

romance of' the harvest was tempered by hard work and weary spirits. 

"It certainly is not a bed of roses, although a lot of people think 

1.53 
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1 that it is," one custom cutter summed it up. Yet if custom combining 

was not undiluted high adventure, it nevertheless offered its partici-

pants a unique style of life little understood by outsiders. 

Perhaps the most peculiar aspect of life in the harvest was the 

social arrangement it created, a blending of the ties of family with 

the relationships of business. In every outfit there was a ramrod, a 

boss, or whatever the men chose to call him. Here was a man who played 

many roles. In most cases he was first of all a husband and father. 

The presence of his family with him placed responsibilities on the boss 

that a crew of men did not, If food, accommodations, and cleanliness 

were not the best, a boss could tell hired men to take it or leave it, 

but he had to take special pains to see to the comfort of his family. 

At the same time the boss was responsible for a crew of men who needed 

careful supervision. In other businesses it was possible for an indi-

vidual to be one man, a. gentle father, with his family a.rid another, a 

tough task..'!laster, with his employees, but for custom cutters family and 

business were fused. Especially this was true when the boss's own sons 

worked for him.. So most custom cutters adopted a paternal attitude 

towa:rd their workers, although they recognized that too much familiarity 

could lead to laxness. Rather than treating their sons as hired men, 

they treated thej_r hired men as sons, that is if they were the age of 

students. 

Outsiders expected custom cutters to be a tough, profane lot. 

This was generally true of single custom cutters or those who traveled 

without. their families, but custom cutters whose families accompanied 

·them deported them.selves diff eren't.ly, 

cutters were downright soft-spoken , Elther they mellowed with the 
-~~""'"' .. , '°""'"" .. ""' ; ...... ,. ... -!'~ ,,. .. ~,,,. ,.., .. ,, ' ·'.;i"'"-''"''-"""'''":,;. ,., .... l .. •l>,""" '"'·"'J>,;-," _ .... .,... .. .-·""-
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years, or the countless crises of harvesting winnowed out the most 

excitable ones, leaving only those able to look on plugged cylinders 

and busted sickles with equilibrium. 

Some bosses were exceptions ~o this principle, for each one had 

his own style. In custom combining it was not enough to direct workers 

to the tasks to be done, It took leadership to inspire them to stay at 

the job after midnight of a sixteen-hour day. Some accomplished this 

by quiet example, but others did it by creating an atmosphere of awe. 

Before the advent of two-way radios among custom cutters, this sort of 

boss needed a powerful set of lungs to shout reprimands across the 
\.'(\ 

wheat. A gruff front shown to employees and sons aJ.ike helped to 

d.issipate talk of favoritism and even could be a stimulus to esprit de 

The role of the outfit's ramrod was that of a patriarch, ruling 

over household, retainers, a.nd possessions. This pushed the boss's 

wife into assuming the role of a matriarch as much as she was willing 

to do so. She was not only wj.f e and mother to her own family, but also 

temporary mother to a crew of young men. 

How ma·te:rnaJ. the wife was to the crew was a function of her :per-

sona.lity, t.he age of the workers, and the condi ticns of' the moment. 

Almost U."liversa.lly she cooked for the crew, but beyond that generaliza-

t:i.ons were hard. There was 2. tendency when the work was slow for her 

to let the boys go their own way a.nd look after themselves. When the 

work was ha-cd, when the boys had worked long hou:.cs for mariy days and 

were tired, sympathy got the u:pper hand. Whereas the men were expected 

to do their own laundry when there was time, when they were too busy 

she was likely tn :make a. sweep through the bunkhouse and haul a load of 



clothes to the laundry or do necessary mending. Meals became more 

substantial, and at end of da~--sometime after midnight--there was 

likely to be some sorl of pastry for a snack. During hard stretches of 

work the harvesting wife visited the field more often and stayed longer 

when deliverillg meals. 

dhildren of the boss had privileged positions, not in the amount 

of work expected of them, but in status. Sons were not just workers, 

they were he:lrs, expected to assume more and more responsibility in 

managing the outfit as they grew older. They were more likely to 

choose their jobs rather than lm.ve them assigned, Daughters shaped 

thei.r roles to suit their prefHrences. Some chose 'to operate combines 

or trucks, ct.hers were happy to decline, while still others joined in 

the fiel(l work only when necessary. Yo1.mg children led a Sawyer's life, 

seelng a succession of new towns and places, taking the wheel of the 

combine for a round, moving as they pleased through the masculine 

socj_ety of the harvest. 

Among the hired men there developed a set of roles that was not 

exactly a pecking Ol."der, but was certainly a sense of ea.ch man knowing 

his place. The job of combine driver was a bit more prestigous tha."1. 

that of truck driver. Combine driving took more skill with the con

trols, and the item of macM.ne:cy was more vulnerable and more vaJ.u.able 

than a truck, Combine drivers liked their ;job because they were 

res:ponsi.ble for nothiI1.g else but running their machines. Their duties 

were clear. Some workers p::::eferred to drive a truck for the sake of 

variety of tasks. Truck driving meant frequent trips to town, or at 

least ·to an eleva.tor, and truck drivers also were expected to pitch in 

on any odd. ,job that had to be done when not actually driving. Combj.ne 
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drivers and truck drivers had to be prepared to trade jobs if necessary. 

Some bosses made it a practice to rotate the jobs, while o·thers just 

wanted their truck drivers to be able to run a combine for a few min-

utes while the combine driver ate.a meal. 

Further specialization also developed, especially in large crews. 

It soon became known which hands had special skills--knowledge of wir-

ing, expertise in engines, ability to weld, or just a strong arm for 

budging a clogged cylinder. From any crew emerged a top hand or two 

who did more than his share of the work. He was the one who pitched in 

to holp whenever there was a breakdown and to whom others turned when 
'•', 

the boss was absent and they needed. advice. It was possible for a 

laborer to get by doing only his bare share of the work, but he was 

soon known to his fellows. Truck drivexs, when asked to, willingly 

pointed out the best combine driver on the crew; combine drivers knew 

just as well what truck drivers were most reliable. 

:B'oremen were scarce in custom cutting, but a few crews had them. 

They were hired for one of two reasons. The first was that the boss 

was retirecl or easing info retirement and had no son or successor taking 

over the operation. The foreman in this case either was a junior part-

ner or hoped to "becorr,e one. 'l'he boss then confin.ed his duties to 

nego·tiations with customers and mat·ters of finance, plus such questions 

as when to move from one area to another. The foreman supervised the 

work in the field, The other possible rea,son for having a foreman was 

that the outfit was la:cge enough that it, sometimes split up to work on 

more than one :job at once, Then a foreman handled one portion of the 

outfit, the boss the other. The foreman in either case was expected to 

be much more than. a supervisor. He also was a skilled mechanic, hired 

as much for that skill as for any other reason. 
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For aJ.l members of the outfit, the quaJ.ity of life on the road 

improved greatly through the years. Housing was an obvious concern. 

During the early years of the business few custom cutters took their 

families along on the harvest, and the hired men enjoyed little person

a.1 comfort. Of the custom outfits in Nebraska in 1942, less than one 

in twenty had. any sort of trailer or bus for sleeping. This meant that 

pioneering custom cutters relied on local accommodations, and during 

the harvest, hotels soon filled up. Farmers provided some lodgings, 

but too often the ha:evesters ha.ii to shift for themselves, sleep fog in 

their trucks, in granaries, or m1der ta:e:paulins. A few custom cutters 

carried tents for lodging. 

Later in the 194os house trailers becai~e common in custom outfits, 

for more custom cutters began ·taking their families along on the har-

vest. Early house trailers varied greatly in quality. Some were 

corrrn1ercially manufactured, while others were homemade frames with alu

mi11UJ11 or steel sheeting tacked on. The first house trailers appeared 

as lodgings for the boss and his family, with crewmen still sleeping 

wherever there was shelter, but soon custom cutters 1)egan to include 

additional trailers as 1:rnnkhouses. Some o:f these were ai111y surplus 

troop carriers dl1ring the late 194-0s. By 1971 most custom outfits had 

house trai1en.:;, and many also had campers or buses fo:c the hired. men:. 

3,431 custom outfits boasted 2,296 house trailers and 793 campers or 

buses. Many custom cutters, those with short routes who did not take 

their fai11ilies with them, still relied on local accommodations. 2 

The addition of a house trailer to an outfit did not necessarily 

make life luxurious. Mable Squires recalled that when she began making 

the harvest w:i.th her husband, Everett, in 1948, he always parked their 
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trailer in the field, rather than in town or at the farmyard. This was 

to keep rowdy crewmen away from any place where they could find 

trouble.3 Mobile home parks were still a thing of the future in the 

early days, and so hookups for electricity and plumbing often were 

unavailable. The :proliferation of house trailers a..11ong custom cutters 

itself raised problems. Trailer parks handled some of the traf'fic, but 

parking spaces were at a premium in the tiny towns frequented by custom 

cutters. Alleys and vacant lots, fairgrounds and football fields, even 

parks a.."ld courthouse squares became haunts for harvesters. 

By the 1970s :professional custom cutters lived in some comfort. 

They established re.gular parking places for each year at each stop on 

the route and reserved their spaces well in advance. Their trailers 

were filled with the same conveniences they enjoyed at home--modem 

kitchens, air conditioning, comfortable beds, and television sets. 

A great problem of early custom cutters was obtaining meals sub-

sta.ntial enough for men working long hours. Cafes, like hotels, were 

jam.merl during harvest, and custom cutters could not afford to wait long 

to be served, Lines of hungry harvesters stretched out of the doors of 

diner~; into th~ streets. All 'too often during World War II cafes 

closed their doors because they ran out of food, especially meat. 

Those custom cutters who turned to grocery sfores in hopes of' cooking 

for themselves found shortages there also. :&.'verett Sq_uires recalled 

oei.'1.g desperate eno1igh in such a situat:ion in Tribu."le, Kansas, during 

the war that he a..'1cl his men :pursued cows in pastures for milk. 4 Even 

i.f enough groceries were available, some member of the crew had to rise 

early to cook breakfast and retire late after finishing the dishes. 

Lunch for early custom cutters was a sandwich eaten on the run. 
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Occasionally there was relief from such difficulties. Women in the 

to~ms sometimes opened special kitchens to serve harvesters during the 

war, much as they did for soldiers. Custom cutters held ample shares 

of rationing coupons which they turned over to the women serving them. 

The addition of a woman to an outfit was a godsend from the stand

point of nutrition. This meant palatable meals at last, often cooked 

on kerosene burners or on the ground, Once harvesting wives acquired 

modern kitchens, they turned out meals probably better and certainly 

bi.gger than what the men had at home. The usual practice was to serve 

breakfast in the trailer and to take a noon meal (dinner, not lunch) 

and an evening meal (supper, not dinner) to the field. Some bosses in

sisted that dinner be a smaller meal than the rest, lest the largess of 

the cooks slow their men dmm on warm, sleepy a£ternoons. Casseroles 

figured largely on the menu because of the number of men to be served, 

but steaks were not unknown, while hamburgers were a staple in dinners 

ca:rried. to the field. 

Even laundry and bathing were problems for early custom cutters. 

Coi:c1-operated. laundries were rare in the i94os in the areas where custom 

cutters operated, and cleaners could not handle the volume of work pre

sented them during harvest. Clothes therefore were washed only occa.s

::Lonally. Baths were even rarer occurrences, unless stock tanks were 

handy. 

Fo:r some years Mable St;ttJires did the laundry of her husband and 

a.11 the hi:cBd. :men on a scrubboard, bi1t harvest hands then and la·t.er 

usually were expected. to do their own washing. The best-hated memories 

of many hired hands were of fol.ding laundrJ in a laundromat a£ter a long 

day's work in the fielrl. Launfu~y usually was a task for rainy days, 

but somet:i.mes the rainy days were too far between, 
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With their busy schedule, the soc:iaJ. life of custom cutters was 

l:L'llited during har\fes·t.. Of the men of ·the outfit, the person who had 

the most contact with outsiders was the boss, and this consisted aJ.

most entirely of business. He negotiated with famers, talked with 

elevator operators, fetched parts from implement d.eaJ.ers, bought fuel 

at filling sta.tions, and exchanged infonna-'don with fellow custom cut

ters. His conversations wj.th all these people were brief, unless it 

was too wet to cut. 

Women and children not engaged in field work drew their acquain

tances almost entirely f:rom the.families of other custom cutters and 

the families of farmers their outfits cut for. In towns on the high 

plains the house trailers of custom cutters formed villages in the areas 

where they were accustomed to park, ma.king sociaJ. contact convenient. 

Visits arnong the women were corn.mon :i.n the afternoon, and children had 

playmates. Also there were calls to make on the wives of fanners, wom

en who became good. frleds in the course of many yeaTs working for the 

same :people. 

Flava Bever of Cedar Yale, Kansas, was the wi:fe of custom cutter 

Alpha "Hap" Bever. 1'hroughout the 1950s she kept a daily diary recoJ.'d

ing her activities and travels across Oklal1oma, Kansas, Colorado, Ne

braska, South Dakota, a.nd North Dakota. Her social sched1Jle, wh:He not 

refined, nevertheless was :full. 'Ra.rely did a day go by j_n which she 

did not visit some local woman. Usnally this was to do some work-- · 

washing clothes, plucking eh.ickens, making g_uilts, canning pickles, 

and even picking chokecherries a.nd making jelly in South Dakota. Ladies 

in North Dakota, three states away from her home, a.i-ranged a coffee for 

her on her fiftieth birthday. Her teenage daughter enjoyed swimmingp 
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movies, dances, horseback riding, and stock car races at various times 

on the road. When storms threatened, they took refuge in cellars with 

farmers' families. Flava Bever reveled in the constant activity. For 

some other women of the harvest, the social life expected of them could 

become a burden. Visiting around by the women was one way that enduring 

relationships with farm families--customers---were sol:i.dified. 5 

The social world of the hired men on a custom crew consisted most-

ly of each other. They had little opportunity to meet men from other 

crews except briefly at elevators or sometimes on rainy days. If the 

weather was bad they might take in local bars, but usually they found 

themselves in such small towns that the night life amounted to little 

and ended early in the evening. The love lives of harvest hands in no 

way resembled that of Robert Preston in Wild Harvest, as was well said 

by a hulking bulldogger turned truck driver from west Texas. Approaching 

an elevator in Vernon, Texas, with a truckload of wheat, and spying two 

girls on the sidewalk, he lat go a blast of the air horn, turned, and 

said, "That's about as close as we get. 116 

The lack of a"!lusement for harvesters seldom was a problem, for if 

the weather was good, they had no time for recreation anyway. Footballs, 

playing cards, and occasional guitars saw the light on idle days. The 

most interesting aspect of the summer's stint in the harvest was the 

country itself. Custom cutting was the finest lesson :i.n geography most 

youths ever had, for it forced them to live and work in a series of 

locales, not just pass through them. Occasional opportunities arose 

for sightseeing. The Sq_uires outfit always took one day off to attend 

the Frontier Days in Cheyenne, Wyoming, the men riding in from westel.il 

Nebraska in the back o:f a pickup. Flava Bever found time to visit 
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the Black Hills, the Badlands, the Great Salt Plains of Oklahoma, and 

the zoo in Garden City, Kansas.7 

Such diversions were welcome, for the grind of work often was 

severe. The ±'irst person up and about in the morning was the boss's 

wife, along with any other woman in the outfit who cooked. She began 

preparation of breakfast, which on a working day was a large meal. In 

western parts of the plains she had to have breakfast ready by seven 

or so, for the light dew meant that cutting might start around nine. 

Farther east harvesters stirred. a little later in the morning, for it 

took time for the wheat to dry out anyway. 

Next to rise was the boss himself, waking at the same time as his 

wife, but taking longer to dress and get out. He made his way through 

the kitchen, checking on the progress of breakfast, and stepped out

side to put on his boots. By that time it was time to call the men 

:from the sleeper. The smell of bacon frying was scarcely enough to 

rouse them, but a knock and a shout was, allowing a few minutes for 

the words to take effrJct. Breakfast followed as soon as the men 

showed up. It was the least hurried meal of the day, and the only one 

at which the entire crew came together to eat. 

All this took :place in the midst of a trailer park or harvesters' 

camp in whi·'Jh other outfits were doing the same. Soon the men came 

streaming out of the trailers and piled into pickups a.."1.d trucks. This 

was the time for horse})lay by young hands if there was to be any, for 

later every-one was too bu;;;y. The trucks took to country roads, whi.le 

back in the trailer, the women cleared away dishes. As soon as the 

dishes were washing or done, they began preparing dinner. Morning 

offered the women little time for relaxation. 



Arriving at the field, where the combines and the trucks had stood 

through the night, the men began the rituaJ. known as "servicing the 

machines" or else as "gassing up" and "greasing up." Each mar~ took 

care of the machine he was to operate. Truck drivers checked motor 

oil, hydraulic oil, water, and tires and placed water jugs they had 

filled at the trailer in the truck cabs. Finishing their tasks, they 

ca.me over to help the combine drivers gas up. Someone drove the pickup 

with the gas tank to each combine in succession. The combine drivers 

continued greasing up, leaving no zerk untou~hed. Sensitive joints, 

like the one connecting the pitman bar to the sickle, would be greased 

again later in the day. 

If aJ.l was ready before the wheat was dry enovgh to cut, then the 

men waited for the boss's word to begin cutting. The boss was con

cerned about the moisture test in the morning. He carried a moisture 

testing device with him or else carried samples to the elevator for 

testing. Elevators generally docked for grain testing more than 1LJ% 

moisture, lmt farmers often said. to go ahead and cut if the wheat was 

less than 16% moisture. UsuaJ.ly the boss could tell if the wheat was 

dry enough to cut without a test, just by chewing a bit of grain or 

rubbing some out in his hand, 

When it. was time, the combines cleared their throats with belches 

of black diesel smo}rn, They moved forward rapidly, El owing as they 

neared the wheat, the drivers engag:i..ng the cylindei-s and reels and 

lowering the headers to begin work. Truck drivers relaxed for a while. 

It took some time for the combines to fill their grain tanks. Conver

sations were struck up on the CB, main.1y about conditions of the field 

and inst:i::uctions of where to haul the wheat. 



When a combine's tank was nearly full, the driver signaled for a 

truck to come and dump him. This was easily done with a CB, but in 

earlier times it would have been with flashing lights or waving anns. 

A truck then left the edge of the field and pulled alongside the moving 

combine. If the ground was dry, the combine might "dump on the go," 

pouring the grain from the augur into the bed of the truck moving 

alongside. The combine driver might instead stop to dump, especially 

if he needed to get a drink from the water jug or to make some mechan

ical adjustment. If the field was muddy, then the truck drivers did 

not try to go to the combines to dump, but waited for the combines to 

come to the edge of the field. 

Several dumps made a truckload ready to go to the elevator. During 

the last dump the truck driver climbed into the bed of the truck to 

even out the load of grain with a hand scoop, "leveling it off." Then 

he began "tarping down," kneeling in the grain at the front of the bed 

to untie the tarpaulin fixed there and unroll it to the back, covering 

the grain. Dropping to earth, he secured the edges of the tarp to 

hooks or bars on the sideboards with a rope strung through eyeholes on 

the tarp's edge or with rubber straps with hooks on either end. Then 

he got in the truck and roared in low gear across the field to the 

road. In rural areas where custom cutters operated, the driving of 

harvesters hauling grain was notorious. Each trip was a race to the 

elevator before some other trucker cl.aimed the next place in line to 

dum:p. Speeds were as fast as loaded trucks would make, and with trucks 

burdened with more than the legal limit, it was hard to be conscien

tious about stop signs. 'rhe only stop the truck driver wanted to make 

was on the scales at the elevator, or in the line leading to the scales. 
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At the elevator the driver waited his turn, then wheeled onto the 

scales, An attendent emerged from the seal.es-house, usually a small 

white building with a large window in the front, and climbed a ladder 

or platform up to the truck bed. The attendent then took a sample of 

grain by pushing a probe into the load. The probe took wheat from all 

depths of the load, supposedly making it difficult to hide wet wheat at 

the bot-tom. From the sample were made moisture tests, protein tests, 

and examinations for foreign matter, The attendent ta.king samples 

might be the grizzled old manager of a branch elevator,· but to the 

delight of young truck drivers, "he" might be a pretty teenage girl-

hired, it often was said, to attract trade. The sample taken, the 

truck rolled off to dump. 

The truck en-1:.ered large doors and stopped over a heavy grate of 

bars or pipes through which the grain was dumped, An attendent, 

looking like a filthy surgeon with his clothes grimy and his nose 

covered by a :mask, opened the hatch at the rear of the truck and 

shouted, "take •er up!" 'lhe wheat cascaded to the pit below. The 

attendent took a scoop from a corner to usher the last bushels of grain 

from the corners of the bed~ closed the hatch, and shouted, "Okay, 11 

whereupon the driver returned to the scales. There he picked up a 

ticket recording the runount of wheat <l.unrped, determined by the weight 

of the load and the test weights and the name of the owner, The truck 

driver dared not lose a ticket. Pocketing it, he sped back to the 

field with the empty truck. Other tn1ck drivers wEire repeating the 

process. 

The boss meanwhile had a hundred cares. If he drove a combine 

himself, he 5-ssuerl a steady E:tream of instrud.ions over the CB. If' not, 



he rushed from place to place. He fetched parts from town. He 

reassured farmers who came to the field to check on the work ("Yes, 

sir, I told the boys to run slow and low through that down stu:ff in 

the low spots. 11 ). He picked up handfuls of straw and chaff in the 

wake of passing combines and inspected it to make sure aJ.l were 

threshing cleanly. He visited other fields to decide where to move 

next. 
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Inevitably there were problems, which brought the boss on the run. 

Usually they were minors a combine stuck in the mud had to be pulled 

out backwa.rds; a cylinder plugged with heavy straw had to be cleared. 

Other breakdowns took longer to remedy. Worn bearir..gs needed to be 

replaced, or the welder had to be fired up to mend a cracked reel 

shai't or some other part. Worst of aJ.l, some part might break which 

could not be replaced from the local dealer's stock. A hundred-mile 

drive to get parts was commonplace, and implement deaJ.ers, usually 

willing to help, might fly hundreds of miles to obtain a particular 

item. 

Noon brought no pause in the action. The women delivered dinner 

to the fielct, and the men ate a few at a time seated on trucks or 

standing. Truck d:rivers ate cj_uickly and then caught hold of the ladder 

of a passing comM.ne to driYe it for o. round while the combine driver 

ate. Generally last to eat was the boss. 

Work intensified during the heat of the afterr;oon. More people 

were cutting throughout the area by then, and lines of trucks waiting 

to dump a.t the elevator stretched out. The tr:ucks might have trouble 

keeping up with the combines, and nothing was more f:custrating than to 

have combines si ttlng in the field with full bins and nowhere to dlunp. 
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Consulting with the farmer, the boss might decide to haul to some other 

elevator or to bins on the fam. Trucks hauling to bins on the farm 

kept up with the combines easily, but truck drivers hated it because 

they were deprived of their trips to town. 

During the heat of the afternoon combine drivers fared better than 

anyone else, at least in the 1970s. Decades earlier combine driving 

was a test of endurance, handling clumsy machinery in the hot sun. "If 

a feller put an umbrella up over his seat, we figured he was a sissy," 

one harvester explained. 8 Later custom cutters overcame these qualms 

and enjoyed air-conditioned cabs with AM radios. Hydrostatic transmis-

sion and power steering made driving less of a burden, Gauges to the 

right and idiot lights above indicated to the driver whether all shafts 

were turning properly. 

If there was any leisure for the women with the outfit, it came in 

the afternoon, after dinner was served and any necessary laundry was 

done. This also was the time for buying groceries and visiting friends, 

In the middle of the afternoon began the preparation of supper, the 

largest meal of the day, 

Supper, like dinner, was eaten in the field. This time the work, 

if it did not stop, at least abated for the meal, The combines might 

be shut dov.'Il while the drivers ate, although not usually all at once. 

The men found seats on vehicles somewhere and ate. When most people 

were quitting work and going home, they faced long hours yet in the 

field. They wondered when the boss would decide to knock off for the 

night. If the wheat stayed dry they would cut at least until eleven or 

midnight, but an early dew might rescue them. 



Soon the machines roared again', and as darkness fell-, headlights 

illumined stalks of wheat soon t-0 be swept in by revolviri_g reels. In 

all directions the lights of other outfits could be seen popping on. 

In the darkness the throbbing ru.11bJ.e of many combines coming from all 

directions became more noticable than it had been in the day. Chatter 

on the CB died out except for necessary messages. This was the lone

liest time of' day. 

l!'inally the word came from the boss to shut down for the night. 

As each combine filled up for the last time,. it wheeled up beside a 

truck to dump and then proceeded to the edge of the field and parked, 

taking a place in llne with the other machines. The men crowded into 

the trucks for the trip back ·t-.o the trailers. They retired quickly on 

their arrival. 

Not aJ.l days were so grueling, Rainy weather meant lost money for 

custom cutters, but a_fter a long stretch of unabated harvesting, a 

shower was a "blessing to a tired crew. Wet whea{~ meant sleeping in, 

breakfast at eight or so, and a day without hectic activity. Men did 

their laund:ry and personal shopping. They made repairs on equipment 

that they had been meaniri_g to get around to for some time. They took 

combines and vehicles to car washes. Instead of the lonely -ti1ne in 

the field after sundown, there war::'. companionship around. a. ca:rd table. 

The wheat harves-t was a prolonged. sprint, lasting f:i::om three to 

six months. During the rest of the year the style of life for custom 

cutters changed, Crewmen and sons and daughters returned to high school 

and college, li'or farm:i.ng ±'amilies there was work to catch up on at 

home. If a custom cutter continued harvesting into the fall, the pace 

of the work at least changed. If he picked up windrows in the north, 
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his day rapidly became shorter because of earlier nightfaJ.1. If he 

harvested row crops in the south, the work probably was near home. The 

work was not so hurried as the wheat harvest, and so he ceased working 

on Sundays. 

To those not familiar with the business, custom combining seemed 

like a strain on family life, leading to rootlessness and dissatisf'ac

t.ion. This was not the case at aJ.l. No statistics were available, but 

to all appeaTances, marriages were strengthened rather than weakened by 

custom cutting, perhaps because husband and wife both shared in the 

business. The effect of custom cutting on children of harvesting 

families seemed to be saJ.utory. Cus+.om cutters never allowed harvest

ing to interfere with their youngsters' schooling, and so about aJ.l a 

child missed out on by going on the harvest was Little League basebaJ.l. 

In return, custom cutters testified that working the harvest gave their 

offspring maturity and industry. Sons of t.he boss learned early to 

take resr-0nsibility and work hard. 

If there was a d.isruptive influence in family affairs, it was in 

the area. of religion. Roman Catholics and Southern Baptists, Methodists 

and Mennonites a.lmost to a man joined in the heathen practice of 

harvesting on Sunday 1 barring rain. If Sunday happened to be rainy, 

few harvesters forewent the chance for rest in order to attend church 

services. If questioned about this, some acted a bit penitent, but not 

much so, and a few mumbled Biblical allusions to saving the ass which 

fell into the pit on the Sabbath. Often the women succeeded in packing 

the children off to church, but rarely the men. Sometimes the farmer 

an outfit was cut. ting for wi.shed no work done on his place on Sunday, 

or in the case of the occasional Seventh Day Adventist, on Saturday. 
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Custom cutters generally then moved onto a neighboring farm for the 

day's work. 

Custom cutters remained mysterious, mistrusted figures to most 

people not connected with the business. Their image suffered from the 

preponderance of two related myths about them, the first of which was 

the myth of the gypsy. Journalists generally characterized custom 

cutters as footloose nomads wandering the plains. A feature in 

Newsweek in 1977 carried the head1ine, "Gypsies of the Harvest. u9 

Stories of snubs by local people were rife aTJlong custom cutters. For 

instance there was the family of harvesters that entered a caf e in a 

smaJ.l town .s£ter nightfall looking as exhausted as they ought to have 

a:f ter a full day of travel, onl:y to be welcomed by a waitress with the 

comment, 11 Wha t. cami val a-:ce y 1 all with?" Or there was the yolll1g harvest 

hand who managed. to make a date with a local girl in North Dakota. As 

he entered the girl 1 s house, her mother gave him a cold stare and the 

greeting, "So--you're a combiner." Townspeople on the northern plains 

tagged custom cutters with the a1Jpella,ticn, nwheaties. 1110 

Those who considered custom cutters gypsies, migrants, or nomads 

misunderstood them. Custom cutters never wandered aimlessly, but 

proceeded methodically from one plam1ed. stop to another. '£hey rightly 

should have been called itinerants, for they had definite itineraries. 

At eaeh s-top there were frienclshi:ps as well af.l jobs. Custom cutters 

often cited as the great joy of their b1miness the string of friends 

they made on the way north. For a custom cutter to quit the business 

would have been equivalent to the dweller in a small town moving away 

from aJ.1 his friends, 
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The myth of the gypsy may have originated in associations made 

early in the history of custom combining. When the industry began, the 

image of the migrant Okie was still fresh from the 19JOs. Many of the 

early custom cutters were from Oklahoma or the soui~hern plains and thus 

conjured an 111i:favorable image as they moved from town to town. People 

also confused custom cutters with the irresponsible bindlestiffs of 

decades past. Such associations became absurd when applied to modern 

custom cutters, with their large a.mounts of capital. invested in outfits. 

A related misconception that aJ.so took root in the early history 

of cu.st.om combining was the myth o:f the ruffian. During the early 

1940s, when custom cutters had t,o hire whatever hands they could find, 

the workers often were not of the highest character. The business had 

mere than its share of barroom denizens and poolhaJ.l loafers not averse 

to raisi:ri.g hell i.n quiet towns along their route. Few women traveled 

with custom outfits, and so custom harvesters were a dirty and profane 

lot. Everett Squires, a big custom cutter during the war with his 

seven machines and twenty or more employees, occat:d.onally resorted to 

his fists to kee:o order on the crew. 

In a few years the composition of custom crews changed radically. 

Untrustworthy bosses were culled by economic adversity, and students 

became the mainstays of the crews. Yet in the towns frequented by a. 

later, q_uieter generation of custom cutte:cs, a "lock up your wives and 

daughters11 attitude persisted despite the change. 

Such attltudes differed. sharply from the images that cust.om 

cutters hold of themselves. Custom cutters considered themselves care

ful, substantial, successful businem.;men, and anyone who weathered a 

nurnber of years in the business ha.cl the right to so regard himself. 
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They deplored the denigration of their era.ft, but while poking fun at 

the sort of images projected by Wild Harvest, they took pride that 

there was something special and even a bit romantic in their way of 

life, although they would not us~ the word 111."0mance. 11 A man with the 

acumen to succeed in custom cutting could do well in some other, safer 

business. Why then did he follow the harrest? 

Most custom cutters answered with a phrase like, "It gets in your 

l)lcod." They were the first to admit that life in the field often was 

drudgery ana. that they were glad when the harvesting season was over, 

but by the next spring these feelings were forgotten. The difficulty 

and unpredictability of their business became a point of pride. "It's 

the exact opposite of going to work at Hesston /jarm. -implement manu:fac

turer.§7," said Ron Roessler of Bu.hler. "Every day there is a chal

lenge. "H 

"Custom combining is great. It is a lot of hard work and some-

times a lot of headaches," wa.s the incongruous testimony of another 

custom cutting couple. "But every spring when the first few wa:rm days 

:roll around, you just start co'llnting the days and minutes until you can 

head south, It is something that really gets in your blood, It'll be 

a sad day when we quit the business. 1112 For some, at least, custom 

combining held a.ttractions that far outweighed the toil and trouble. 
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CHAPTER VII 

GOVERNMENT Afffi CUSTOM COMBINING 

Custom combining was a business of proud, independent individuals. 

The man who became a custom cutter showed by that act that he was not 

one to wait on the beneficence of others, but would try on his own to 

better his condition. Custom cutters asked few favors of government, 

and because their numbers were polit:icaJ.ly insignificant, they expected. 

none. Federal and state governments took few actions for the benefit 

of custom harvesters, but many governmentaJ. measures affected their 

business, Most of these were actions designed to direct or to regulate 

the activities of custom cutters. 

Ea.J:ly in the history of custom combining, the government of the 

United States attempted to rationalize the wheat harvest as part; of the --countryvs agricultural mobilization for World War II. This was one 

aspect of an effort to f)mploy ag:t:icul tural labor and machinery more 

efficiently whE-m both were at a premium. When the wa1· began, the 

reci:g::i:tment and placement of fa:rnt. labor was i.n the hands of the United 

States Employment Service, the organization of which was too decentra.l-

ized to impose order on the management of agric1i.ltuxal labor. The 

prerogatives of state directors stood in the way of rapid clearance of 

workers from one state to another. Refonns instituted in December, 

1941, placed more autho:dty in the hands of federal administrators. 
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The Employment Service supervised the placement of farm labor in 

1942, but thereafter federal administrators and Congress hoped to put 

such work into the hands of another agency. On January 23, 1943, the 

War Manpower Administration issued a directive transferring responsi

bility for farm labor to the Department of Agriculture. On March 13 

SecretarJ of Agriculture Wickard assigned the work to the federal 

.Ag:cicul tural Extension Se:r.."Vice. These shifts ouly anticipated the 

foma..1 action of Coq~ress in the Emergency Farm Labor Act of April 29, 

1943. This act reaffirmed the respons:l.bility of the Extension Service, 

through its state services, :for the :recruitment and direction of farm 

la1)or. 'l'he War F'ood AdminiS"tration, a division of the Extension 

Service, was to have general charge of 11rograms for farm labor. 

In 1942, the first year of any considerable movement of custom 

combiners on the plains, they had received little attention from the 

state employment services. Custom cutte:rs were not farm laborers of 

the sort that employment officials were used to, and there was no 

organ:i.zation ready to handle tJ1em. Already the Department of Agricul

ture had stepped in to help with the wheat harvest. Its state and 

county war boards, part of the War Food Administration, exchanged j_nfor·

matfon abou·t the availab:U:i.. ty and movements of custom combines, but did 

little to aid o:r direct, tha flow of machines and men, In succeeding 

years the Extensfon Service would mount more vigorous efforts. 

Under.· the Emergency Farm Labor Act of 1943, each state extension 

directo~c was to fornn.iLate a plan for the direction of farm labor in his 

state and then present it to the federal Extension Service for coordi

nation with other states. Each state extension director appointed a 

state farm labor supervisor and assigned :field. assista...'1ts to him. The 
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faxm labor supervisor set up a farm-labor advisory committee made up of 

citizens from the state and personnel from the state extension service. 

The service's county agents were to be the infantry of the effort • 

. Each agent was to establish a placement center for farm labor and set 

up a farm-labor advj_sory committee in his own county. He was to 

solicit the participation of leaders of farmerse organizations, members 

of the old wa.r boards, employees of the state employment service, and 

representatives of civic groups. The county agent also was to fonn a 

c01mty wage board composed of himself and four other members to set 

wages for fann labor in the county, including rates for custom 

combining. 1 

The Extension Service was not yet ready to handle harvest labor in 

all states in 1943, and so many state extension directors chose to farm 

out the job to the state employment service. The state extension 

directors who chose to do this made contracts with the employment 

ser'rices of their states to recruit and place agricultural workers. 

Custom combines were a special case, however. The war boards of the 

various states and counties had begun the work of plan.TJ.ing the movement 

of custom combines in 1942, and so in 1943 the Extension Service theo

retically delegated this task 'to them ag<:dn. The war boa.....""'ds again 

accunllllated inf'omation a1JoU"l:. the needs and availaM.li ty of custom 

combines, but once the harvest 11egc.w1 1 they did little. The work of 

recruiting custom cutters to make the ha1vest and of placing them on 

jobs fell into the laps of the county extension agents, the cou.TJ.ty war 

boards j_n many cases s:pecificolly delegating all their authority in 

2 such matters to the county agents. 
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The county extension agents', acting on behaJ.f of the county war 

boards, surveyed their counties prior to the harvest to determine how 

many custom combines would be needed and how many owners of combines in 

the county were willing to do custom work. They reported the needs and 

resources of their counties to the state directors of extension. The 

state directors in turn made efforts to meet the needs reported in two 

ways s they called on other state directors and on their own county 

agents to dispatch combines to areas of need, and they released infor-

mation to newspapers and radio stations telling where combines were 

needed. Fortunately the harvest of 1943 was not as difficult as that 

of the following year, and so the Extension Service had a year to tinker 

with its organization without causing crises.3 

·rhe effectiveness of placement services in 191}3 varied among the 

individual states, but South Dakota showed how useful such efforts 

could be. The state extension service stationed employees at Oelrichs 

and Fairfax, the two ports of entry through which the most custom 

cutters entered, and placed signs at the other five ports directing 

incoming harvesters to report to the nearest off:i.ce of a county war 

board. Meanwhile county extension agents had reported their needs for 

combines to the state assistant director of extension, who set up head-

quarters for the harvest at the office of the state war board. He 

telephoned the officials at the ports of entry and the county agents to 

inform them where to direct incoming combines. This system gave initial. 

directions to outfits bri:n.ging in 253 combines. Other custom cutters 

entered the state with jobs already arranged, but received additional 

work through the placement service. 4 
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Placement was generally more efficient in 191-14 than in 19L~3. The 

extension services of all the states in which custom cutters worked 

except North Dakota discarded agreements with the state employment 

services and completed their own organizations for handling harvest 

labor, includiDg custom cutters. This made possible better direction 

of combines within and among the s·t.ates. County agents shed the facade 

of cooperation with coun+.y war boards and took full control of the 

program, em:ploying fann labor assistants to help. 

A number of states opened special offices as headquarters for the 

duration of the ha.rrest. These served as clearinghouses for informa

tion. In Texas ·the state extension service set up headquarters for the 

harvest at Plainview, in Kansas at Great Bend. In Oklahoma and 

Nebraska the extension services retained overall control of placement 

for the harvest in their state offices, out established area offices in 

the wheat·-produci:ri~ a,reas. Clinton and Enid in Oklahoma and McCook and 

Alliance in Nebraska were locations of temporary offices. In South 

Dakota the ex{~ens:i.on service supervised placement from the state office, 

but set up a number of area offices. The emplo~rment service worked 

with a similar axr.angement in North Dakota. In otheJ'.' states of concern 

to custom cutter;:;, the ext.ension services deemed their state offices 

and county agent13 sufficient to handle the harvest, 

In each county ·the county agents determined how many combines were 

needed and reported either to area offices or directly to state exten

s:Lon service offices. County agents also maintaj_ned lists of farmers 

seeking har1esters in thej_r count,ies. The state and area offices 

relayed to the county ag0r;.ts information on what other areas needed 

combines. A pamphlet issued by the state extension service of Montana 
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outlined to custom cutters how to secure placement through the exten-

sion services. Custom cutters could obtain information a.bout where 

combines were in short supply from officials at ports of entry or at 

com1ty agents' offices. Then they could telephone ahead to the county 

agent of the county in which they hoped to harvest. When they arrived 

in the county in which they intended to work, the county agent would 

direct them to fa:rmers needing cutters. When finished in any county, 

custom cutters could consult the cowTcy agent or the state extension 

service for information as to where to go next,5 

In 1945 the extension se:rvic8s expanded their programs for place-

mentfurther yet, First the Extension Service in Washington published 

a map and information sheet for custom cutters. This contained infor-

mation on how much wheat would be available to cut and when the dates 

of harvest would be in all parts of the plains. It also provided the 

names of' all county agents. The map showed the principal highways 

suitable fox· travel by custom cutters and the ports of entry through 

which they would pass. The state extension services distributed the 

6 map to custom cutters. 

In late Apr11 representatives from the state extension services 

concerned with harvest labor gathered in Plainview, Texas, to agree on 

procedures for clearing custom outf'i ts .from one state to another and to 

eompare plans fer placement witM.n their states, 7 Each state extension 

service then in turn implemented its own pla.n for the harvest. Author-

it.ies in Texas fumbled in the face of a difficult ha:rvest. When 

drought caused the abandonment of some acreage in the Panhandle, the 

extension service issued a statement that the need for custom cutters 
' 

that year was dubious. Magnification of this announcement by radio and 
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newspapers scared many needed custom cutters away from Texas, causing 

shortages. Nevertheless, the network for placement in the state worked 

well, again headed by an office in Plainview. County a.gents found jobs 

for nearly J,000 custom combines, the majority of which came from with-

in the state, and made more than 2,000 referraJ.s of combines to other 

countj_es or states. Despite early problems, mere combines worked in 

the state than ever before. 8 

As custom cutters crossed the Red River into Oklahoma, they saw 

signs directing them to the nearest county a.gent's office for help in 

placement. Early in the spring each COl.L'l.ty agent had held a meeting of 

farmers to estimate the needs for combines and explain procedures for 

. ol)taining harvesters, During the harvest each county a.gent reported 

by telegraph to a headquarters established in Clinton, telling of the 

progress o:f the harvest and of needs for men and machines. The director 

of the office at Clinton telephoned the director of farm labor in 

Stillwater each morning with tM.s informat:l.on, which was passed on to 

major radio stations for daily broad.casts. County a.gents carried out 

their usual functions of placement a.nd referrc<J.. As the harvest 

progressed into northwest Q}-,J_ahoma, a second special office at Enid 
Q 

opened for business./ 

The state extension service of Kansas put together a system for 

di:rection of the harvast superior to all others. As in other states, 

each county a.gent estima-C.ed the needs of his county for combines, 

County agents in counties with the greatest p1.."'0d.11ct.ion of wheat hired 

farm labor assistants and. clerks for the harvest. In May officials 

from the state office held nine meetings with county agents from 

different parts of the state to plan procedures for the harvest. The 
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state extension service printed 5,ooo·copies of a guide for custom 

combiners in Kansas to be distributed by county agents and at ports of 

entry. 

As custom cutters crossed the border in Kansas, they were regis

tered on forms provided by the state extension service and were 

referred to county e,gents for help in placement, County agents in the 

s-tate placed 2,720 combines on jobs, but this was less important than 

other aspects of the extension service's effort. County agents were 

well fitted to keep lists of farmers needing harvesters and make local 

arrangements for jobs, but it was unwieldy to have scores of county 

agents trying to make referraJ.s to other counties at the same time. 

Thsy could not coordinate their referrals, Officials in Kansas there-

fore placed the job of referral in the hands of the state head.quarters 

for harvest placement. E. H. Leker, assistant farm labor supervisor 

for the state extension service, opened a speciaJ. office in Great Bend 

to direct the harvest, Ea.eh night the county agents sent letters to 

Leker deta.iling the condition of the crop, the progress of the harvest, 

and the need. fo:c cor.1-bines, Leker charted this inf orm.ation on a map in 

his office every morning. Looking over the needs in various paTts of 

the state, he wrote press releases for the Associated Press and for the 

local_ raiiio station. Next. he fired off a telegram. to the state exten

sion office in Manhattan with information for a spot a.rinouncement to be 

ca.r:ded on radfo stations thro1:ighout the state, 'rhe emphasis of the 

program had shifted from individ~al ref er:ral to use of mass communica-

tion for direction of harvesters. The next year Leker was promoted to 

regional superv"j_so:r of farm labor. 10 
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The extension service of Nebraska implemented a plan much like 

that of Oklahoma, with two successive centers for the direction of the 

harvest. The first temporary office was in McCook, on the southern 

border, and its purpose was to make referrals to count:i.es of need in 

Nebraska. As the harvest finished up in the state, the headquarters 

shifted northwest to Alliance, the better to make referrals to states 

to the north and west. 

States farther to the north generally had placement programs less 

sophisticated than those to the south. The extension service in South 

Dakota opened two temporary offices for referral of custom combines, in 

Pierre and in Rapid City. The extension service of Montana directed 

placement through its regular state office. In Colorado and WyomiTig 

there was no attempt to direct custom cutters on a state level, but 

county agents worked locally to bring farmers and custom cutters 

together. 11 

There were few innovations t.o make in the system of placement in 

the years 191..:.·6 and 1947 that ha.cl not at least l)een foreshadowed in 1945. 

In each of the two years representatives of the state extension ser

vices convened to discuss their :programs fo:r the harvest, meeting in 

1946 in Oklahoma a..."1.d in 1947 in Kansas. Then the states set u:p their 

own systems as they wan-~e•l them f but they ·!:,ended to adopt the so:r:t of 

methods that had been introd.uced in Kansas in 1945--greater reliance on 

radj_o and the :press to disseminate i11formation, less emphasj_s on 

individual referrals,. County agents reported to area or s·cate head-

qua:rt.ers daily by telegraph or telephone, By 8100 or 8:30 in the 

morning the information was reported to the state office; by 9:00 or 

9130 it was tabulated; by 10;00 or so :press releases went out to 



newspapers and radio. Each afternoon the same information was put into 

a letter mailed to aJ.l county agents. In 1946 the federal Ex-tension 

Service again issued a map and information sheet for custom cutters. 

In 19l?? the guide blossomed into a lengthy brochure with maps of 

specific areas, lists of the names and offices of county agents, esti-

mates of the number of custom cutters that would be needed, and infer-

mation on the laws of various states in regard to the movement of 

. t 12 equipmen • 

The systems designed by the federal Extension Servlce and its 

state extension services brought some benefits to custom cutters. It 

was a great service to a custom combiner just beginning in the business 

to be :provided with customers by county extension agents. The general 

j.nfomation about areas in need of combines was of use as well in plan-

ning movements. However, any benefits whlch accrued to custom cutters 

from the efforts of the extension services were incidental to the 

primary purposes of the programs. The task of the extension service 

was toplease farmers, not custom cutters. The objective was to elimi-

nat,e shortages of combines and thus save farmers' crops. This often 

meant the active recruitment of additional ha-"M/esters to a_o custom 

Fork, which obviously was contrary to the interests of custom cutters 

alread:y in the ht:siness, for the shorter tho supply of combines, the 

greater the ratf;s they could earn. By recru.it1ng enough combines to 

serve the needs of farmers in 1947 and earlier years, the Extension 

Service contributed to the surpluses of combines which prevailed from 

191+8 on. After 1947 services to direct custom cutters were of less use 

to fa::rme:cs, :for there were plenty of combines to be had. Accordingly 

in 1948 Congress discont.ir:rued. fundi.ng for the handli..."'lg of fa:rm labor by 
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the Extension Service. Custom cutters were more in need of direction 

than ever before in 1948, but custom cutters never had been supposed 

to be the beneficiaries of programs for placement. 

In 1948 the United States Employment Service again assumed respon

sibility for the placement of agricultural labor, including this time 

the direction of custom combines. Thereafter the state employment 

services, coordinated and financed by the Un:tted States Employment 

Service, administered. progra:!lls to replace those which had been offered 

by the state extension services. ·rhey followed patterns of organiza

tion that the extension ser'ri.ces had developed. The extent of the 

effort to direct custom combines va.'t'ied among the st,ates, but the 

separate efforts had common elements. Each state employment service 

had a director of farm placement who organized efforts. Each also had 

a process for gathering and cdsseminating information about the pro

gress of the harvest. Each state maintained services of placement, 

compiling lists of farmers needing harv-esters and custom cutters 

nec<ling work. 

The system of placement and direction established by the Kansas 

State Employment Service made good use of the experience of the exten

sion service. Each year the· organization published a guide for custom 

cutters with information about placement services and state statutes. 

As had the ear1ier crganization, the employment service opened a special 

office in Great Bend called ·the Wheat Harvest Control Office. The em

ployment service also had a dozen pemanent offices in the western two

thirds of the state, each of which included a fa:rrn placement representa

tive. In those cour,ties in 1'lhich there was no :permanent office of the 

employment services the service hired temporary fa.J."Ill :placement 
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representatives. 'l'hese often were teachers or retired men. They set 

up offices wherever space was available, most often in the county 

courthouses or the offices of the county extension agents. 

The task of the Wheat Harvest Control Office was to gather and 

give out information about the progress of the harvest and the needs 

for workers and equipment. Each morning the farm placement representa

tives, both the temporary ones and the ones in permanent offices, sur

veyed the si tuat.ion in their own areas. They made a few telephone c2J.ls 

to elevators to find out how much harvesting was going on, and they 

checked their own records to see if they had. jobs to fill or combines 

t.o place. Then they reported by telegraph to the Wheat Harvest Control 

Office. Personnel there, a supervisor and a couple of secretaries, 

compiled the information into a daily bulletin which they mailed to all 

farm placement representatives and. distributed to county ~ents and 

custom cutters. Then followed news releases to local representatives 

of the Associated Press and United Press International, which ensured 

the publication of information about the harvest in newspa:per:s and on 

radio stations throughout the wheat-producing areas of the state, T'ne 

most complete report was available on Radio KVGB, Great Bend, The 

dissemination of infonnation by this process was the most important 

part of the servj_ce' s work. }j'arm placement representatives, both temp

orar-:1 and. permanent, also made individual :placements of custom cutters 

with farmers. The whole system closely paralleled that which the state 

extension serrice had operated earlier, except that. farm placemen·t 

representatives of the employment service replaced county extension 

agents in the structure.. 
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The system in Kansas changed only slightly through the years. For 

several years in the early 1960s there was no temporary office in Great 

Bend, the director of farm placement supervising programs for the har

vest directly from his office in Topeka, In 1967 the office reopened 

in Great Bend under the name of the Harvest Control Center. There also 

were two changes in the manner of reporting in:Eormation to the office 

in Great Bend. Telephone replaced telegraph as the means of reporting 

from the farm placement representatives, and they made their reports to 

the permanent farm placement representatives in the reg:i..onal offices of 

the employment service, The representat:i.ves in the permanent offices 

then forwarded the information to Great Bend, 13 

The Oklahoma Employment Security Commission established a slightly 

different system for placement in the harvest. The service opened no 

temporar.J center for control of the ha't"lrest as in Kansas, but directed 

activities from its farm placement office in Oklahoma City. Like their 

counterparts in Kansas, officials in Oklahoma used their permanent 

regionaJ. offices, each of wM.ch had a farm :placement representative, as 

centers for the direction of combines. They did not attempt to recruit 

temporary re:presenta;ti ves for every county, but instead established 

from a half-dozen to a dozen temporary offices in areas without perm.a

nent offices, sta:ffed with employees of the employment serYice. These 

opened and closed successively f:com north to south, beginn:i .. ng with one 

at Frederick on the southern bo:rd.er and ending with one at Guymon in 

the Panhandle. During the course of the wheat ha....-rvest the service pro-

duced about twenty harvest labor 'bulletins and issued news releases for 

newspapers and radio. Placement of harve"S"ters was through either the 

1•exmanent regionaJ. offices ·or the temporary offices. I.ike the serrice 
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in Kansas, the Oklahoma Employment Security Commission each year published. 

a guide for custom combiners. 14 

The Nebraska State Employment Service implemented. procedures for 

placement in the harvest similar in some ways to those in Kansas and in 

other ways to those in Oklahoma. As in Kansas, there were temporary 

offices staffed with local people in each of the wheat-producing coun-

ties. As in Oklahoma, there also were temporary reg:i.ona1. offices 
\ 

manned by permanent employees of the employment serrice who moved. their 

operations f:rom town to town with the progress of the harvest. Like 

the other state services, the Nebraska State Employment Service pub-

lished a guide for custom cutters. The farm placement service in 

Nebraska also had certain unique features. Each year prior to the 

harvest the se:cvice held an organizational meeting at North Platte for 

all personnel who would be involved in the wheat harvest. The employ-

ment service arranged with officials at the ports of entry to register 

all incoming combines. Custom cutters in Nebraska aJ.so en.joyed a.n 

unusual benefit :provided by the fa.rm placement service: the service 

maintained. several camps in which ha.rv-esters could park free of charge. 

The reason for this was that Nebraska almost always had surpluses of 

custom combin<'}S, especially as the harvest entered t.he northwest part 

of the state, where the wheat belt narrowed, The purpose of the camps 

for harresters was to prov-ide them a place to stay when idle, thus 

keeping them from cl·u.ttering streets and alleys. 15 

The most awesome effort at placement in the harvest was that of 

the North Dakota State Employment Service. In North Dakota the state 

employment service had administered programs for harvest labor since 

before World Wa.r II, ·operating them th:·cough 1947 under contract wl'J;h 
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the state extension service, The farm placement service organized a 

formidable militia for each harvest--two hundred or more volunteer 

placement representatives, one in nearly ever:f town, serving without 

pay, The volunteers were willing to assist not only as a public ser-

vice, but a.1so because they were businessmen who hoped to attract the 

trade of people who used their services. Accordingly, the most conunon 

place of business for volunteers was a tavern, with filling stations 

and grain elevators also well represented. These volunteers performed 

the functions of placement and intelligence common to the organizations 

of other. states in the wheat belt. Each permanent regional.office of 

the employment service had a su:pervj_sor of farm placement who was re-

sponsible for oversight of the volunteer farm placement representatives 

in his area, 

Officials of the state fa1'.'Ill placement office in North Dakota 

spared no efforts in spreading information about the harvest. They is

sued. daily harvest labor bulletins-- "pink sheetsn--and press releases 

to newspapers, radio stations, and news se:rvices. They prepared special. 

interviews and radio s:pots for b:roadcasts prior to the harvest. They 

publisherl and distributed a guide for custom cutters. 16 

Other state employment services made less intricate preparations 

for handling the harvest. The farm placement service of the South 

Dakota State Employment Service opened on.ly four to six temporary of

fices each year. The services in Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado all 

hand.led the demands of harvest th:r:ough their permanent regional offices. 

Each of these four st.ates issued harvest labor bulletins, usually two 

or three times a week. The Texas State Employment Service origj.naJ.ly 

opened temporary offices for the wheat harvest like those in Oklahoma, 
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but by the mid-·1960s the service had discontinued aJ..l programs for cus

tom cutters except individual placements through permanent regional 

offices. 17 

The United States Em.ployment Service provided the funds for the 

state services to offer programs of fam placement, but it did little 

to coordinate the efforts of the individual states. All individual 

placement was done on a local basis; there wa.s no attemp·t to refer 

combines to specific destinations across state lines. From 1959 to 

1966 the ten states of the Great. Plains maintained an arrangement to 

exchange information among themselves,. but the partj_es eventually con

cluded that such a broad agreement was unnecessary, The individual 

states continued to keep each other informed, mailing their harvest 

labor bulletins to neighboring states. Only in one year did the United 

States Employment Service publish a comprehensive guide for custom cut

ters with information on all the states of the Great Plai.ns. 18 

'Ihe p:cograms conducted by the fam placement services of the vari-

ous states were of more use to some custom cutters than to others. Cus-

tom cutters just starting in the business made good use of the guides 

published by the states ancl consulted harvest labor bulletins in pla.n-

ning their movements. Some received placements. For experienced cus-

tom cutters the placement services had little value. They needed no 

placements, because their jobs already were arranged with regular cus-

·tomers; they needed no bulletins, because they learned when they were 

needed at each of theiI' stops through direct contact with their custom-

ers. Both fa:rmers and custom cutters also mistrusted officials of the 

placement serrices, fearing they would be forced into accepting har-

vesters or ,jobs not to their llking. Ted Hardwick of Saxm.on, Kansas, 
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told the story of how he once entered a placement office in southern 

Kansas and asked if there were any jobs available for custom cutters. 

The clerk told him there were none, and so he left, An old farmer who 

had been seated inside followed him out the door and offered him a job, 

The farmer had feared that if he applied to the farm placement service 

for a cutter he might be sent a poor outfit and be stuck with it, He 

therefore sat quietly in the placement office until he saw a custom cut

ter ~hat suited his tastes and then resolved to hire him. 19 

The first purpose of the farm placement services of the states, as 

had been the case with the earlier efforts of the extension services, 

was to fill the need.s of farmers for harvesters. The services were 

state efforts designed to benefit the farmers at home first and custom 

cutters only incidentally. Custom combines seldom were in short supply. 

Whenever a farmer asked the placement service to supply h:L~ with a cus

tom outfit he got one, but only a few of the custom cutters who asked 

the help of the placement services received jobs through them. If the 

harvest pmceeded without complications, then the placement services had 

little to do except to compile and issue information. When rains caused 

dislocations in the supply of combines, the placement services served 

well in bringing together f a...">Tt1ers who were left 'tfi thout combines when 

their custom cutters pulled. out and ::;.mall custom outfits who remained 

in mud.d.y areas to cJ.ea.-i up the work. 

Other aspects of goven1I11ent besides placement services affected 

custom cutters. During World War II rationing was a. great concern among 

them, but fortunately officials of the .Agricultural Extension Service 

fought for the interests of custom cutters. They persuaded the Office 

of Price Administration to ration sufficient supplies of gasoline and 
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tires to keep the combines rolling, Custom cutters had high prior.ity 

among agricultural consumers of such items because their services were 

vital to numerous farmers. 

It was against agencies of state governments that custom cutters 

had enduring complaints. Each state had its own set of laws of concern 

to custom cutters. Not. only were they different among the states, but 

also they were enf'orced with varying strictness from state to state and 

from year to year, During World War II, because of the shortage of 

combines, state officials placed few strictures on the activities of 

custom cutters and even mad.e special exceptions to statutes in order to 

help them. The governor of Montana ruled by executive proclamation 

that because of the emergency, the state would not require custom cut

ters to license their vehicles when entering fr-om out of state. The 

:proclamation, of dubious legality, never was challenged, Likewise the 

governor of South Dakota, when so empowered by statute, suspended re

q_ulrements for custom cutters to buy licenses for their vehicles in 

South Dalrnta. 20 

In later years, when the s.upply of combines was adequate, state 

officials became more hard-nosed. For many years certain states re-

quired custom cutters to buy locaJ. licensos for all their vehicles be

fore they could work in the states or even travel 1.n them. In the eyes 

of custom cutters M6ntana and South Dakota were the grea:t off enders in 

this matter, for as la.te as 197.5 these two sta,tes required custom cut

ters ·t.o 1Juy licenses for the full year for all veh:i..cles. In Montana 

even self-propelled combines had to be licensed. One custom cutter 

com:plai.1ed that it cost hi.rn more than four hu.ridred dollars to bring his 

outfit of four combines into Montana i:n 1967. Custom. cutters believed 
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that the lobbying power behind such requirements came from farm imple

ment dealers who hoped to increase sales by discouraging custom work. 

Other states were more lenient. Some, like North Dakota, re

quired that custom cutters purchase licenses for a half-year, while 

others required :no licenses at all. Officia1s in Kansas specifica1ly 

exempted custom cutters from requirements of licenses. By the 1970s 

most states had made provision for custom cutters to work under temp

orary permits. This meant purchasing a sticker good for thirty days 

or some such period at a port of entry. In most states these were 

temporary hauling permits no different from those issued to any truck 

coming into the state for a short time, but in Montana and South Dakota 

from 1976 on, custom cutters pu:r.~hased specia1 harvester's permits. 

Other regulations, although not so costly, were equally confusing 

to custom cutters. Before setting out for the season they had to scru

tinize the regulations of the states about oversize loads. By the 1950s 

nearly all the states required wide load permits for loads wider than 

nine feet. Custom cutters with combines loaded on trucks a1so often 

exceeded height limits. When hauling grain, nearly all custom cutters 

violated statutes setting the maximum weight to be hauled by vehicles 

of their class. Officials in most states winked at these illegal loads, 

for to enforce the law would have meant protests from farmers who em

ployed custom cutters. However, highway patrolmen in South Dakota had 

the reputation of being sticklers about weight limits, sometimes even 

watching the scales as trucks came through the elevator. In any state 

a single pci,trolman with a stubborn disposition could cause trouble for 

custom cutters, 
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For many custom cutters the most exasperating regulations were 

those des:igned to prevent the spread of noxious weeds. These req_uired 

custom cutters to clean their machines of all weeds or seeds before 

moving from one field to another. This was impossible to enforce, but 

state inspectors manned the ports of entry and req_uired custom cutters 

to clean their machines before enteriri.g the state. The states of Kan

sas and Nebraska had the strictest systems for weed inspections. When 

custom cutters arrived at ports of entry without having cleaned their 

com.bines, they were req_uired not only to clean them before proceeding, 

but also to dri.ve back south across the state line and dump the weeds 

in the state fium which they ca.me. Harvesters complained that the 

laws were enforced arbitrarily and inconsistently. Records of weed 

inspections in Nebraska showed tha·t, custom cutters had some reason for 

complaint. The Division of Noxious Weed.s in the Ne"b:raska State 

Department of Agriculture hired temporary employees to conduct inspec

tions at the ports of entry. These usually were retired men. Some of 

these inspectors turned ba.ck nearly half of the combines that came to 

their posts, 1-rhile others turned back none at aJ.1. 21 

None of these regulations ever was so oppressive as to drive 

custom combiners out of the 1m:siness, but they were an annoyance. 

Custom cutters 1 with their mo bile capi t?..l and labor, were a fitting 

adaptation to the physical conditions of the Great Plains, but politi

cal jurisdictions cut. across geographic divisions. Adaptation to the 

phy8icaJ. environment brought conflict with the political environment. 

Interstate com:pa.cts might have eliminated the difficulties of custom 

cutters with state statutes. 
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Cutsom cutters owed some debts to the actions of government in the 

early years of the industry, when the United States Extension Service 

and the state extension services did what they could to encourage and 

facilitate custom work, Likewise the programs of the farm placement 

services of the state employment services often were of use to custom 

cutters. However, custom combining did not owe its existence to the 

actions of government, nor did it depend on governmental patronage for 

continued operation. Had the government never instituted any services 

for guidance and placement of custom cutters,. the business would have 

developed in much the same way. The industry was the product of envi

ronmental and economic conditions, not of governmental planning. In a 

larger sense the effect of placement. services on custom cutters was 

irrelevent, because the services were designed to facilitate the har

vest and benefit fa:rmers, not to help custom cutters. To do this, 

state officials adopted methods similar to those of custom cutters1 

temporary offices, part-time help, and mobile facilities were born of 

the sa.me needs for flexibility in the harvest that spawned custom 

combining, Sea,sonal farm placement services and custom conibiniri.g both 

were parts of the continuing adaptation of the harvest. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

(HA..1iVEST) HANDS ACROSS THE BORDER 

Custom combining found its most suitable home on the southern 

Great Plains of' the United States. More custom cutters originated. f'rom 

there than from a.ny other region, and more grain was custom cut there 

th;:m anywhere else.. The extension of c1istom combining into the north

ern plains, however, demonstrated that economic advantage could trans

gress state bounda.ries to 1 ink regions of geographic similarity. 

Inasmuch as the Great Plains extended north also lnto western 

Canada, it was to be expected that custom combining shou1d flourish 

there, too. The same circumstances that led to the rise of custom 

combining in the United States spawned a similar movement in Canada, 

Within the :prairie provinces there was room for only limited movement 

by custom combiners. By means of arrangements between the governments 

of the United States and Canada, custom cutters from western Canada 

were erwbled to join the flourishing mover.tent from south to north along 

the wheat belt of the United States. To a. lesser extent harvesters 

fro:rr. the Un:i:l:ed States also went into Cana.d.a. .Al though this seemed 

like a logical a.nd useful development, it was the cause of confusion 

and protest. 

l'Iheat ha.rvest:tng had developed in Canada much as in the United 

States, The adoption of the combine began at about. the same time in 

the prairie provinces as in the Dakotas. As in the United States, the 
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seasonal movement of harvest hands into the wheatlands of Canada reached 

a peak in the mid-1920s with about 45,000 men involved, dwindlir..g 

thereafter due to mechanization and depression. Yet by the time of 

World War II, wheat farmers in western Canada still depended on binders, 

threshers, and bindlestiffs a.bout as much as did farmers in the spring 

wheat regions of the United States, 

Although Canad.a entered World War II two years before the United 

States did, Canadian wheat farmers suf'fered no serious shortages of 

workers and ma,chinerf until 1942. In that year the Agricultural Divi

sion of the National Selective Service established the Dominion

Provincial Farm Labour Program. Administration of the :program on the 

provincial level was in the hands of the provincial departments of 

agriculture. The department of agriculture of each province designated 

a supervisor of farm labor and set up a harvest labour cornmi ttee. The 

network of officials was similar to that of the extension services in 

the United States. In order to recruit sufficient workers, the provin

cial departments of agriculture paid railway fares for workers from 

easte:rn towns and cities to the prairie provinces. 1 

Seasonal movement of custom combine outfits began at the same time. 

The harvest labour conunittee:s of the western provinces lent all possible 

SU:P.po:t't to the business, even to the point of subsidation. Owners of 

combines who wished to do custom work in another area received compen-

sation for the expenses of moving machinery, A prospective custom 

cutter first contracted. with a farmer in another area to harvest his 

crop. After moving to the place of emplo~rment, he filed a claim with 

the provincial harvest labour committee. The supervisor either would 

pay the custom. cutter thirty cents for every mile he had moved the 
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equipment or would pay freight charges for transporting the machinery 

by rail or by truck. In 1941+ the Saskatchewan Department of Agriculture 

paid 150 such claims, and in 1945, 157 claims totaJ.ing nearly $11,000, 

Most of the combines were drag machines, but about a third were self-

propelled, A few of the machines were swathers or stationery separators 

rather than combines. 2 

Meanwhile the governments of the.United States and Canada acted to 

make possible the internationaJ. movement of harvesters. On June 17, 

1942, months before the United States entered the war, the two govern

ments had. established the Joint Economic C01mnittees to foster economic 

cooperation between the two nations, The agricultural subcommittees of 

these bodies discussed shortages of labor and machinery in agriculture, 

including the need for more efficient use of wheat harvesting machinery. 

In February, 1942, the committees recommended to their respective gov

ernments that regulations of customs and immigration be suspended in 

order to pe:r..mit custom combine outfits to cross the international 

boundary with the harvest. Prii11e Minister: W. L. Mackenzie King of 

Canada and President Franklin D, Roosevelt of the United States met in 

Hyde Park, New York, in April of 1942 to consider measures of increased 

cooperation during wartime. One product of the conference was an 

executive arrangement, annom1ced on Ar·ril 10, designed to facilitate 

the movement of custom combines,3 

The a:rrangement, quoting the Joint Comm:l.ttees, stated the obvious. 

"The movement of machines within each country has contributed to econo

mies in the use of ma.chines and labor and achieved. greater efficiency 

of agricultural output," it stated. 11'1.'he removal of such regulations 

and restrictions as now- imiiede the movements across the common boundary 
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of both farm machines and the labor assocJ.ated with them, would further 

increase their efficient use, thereby contributing to the common war 

effort. 114 

Bureaucratic inertia prevented any large movement of custom com

bines across the border in 1942. Canadian officiaJ.s, because harvest 

in their country did not begin until September, were in no hurry to 

concl1Jde definite arrangements for international movement of harvesters, 

They took no ad.ion until Jime 29, when a telegraJn from the Canadian 

Department of ExternaJ. Affairs to the United States Department of State 

indicated willingness to work out.procedures. Thomas Wailes, chief of 

the Canadian Section of the Department of State, conferred with John 

Stewart of the United States Department of .Agr:Lculture's Office of 

Foreign Agricu1 tural Relations and with a representative of the United 

States Bureau of Immigration and Na·turalization. Stewart soon af'·~er 

recommended a definite proposal be made to the Canad:i.an goverrnnent 1 

custom combiners were to be permitted passage across the bonler oIL1y in 

U...'1its consisting of a combine, a truck and a tractor if necessary, and 

not more than four men. No passports were required for citizens of the 

United States entering Canada, and immigration officials in the United 

States were to waive requirements of passports for Canadians entering 

the United States, issuing them simple identification cards instead. 

These ternis won the approval of' the United States Department of State 

and the Canadj_an Department of External Af:fairs. 5 

The United States Immigration and Natu:calization Service first 

waived provisions of laws prohlbiting the importation of contract labor 

and then secured con:fhillation from the Department of State that require·-

ments for passports were suspended. The service opened eighteen ports 
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of entry to custom cutters--eight each in Montana and North Dakota, two 

in Minnesota. Across the border, paired with the ports in the United 

States, were eighteen Canadian ports of entry--seven in Maxdtoba, nine 

in Saskatchewan, and two in Alberta. 6 

'l'he state employment services in. the United States and the provin-

ciaJ. departments of agriculture in Canada unfolded procedures for 

directing harvesters that were remarkable for their informality. A 

custom cutter from the United States wishing to cross the boi"Cler into 

Canad.a reported to the state director of the employment service in 

North Dakota, Montana, or Minnesota. If the deputy minister of agricul-

ture in the province to which the custom cutter wished to go confinned 

that work was available, then the director of the state employment 

service issued the necessary documents to pass the custom cutter across 

the border? A custom cutter from Canada wishing to enter the United 

States went through the same process in reverse by first reporting to 

his deputy minister of agricultu:i:·e. The harvesters involved paid no 

duties and posted no bond. Canadian custom combiners were not to remain 

more than twenty-nine days in the United States, for they would be 

needed at home in the fall, but harvesters from the United States in 

Canada could stay as long as they wished. Customs officiaJ.s in the 

United States imposed one ridiculous regulations they prohibited 

Canadian custom cutters :from using their trucks er tractors to transport 

combines from one job to another in the United States.8 . 

J3ecause the season was so late by the time authorities acted, oILly 

two custom outfits from Canada worked in the Unit.ed States in 1942, with 

only one comM.ne each, and one o:f them stayed only two days, Seventeen 

custom cutters from the Unj_ted States took eighteen combines into 
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Canada, not counting several who slipped through a port in Montana with

out being registered, Most of the traffic moved between Montana and 

Saska.tchewan. The majority of the participants also were from Monta.11a, 

but a few had ranged north from such points as Winfield, Kansas, or 

Billings, Oklahoma,9 

CiJ:·cumstances similar to those of 1942 again hampered the inter

national movement of combines in 1943. In early June John Stewart of 

the Office of ft.grfoul tural Relatfons initiated discussions among repTe

sentatives of the War Food Administratlon, the Immigration and Natural

ization Service, and the Canadian legation to renew and improve 

arrangements for the exchange of harvesters. The participants agreed 

substantially on terms, but although the Canadian government threw no 

blocks in front of harvesters seeking to enter Canada, certain ATJlerican 

officials were less cooperative, Williai~ Johnson, Commissioner of 

Customs 1 refused direct appeals from Stewart and from other officials 

to allow Canadian custom cutters in the United States to move their 

equ1.:Pment from job t.o job with their trucks and trailers. He insisted 

that Canadia..n harvesters hauling custom combines and crewmen in 

trailers ~~d trucks would violate laws requiring duties on £oreign 

vehicles transporting merchandise or passengers. There seemed to be no 

way to explain the nature of custom combining to Johnson, to convince 

him that the machines ancl men transported were tools and employees, not 

merchandise and passengers, 10 

Other difficulties also arose. Officials of the Lnmigration and 

Naturalization Service were :reluctant to waive such :petty regulations 

as those requiring physical examinations and identification photographs. 

Not until August. 10 could American consuls in Canad.a announce that the 
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way was open for Canadian custom cutters to move south, and by then it 

was too late. At the same time many farrn.ers in western Canada suffered 

crop failures, Few American combines entered Canada, for little work 

was available there. Only eleven custom combines crossed the border 

from Canada to the United States in 194J; six crossed from the United 

1'' States to Canada. ~ 

F'o:r two years attempts to facilitate the international movement of 

custom cutters had failed. Part of the blame lay with stubborn ad.min-

istrators who resisted change, but more telling was the failure of 

nearly all official :parties concerned to und.erstand the possibilities 

of custom combining. They thought of the combine exchange as a limited 

movement of a few machines within a few miles of the border, not as a 

sustained campaign stretching from the southern plains to the prairie 

provinces, 

Negotiations in 1943 nevertheless produced progress in developing 

procedures. American and Canadian officials made the terms of the 

exchange formal in an agreement. American custom cutters applied to 

the state war board chairman of North Dakota for certification to enter 

Canada. He· issued them papers that passed them through a:ny port of 

entry in North Dakota or Montana. Ca:nadia.'1. custom cutters received 

certification from various officials in their provincial departments of 

agricultm'e, All employmen-C. was arranged by the placement services of 

the states and provinces. The agreement of 1943 became the basis for 

t . t• . 19Lo1• 12 nego ia J.ons in N. 

In 19'-1·4 representatives of both governments sought to improve on 

past pe:t.."f'orm.anees. Officials of the United States Office of Foreign 

.Agricultural Relations were eager to conclude negotiations early in the 
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spring so that Canadian· harvesters might help garner a bumper crop on 

the southern plains. They urged opening the borders to custom cutters 

by May 1. Their attempts were futile; not until May 26 did their 

representatives sit down with people from the Department of State, the 

Lllllligration and Naturalization Service, and the Canadian legation to 

arrange an exchange of custom combines in 1944. This time and every 

year thereafter the combine exchange was authorized by a simple exchange 

of notes between the United States Department of State and the Canadian 

Department of External Affairs. No official openly opposed terms of 

the exchange in 191+4 as had some ln 1943, but obtaining necessary con-

sents from various agencies delayed opening of ports to Canadian custom 

cutters untn July ?--again too late for Canadians to join in the 

harvest Oi1 the southern plains. 13 

W'nen finally implemented. 1 the terms under which custom cutters 

crossed the border were 1iberaJ.. Certification of custom outfits for 

passage was much the same as in 1943, except that the certifying agent 

in North Dakota in 19i.:1J, wa.s the chairman of the state agricultural 

conservation committee, All ports of entry in the wheat belt were 

opened to custom cutters, and offid.als on either side of the border 

aided custom cutters in obtaining rationed supplies. Confusion and 

tardiness in the procedures, however, kept the movement of combines 

small again. Twenty-six combines entered the United States from 

Canada; four entered Canada. from the United States, 14 

In 1945 the officials concerned finally succeeded in making the 

exchange of Gombines work. The Department of State and the Canadian 

legation exchanged J.etters in April to authorize the program for 194.5. 

The letters provided for the opening of ports to custom cutters on 
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J1me 1, early enough for Canadian combiners to go south and enter the 

harvest in Kam~as and even Oklahoma. Regulatory obstacles had been 

removed the previous year. By late May ambitious Canadian combiners 

were waiting on the l:>order for clearance into the United States, The 

provincial departments of agriculture, recognizing that there would be 

many appliccuTGs to go south, designated numerous locaJ. officials as 

competent to certify ha,rvest.ers for passage across the border. 1.5 

Although few Americans entered Canada to harvest :in 194.5, Canadian 

custom cutters received significant benefits from the arrangement for 

the first time. No agency kept a comprehensive record of the number of 

Canadians who went south to haxvest, but J, E. Snowball, chief clerk of 

farm labour in the Saskatchewan Depa:r'tment o:f Agriculture, made a 

thorough survey of custom combiners from Saskatchewan who worked in the 

United States. He found that of 207 custom combiners issued permits to 

enter the United States, 151 made the trip. About. l~85 men were 

involved in the movement. The Canadians cut an average of 8.51 acres to 

each combine in the United States, with an average gross income for 

combining of more than $3,000. Including revenue for hauling, the 

Canadlans together earned more than half a million dollars. 

Only a few Canadian machines ranged as far south as Texas or 

Oklahoma, since they could not enter tbe Uni.tea. Ste:1,tes before JlUle 1, 

but :perhaps two hundred reached Kansas in t:i.me to collect bonanza rates 

hai"'Ves·ting a fine crop. Most of the Cana.d:i.a.ns then harvested their Hay 

thro1Jgh Nebraska and South Dakota a..."1.d headed home, ski:pping over North 

Dakota and Montana in order to reach their o~m farms in time for 

16 h2.rvest. 
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Canadians making the harvest in the United States reported a host 

of problems, the greatest of which was rain, which struck them in 

Kansas and discouraged. some before they were well started. Others 

learned lessons of management from difficulties in 1945. They discov

ered that for an extended. campaign in the harvest, they needed new 

machinery, for they found it hard to obtain parts for old combines that 

broke down. Some attempted to ship their equipment to the southern 

plains by ra:i.1 and pick it up there, but ended up spending most of June 

waiting for their combines. Many mourned the difficulties they had 

with their hired workers, especially when liquor was involved.. The 

workers knew that their employers had. little choice but to keep them on 

no mat.ter what they did, for they were isolated in the middle of the 

United States. Custom cutters learned to pick their crewmen more 

carefully. "They have to be on the job, dependable and non-drinkers," 

ad.vised one combinel.' from sad experience. "If one man starts drinking, 

the rest do the same." The most troublesome problem was that of Joseph 

Lambrecht, of Ceylon, Saskatchewan. He wa.s held up wlth his outfit at 

the border for eight :precious days because he was born in Gennany. 

Despite these difficulties, most Canadian custom cutters exulted 

over their success in 1945 and looked forward to better years to come. 

"I consider that we rendered sincere service to theRe people Lfamers 

in the United State.§7 and they in turn treated us royally and paid us 

well. Personally I hope a similar arrangement is carried ou·t next 

year," wrote one. Another added, "It is a very good thing for Canadian 

fanners. Besides keeping high priced machinery working you learn a lot 

about the conditions of thG .A.me:rican fa:r:mer which certainly treat you 
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like a brother." Many indicated. that they had arranged to work for the 

same farmers in 1946 if allowed to come back. 17 

The successful season of 1945 inspired Canadian officials to seek 

permanent establishment of the exchange of combines. The original 

arrangement, it wa£ generally understood, had been for the duration of 

the war. In August of 194.5 an under secretary of external affairs in 

Otta.wa wrote to the American ambassador to Canada that his government 

wished to extend the system indefinitely. For the first time a 

Canadian official at a high level expressed understanding of the nature 

of custom harvesting by ref erring to it as an extended seasonal move-

ment. The writer pointed out the benefits the United States already 

had received in 1945 in help with the harvest, but also noted that 

custom comb:i.ning was an opportunity for farmers in western Canada 

experiencing crop failures to supplement meager incomes. "It would be 

a simple matter to extend these mutual benefits into the postwar 

period," he concluded. 18 

Accordingly, the next spring the respectj_ye goverrunents again 

exchanged letters to authorize international movement of harvesters. 

Arrangements were completed early in the spring, and so the I.rnmigration 

and Naturalization Service admitted custom cutters from Canada as early 

as May 15. Altogether about 460 custom comliines entered the United 

States from Canada in 1946, a great increase over 1945. 358 combines 

came from Saskatchewan. Based on the returns of 263 of them, they cut 

an average of 970 acres to a combine in the United States, for an 

estimated total of nearly 3_50,000 acres cut by all units from 

Saskatchewan. They earned more than a million dollars in the United 

States for combining Cl.lone; not counting charges for hauling. Nearly a 
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third of their work was in Kansas, but they also covered much acreage 

in Olr.lahoma, Nebraska, and South Dakota. 19 

The movement of combines swelled to its peak in 1947. The 

Canadian Department of External Affairs once again exchanged notes with 

the Am.erica.'1 Embassy in Ottawa to authorize the arrangement. Eager 

custom combiners from Canad.a, flushed and impressed by the profits of 

191-}(), clamored for papers to pass them across the border on May 25, 

the date set for opening the ports to custom cutters in 1947. The Farm 

Labour Division of the Saskatchewan Department of .Agriculture de!flOn·

strated its willingness to help them by sending its secretar,y, Roy Fysh, 

to Kansas to meet with representatives of the state extension services. 

Fysh, greeted wannly by state extension directors who hoped to recruit 

combines from Saskatchewan for their harvest, assured them that 

Saskatchewan was willing to supply all the combines they wanted. 20 

Canadian custom cutters were only too willing to back up Fysh's 

pledge. The United States Extension Service first notified Canadian 

officials that they should certify JOO custom combines to enter the 

United States. Canadian applicants for certification far exceeded that 

number, and so officials of the Canadian Department of Agriculture 

devlsed a system of quotasr a.1.loting numbers of combines to be certified 

to the provinces acco:cd.ing to the number who had come from each the 

previous year. Hore than three-fourths of the machines therefore were 

to come from Saskatchewan, the rest from Alberta and Manitoba. Offi

ciaJ.s of the Farm Labour Committee in Saskatchewan al.so devised a point 

system to decicte what individuals should be gra.rited passage, with 

preference given to veterans of the armed forces, custom cutters who 

had combined in the United States before, and most of aJ.1, farmers from 

districts struck by drought.. 
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As the harvest progressed into Kansas out of Texas and Oklahoma, 

where there were sufficient combines in 1947, directors of state 

extension services in the central plains grew panicky, Combines were 

in seriously short supply. Bernard Joy, deputy director of the fedeTaJ. 

Extension Fa..."V'Jil Labor Program, remained calm, for he knew that once the 

ha:L1rest moved past Kansas, demand for combinec would decrease. Neverthe

less, he said, "reports of probable loss of wheat because of a shortage 

of combines will be general, and possjbly hysterical," and so the 

federal Extension Service gave tn to pressure to admit niore Canad.la.ns. 

They ordered 150 more combines on June 6, 300 on June 16, 150 on June 23, 

100 on June 24, and 200 on June 27, Most of the orders were f:illed by 

waitlng custom cutters, but the last order was so late that few custom 

cutters still were wi.lling to start south. 21 

649 combines from Saskatchewan worked in the United States in 19L1-7, 

out of a total of about 1, 100 from Canad.a. The 649 from Saska,tchewan 

cut an average o:f 860 acres apiece in the United States, more than half 

a million ac:res in all. Once again about a third of· the acres were in 

Kansas. Earnings of harvesters from Saskatchewan in the United States 

totaled more than three mi.llion dollars for combining and hauling. 22 

The availa"bili ty of work in the United States and the restrictions 

on the numbers of combj_ners allowed to enter tempted some custom cutters 

to slip across the boxtler illegally. American off:lcials, knowing the 

need for combines, were reluctant to take action against the offenders. 

Two men from Saskatchewan, D. A. Graber and V. C. Johnson, took a 

combine acI~ss without a permit and headed for Texas, Worse yet, this 

was the second year in a row they bad done so. Fai.111 Labour officials 

in Saskatchewan learned tha,t Graber and Johnson were harvesting flax 
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near Beeville, Texas, and so they insisted that federal extension 

officials see that the two were sent home, Members of the Border Patrol 

Unit at San Antonio accosted the combining culprits in the field. 

Al though the two did not ha,ve the papers they should have had from 

officials in Saskatchewan, they did have identification cards from the 

United States Immigration and Naturalization Service. The Border Patrol 

therefore left them to work imdisturbed. 23 

The international movement of harvesters had reached its peak in 

1947. I.n succeeding years Canadians continued to come to the United 

States to harvest, but never again in such nu.'llbers. Partly this was 

the result of the general depression in the custom cutting business 

starting in 1948, and partly it was because American officials, no 

longer faced with shortages of combines, did not need to appeal to 

ca..~ada for harvesters. 

The combine excharige continued. on its own momentlu11, however, 

because Canadian officials wanted their custom cutters to have the 

chance to work in the United States. In 1948 the United States Employ

ment Service replaced the Extension Service as the agency in charge of 

the placement of custom cutters. That year the Employment Service 

unwisely authorized the Saskatchewan Department of .A.gricu1 ture to 

certify 800 custom combiners for entry into the Unlte<l States, No 

record was kept as to how many actually came, but those that did facecl 

a discouraging season with sm2J.l demand fo::c their services, In 1949 the 

Employment Service requested. no combines at all. A few special cases 

were admitted, for instance, a ma.."1 who had invented a new flexible reel 

for combines a..11d wanted to test it, 24 
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In succeedjng years the Canadian and.American governments contin

ued to exchange notes authorizing an exchange of combines each year, 

but the number of combines permitted to enter the United States never 

was large, and hardly any Americans harvested. in Canada. Nevertheless, 

because throughout this time there was a surplus of custom combines, 

custom cutters in the United. States protested the entrance of any 

Canadians at all, Canadian eGmb:tne:r:s no longer were needed to save 

crops; they were admitted as a courtesy to Canada, Because they were 

foreigners, American harvesters made them scapegoats for.their problems. 

Americans said that the Canadians cut prices below the going rate to 

secure work, Spring wheat farmers, they said, had nothing to do at 

home anyway, and so they were willj_ng to stay in the United States and 

work for lower rates than would Americans. Custom cutters from Canada, 

enjoying ·tax exemptions on machinery granted to Canadian farmers by 

·their gove:r_r.mnent, held unf'air advantage over America..11 operators. The 

rumor even spread that Canadian custom cutters were paid subsidies by 

their goven11llent for every acre they cut in the United States. 

Except for the rumor about direct subsidies, all the complaints 

about Canadians in the business voiced by American custom cutters were 

at least :pa:rtially true. However, after 1948 the Canadians never were 

numerous enough t.o pose a threat to the business of .American custom 

cutters except in isolated, individual cases. Around 1970, when custom 

combining was at the bottom of a twenty-year depression, American 

custom cutters began pa,ssing a.round petitions to their congressmen, 

asking that the admissi.on of Canadian custom cutters be ended. This was 

the reason that the Economic Research Servlce of the United States 

Department of .Agriculture embarked on a major study of custom combining 
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in 1971--to see how much of a threat the Canadian operators posed, The 

researchers found that 116 Canadian outfits worked in the United States 

in 1971, using 175 combines, The Canadians harvested a totaJ. of 435,000 

acres of wheat. That acreage constituted only 1.3% of the acreage in 

wheat on the plains, while interstate custom cutters from the United 

States harvested J1,1%. Although there no doubt were instances of 

:price-cutting by Canadians in some places, the study concluded that the 

Canadians were too insignificant to be much of a threat. The study 

found that the most potent competition to interstate custom combiners 

came not from Canadians, but from intrastate custom cutters--farmers 

who combined for their neighbors after finishing their own crops. 25 

The Canadian custom cutters after 1948, then, despite some 

controversy, were nothing more than a tiny, colorful addition to the 

ranks of custom harvesters. The "Canucks" always were an object for 

corrunent around grain elevator offices and implement dealerships; a 

d.ealer who said that "lots" of the Canadians worked in his area of the 

country usually mea..71.t that he had seen a couple of outfits during the 

time he ha.rl. been in business. Custom cutters sometimes made fun of the 

Canadians, who could be recognized, they said, by the insulated caps 

they wore in 'l'exas in June, 

'l'he early histo:ry of the exchange of combines between the United 

St.ates and Canada demonstrated the difficulty of extending an adapta

tion to a geographi.cal environraent across an international border-. 

During the years when custom combinj_ng became established in the United 

States, its advantages j_n the efficient use of machine:ry were obvious, 

Shapers of policy for c>..gricul ture therefore hoped to extend these 

advcintages to their logicaJ. limits, to the most northern reaches of the 



whea.t belt. It proved difficult because of entrenched bureaucracies. 

By the time it was accomplished, it was almost too late; the need had 

passed. The harvesting season in the United States was long enough to 

support professional custom cutters within its own borders, and after 

1947 they handled the crop with no trouble. Canadian operators ca.i11e to 

be viewed as invaders, not as helpers. There were practical limits to 

the expansion of custom combining, and the international border was one 

of them. 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

In the spring of 1.944 the initial boom in custom combining was in 

full swing. Thousands of eager opportunists were carving places in the 

movement, reaping the windfall profits of that time of emergency. 

Irvin Zecha, the son of a farmer from near Great Bend, Kansas, resolved 

to claim his share of the action. In the local newspaper he saw a.n 

advertisement o:f a used Gleaner combine for sale, He answered the ad, 

but when he arrived at the home of the man with the combine, the man 

told bim to save b5.s money, According to notice in the day's newspaper, 

Zecha had been reclassified. 1-A by the Selective Service, 

Zee he. quickly enlisted in the ·Navy, and he served two years 1 but 

he did not abandon his ambitions of becoming a custom cutter, 'Wl1ile 

still in the Navy, he sent money to his father to buy him a combine. 

His father ·bought him a twelve-fooi~ Baldwin machine with steel wheels 

and chain drive, Lea,ving the Navy in May, 1946, Zecha cai-ne home and 

borrowed enough money to buy a 193L~ John Dee1:e tractor, aJ.so on steel 

wheels. The com-bine had cost $900, the tractor $275, Then he bovght a 

1934 International truck with no glass in it at aJ.l, not even 

b=:2,d1ights. He wJ.red. a makeshif't windshielcl on the cab and built a 

wooden bed on the platf'orm. Zecha a.'ld hls bro·C.her then began custom 

ha1:vesting near Claflin, a few miles from Great. Bend. They cut for 

some days tefore finishing their first Job. The final day they were 
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down to their last thirty cents, and so lunch was just a candy bar. 

Then came the first check, and an infant business was saved. 
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In the spring of 1976 the second great boom in custom combining 

was a·{; its height. Irvin Zecha loaded up his outfit to begin his 

thirty-first yea:r of custom cutting. He wheeled three twenty-four-foot 

Gleaner combines onto trailers drawn behind two tandem-axle trucks and 

one bobtail truck. Marie Zecha, Irvin's wife of twenty-nine years, 

moved their effects into a spacious house trailer. Four sons and a 

hired man clim1Jed into the trucks and headed south for Chattanooga, 

Oklahoma. There Zecha harvested for a farmer he had served for nine

teen years. The outfit moved to Wakita, Oklahoma, and cut the wheat of 

a man Zecha. had worked for eleven years. The next stop was Great 

Bend, where Zecha had cut for local farmers since 19l!-6. Ordinarily the 

fom--th stop would have been Cheyenne Wells, Colorado, where Zecha had 

combined :for a man since 1948, but in 1976 drought had caused crop 

failure there. So the outfit moved directly to Oneida, South Dakota, 

to work on a mammoth farm with 8,_500 acres of winter wheat, the owner 

of wh:i.ch had employed twenty-one custom combines the year before. The 

last stop xaB Carrington; North Dakota, harvesting for a customer of 

sixteen years. Finishing the wheat there, most of the family returned 

home, while Irvin Zecha stayed on with two combines and local help to 

haxvest sunflowers. Finally he a.lso went back to Great Bend, where he 

hc>,,rvested a bit of corn in the late fall. 1 

Zecha in 1946 and Zecha in 1976 posed an incongruous pair of 

lmages. A shirttail operation held together by 'baling wire and high 

hopes evolved into the established business of a substantial capitalist. 

'I'he wonder of the transforma:t.ion was not that. one individual had 
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succeeded, but that he represented a grea·t class of such individuals 

who made up the business of custom combining. 
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If custom cutting began as a business of opportunists, it became 

an industry of stubl)orn individuals. In these people there was broad

ness of vision. No pettiness was among them, no narrowness borne of 

isolation. Such characteristics disqualified a man for custom cutting, 

which demanded imagination and foresight and exposed its participai.'1ts. 

to the lives and work of people in many different locales. Custom 

cutters practiced shrewd manae;ement and performed wearying tasks, but 

few remained in the business unless there was a spark of romance in 

them, making them love an occupation so often perverse. 

The rewards of custom combining to its participants, be they 

financial or spiritual, were of concern only to a few thousand custom 

cutters. Their lives were interesting and unusual, but viewed in 

isolation, not important to the rest of the world. In their context, 

however, they played an important role in the agricultural economy of 

the plains. Without custom cutters the wheat harvest, the climax of 

the agricultural calendar on the plains, would have oeen difficult in 

the best of times, unmanageable in the worst. Custom combining filled 

a :need of farmers in a particular environment as surely as did Turkey 

wheat., dry far.mlng, custom threshing, or any of the other ad.aptations 

employed by farmers on the plains. 

It was this quality of adaptation that made custom combining of 

interest to the historian or geographer of' the Great Plains. Most 

interpretation of the history of the Great Plains has flowed in the 

backwash of WaJ.ter P. Webb 0 s The Q.reat _?~, exploring the ways in 

which inhabi ta...YJ.ts of the region adapted or failed to adapt customs and 
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institutions to suit their environment, As representatives of the 

process of adaptation, custom combiners made Webb's Texas Rangers look 

like pikers. Custom cutters were plainsmen nonpareil, They brought 

order, flexibility, and mobility to the harvest, They applied capitaJ., 

labor, and expertise to the work, but only when and where it was 

needed, 

Custom combining did not exist merely for the benefit of its 

practitioners; it provided economic benefits for farmers and fit into a 

scheme of ins ti tut ions suited for life on the. plains, This was what 

gave the industry staying power. It also ensured that custom combining, 

unless replaced by a still better innovation, will remain a part of 

agriculture on the Great Plains. 



FOOTNOTES 

1Pe:r.sonaJ.. interview, Irvin Zecha. 
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